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PREFACE

Historical landscape ranks among the subjects which have been receiving increased attention from both professionals and lay public during the past two decades. It has often been mythicized, poetized, veiled by spirituality and idealized in popular publications hand in hand with the media. It is gradually turning into a cult; it has been attributed magic qualities which are breathing from forests, meadows, waters and hillsides and which would, in the past, allegedly decide battles, elicit expressions of ardent patriotism and determine the route of history and, today, perhaps help find us the sense of our earthly existence. An array of recent professional works, as well as works aimed at wider audiences, has pursued the history of landscape from rather uncommon angles of viewing and tried to fuse humans and nature into a single landscape-shaping feature. A fashionable subject surfacing in connection with historical landscape is the “landscape soul”. Yet another commonly used term is the “landscape memory”, developed and forged by experts in conformity with Pierre Nora’s concept of realms of memory. Certain places have been transformed into symbols; into places interlinked with the collective memory. The landscape memory encompasses a landscape charisma radiated by places permeated with history and emblazoned with stories, tales and legends, by worshipped peaks or romantic recesses bearing imprints of human activity, by memorial trees, springs and wells – places enveloped in an exceptional “genius loci”. The discussion revolving around the definition of this concept is still animated. Genius loci as a philosophical category can be perceived non-indicatively: not necessarily just in the aesthetic context; there can also be the explanation that every place does not only have its physical, but also non-material features; that genius loci represents a quality integral to a certain location. New, unconventional approaches and often almost deliberately shocking comparisons and literarily interpreted subjects have been enriching previous research on historical landscape. They contribute to a more inward and more sensitive grasping of the entire issue – unless they, of course, slip off the surface of an idea due to shallow catchiness. At the same time, it is more than necessary to respect and accept the research outcomes of the participating disciplines.

Historical landscape as the subject of research and protection. The present publication mainly discusses historical landscape as an expert issue pursued by many scientists of varied focus in the framework of both their elementary and applied research encompassing a wide scale of disciplines (archaeologists, landscape ecologists, botanists, geologists, art historians, urbanists, garden and landscape architects, historians, geographers, historical geographers, experts in the care of historical monuments…; the list could be almost endless), by numerous institutions, associations and – in the good sense of the word – informed laymen.
In the Czech lands, the subject of landscape was not totally unknown before 1989, while the line oriented towards nature (landscape) protection ran in parallel with a professional line from as early as the first half of the 20th century. We can, to this day, successfully build on the tradition of national history and geography – a field first promoted by Josef V. Šimák (1870–1941) and later, especially between the 1940s and 1960s, cultivated by František Roubík (1890–1974) and his Moravian contemporary, Ladislav Hosák (1898–1972). From among their followers, the one perhaps most worth mentioning is Zdeněk Boháč (1933–2001) who significantly connected the field of national history and geography with the history of settlement and enriched the given issue with many overlaps towards historical landscape and was, beside other things, the founder of the specialized magazine Historická geografie ([Historical Geography]; 1968).

Historical landscape as a complexly conceived interdisciplinary subject came into more considerable play only as late as at the turn of the millennium, which was apparently, to a certain degree, linked with increased social demand. In the developing society, the demand began taking on various forms covered by civic initiatives, while the continuity with the earlier period was mainly demonstrated by re-cultivation works, many of which are still under way mainly in the region of North-West Bohemia, and the possibility of uncensored (and thus often critical) views on the development of landscape during the past forty years merely represented one of many aspects at work. Yet another and clearly far more significant aspect was the topicality of the subject – in the early post-1989 period, “the return to old values” was among the presumed ways leading to both a physical and a spiritual renascence of society, and the very “landscape of our predecessors” began playing a fundamental role within the register of the values of the past which were to serve as exemplary.

The clash of ideals and the post-November reality, eventually resulting in disillusion and apathy in a significant part of the population over the years, is merely mentioned in this text.
as a generally known fact and we in no way aspire at either interpreting or providing a detailed analysis of its causes. In the context of studying historical landscape, it is much more fundamental to answer the following questions – What in fact shall we conceive of that “original landscape” for which we strive so much to restore?\textsuperscript{13} And what does “restoring” it really mean (or can mean)? The examples from practice usually equal attempts at reviving something of the landscape’s once documentable (recordable) character. Perhaps an underlying aspect here is also the subconscious effort to at least partially compensate for the violent and frequently unfortunate landscape interventions dating to the latter half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century (especially the collectivization process and the reintegration of fields and their consequences, the environmental damage caused by the amelioration and the modification of watercourses, air pollution with all its adverse impacts and open-cast coal mining, but also the almost predatory urbanization and globalization in industrial and agricultural architecture, and so on),\textsuperscript{14} as well as for the contemporary lack of interest which very negatively affected the centennial heritage of cultural landscape. The landscape seen today is a landscape which has been “re-written” and layered, while the individual layers are imprints of various periods; and a landscape historian in this case faces as difficult a problem as an architecture historian or preservationist commissioned to “revitalize” a construction which had undergone a good deal of renovations and modernizations during the several centuries of its existence.

Studying historical landscape is not a matter of academism, as can be well-documented by long-term concept research as well as \textit{ad hoc} compiled probes (serving as materials for expert opinions), which both respond to a particular demand of the bodies of state administration, self-governments and civic initiatives. The frequent reason for their existence is not only the need to have a fundamental document which would widely embrace the issue of an area worth protecting, but also the disputes over the tolerable degree of influencing the landscape character through construction and other activities. Yet another type of studies focusing on the landscape of the individual regions is that of the nature trails, which have also become available in virtual form during recent years.\textsuperscript{15} In some cases, historical landscape (or, respectively, one of the stages of historical landscapes) has turned into an important, vital and widely developed feature of regional identity. This is, moreover, not only linked with intense professional research and with popularizing its results but, simultaneously – and in the framework of the given possibilities –, with its practical application (i.e., revitalization of selected landscape features or, eventually, compositional wholes). An example of this is Waldstein’s and Schlick’s composed landscapes in the Jičín region, the cultural landscape of the territory of the Plasy monastery or in the Liechtenstein domain in the Moravian-Austrian border area.\textsuperscript{16} A significant role in reviving interest in the composed Baroque landscape and, as a result, in the landscape of the period of the Bohemian Baroque as such was played by the conference “The Waldstein Loggia and Composed Baroque Landscape around Jičín”, the overtones of which also included some rather topical respects (the threat of transforming some landscape features, historical buildings and their surroundings in the immediate vicinity of Jičín into an entertainment park by a private investor and at the same time seeking adequate use of the area of the Waldstein’s casino with its loggia).\textsuperscript{17} Professional research of a historical landscape (aimed at a certain period) or historical landscapes (in the sense of the development of a landscape in a selected area) can take several basic routes.

\textsuperscript{13} Even if the history of landscape is phased into several stages of development for working reasons, as studied based on the examples of selected regions, several consecutive “historical landscapes” can still be seen – comp., e.g., SEMOTANOVA 2006; CHRASTINA 2009; CHRASTINA 2012.\textsuperscript{14} HÁJEK 2008; BLAŽEK et al. 2010; KAPLAN 2012.\textsuperscript{15} E.g., the 2013 book and the related mobile application \textit{Jeseníky: S Nebelem po Semmeringu} [The Ash Mountains: Through Semmering with Nebel].\textsuperscript{16} Comp. the essential literature on the mentioned areas in the overview of research below.\textsuperscript{17} BÍLKOVÁ – ŠOLTYSOVÁ 1997; HENDRYCH 1998; HENDRYCH – LÍČENÍKOVÁ 1998; SÁDLO – HÁJEK 2004.
One of the possibilities is to assume the view of a historian, and one of the disciplines which perceive historical landscape as the subject of elementary research is historical geography. The view of a historian is, to a considerable extent, limited by the period on which it primarily focuses, departing from the surviving historical sources. A longer time perspective is offered by archaeology, paleobotanics and geology. Historical geography draws the picture of historical landscape in a way influenced by both theoretical and methodological equipment which is intrinsic to this field. Here, too, different viewing of the given subject – either more geographical or more historical – can be found; they, however, do not exclude each other but instead make the interpretation of historical landscape more inspiring and manifold. From a historian’s perspective, historical landscape is every landscape of the past, while the adjective “historical” is given by the explored subject, i.e. the landscape existing in the past (in contrast to the contemporary landscape), by the surviving traces – the remains of landscape features which once co-formed (and today document) it and by the historical information tied to this landscape, for example by the influence of countless historical processes and events (including battles and other military conflicts, massive migrations and epidemics, activities of local leading personalities and so on). The meaning of the collocation “landscape as a historical monument” expresses a body of specific, identified relics of historical landscape which are important in the sense of preserving the cultural heritage of a given country. It must be noted that in this case, cultural landscape is meant as landscape co-transformed by humans.

Historiographic and art-historical research of recent years has also shown that – equally as in other fields of exploring the past – the material and spiritual components cannot be separated and nor can studying mentalities be avoided. Also, in this case, we cannot resign an understanding of the spiritual dimension of the landscape. Taking a strictly positivist approach and merely describing a landscape as it “appears” on the basis of available historical sources preclude an understanding of the motives for forming the individual “landscapes” and being drawn closer to knowledge of the relationship between humans and nature in the past. Landscape of a particular period as a whole is the result of mutual influences in play between people and nature, while the closer to the present, the more apparent is the man’s imprint, and certain places, conserved for various reasons (such as copying – “transferring” of Jerusalem, the grounds of the Holy graves, Loretos, the “sacral landscapes” of pilgrimage places, the chateaux complexes) are both spatial expressions and reflections of the mentality (and often also the vogue) of their time.

Topical subjects and methods of researching historical landscapes. The hitherto research into the historical landscape of the Czech Republic at least enables an outline of its main transformations. In the global framework and with the necessary degree of simplification, two main stages of landscape development and two basic tendencies in studying it can be formulated. The main stages are basically (1.) the period of pre-industrial (rural and later also urban) landscape, stretching from the Neolithic Era to approximately the mid-19th century, and (2.) the stage of industrialized landscape, concerning the period from the mid-19th century to the recent past or almost present (post-industrial landscape). Partial segmentation is determined by dominating trends and characteristic features of landscape development along with the “revolutionary” twists resulting in essential transformations in the structure of landscape features.

---

18 This is very clearly demonstrated by the diagram in SÁDLO – POKORNÝ – HÁJEK –DRESLEROVÁ – CÍLEK 2005, p. 233; on the approaches of various disciplines, also comp. here below.
20 SEMOTANOVÁ 2007.
The two crucial tendencies, then, are (1.) researching (reconstructing) parts of cultural landscape (composed landscape complexes, cultivated cultural landscape, industrial landscape etc.), and (2.) studying (reconstructing) the historical use of particular areas (the historical land-use). The first of the suggested trends relates to a rather wide period from as early as the Middle Ages practically to the present while the latter concerns the period from the first half of the 19th century (which is purely technically given by the nature of the exploitable sources). In all cases, the descriptive stage (the sum of data relevant for the reconstruction, quantification and so on, departing from the results of research of many disciplines and from their mutual combinations and confrontations), is closely followed by the interpretative stage. At the same time, the spectrum of methods and approaches reflects the wide scale of scientific fields which participate in researching historical landscape or, respectively, the outcomes of which are relevant in the given sense. Historiography, historical geography, cartography and iconography as the basic disciplines are being joined by social history and history of mentalities (while historical memory/tradition, fixed both on concrete places in the landscape and on landscape in the wider sense, including the “landscapes of battles”, is exemplary in research of this kind), social geography (extinction of settlement structures – as a consequence of finite-resource mining, flows as well as forced evacuations (expulsions); also, for example, research into regional awareness and historical and cultural regions), history of technology (constructions which distinctively change the landscape character – especially those linked with waterworks of all kinds, mining and, clearly, communications), historical climatology (long-term climatic trends and short-term fluctuations, floods, etc.), but also other natural sciences (for example, research of surface vegetation in various historical periods; natural conditions as one of the prerequisites for the development of settlement structures). The professional/methodical barriers dividing the individual approaches are to be bridged by various trans-disciplinary events – such as the already traditional January historical-geographical conferences (from 2005; for example “Landscape as an Anthropological Textbook”, 13 October 2012), which aim to present the possibilities of interpreting the concept of landscape from the viewpoint of various scientific fields (anthropology, archaeology, art history, geography, urbanism, environmental studies, landscape ecology but also geology and literary sciences and philosophy).  

Topical subjects and research methods are reflected by the recently published survey treatises, synoptically: SEMOTANOVÁ – CHROMY 2012, for the Middle Ages, especially: ŠIMŮNEK 2009; ŠIMŮNEK 2012a; for the early modern times: SEMOTANOVÁ 2010a; CHODEJÓVSKÁ 2012; for the 19th century: VYSKOČIL 2012. The crucial website from the point of researching land-use is http://www.lascc.cz; as far as concerns the printed publications which, in a representative way, reflect the topical methodology and the contribution of land-use studies, those worth mentioning are at least the book BÍČÍK et al. 2010 and the series of representative probes into various landscape types (BÍČÍK – KUPKOVÁ – STYCH et al. 2012). – Historical landscape from the Middle Ages to the present is also considered in the most recent synoptic atlas works – in Atlas krajiny ([Landscape Atlas], capturing the present situation instead of a retrospective view; for the structure of the work, visit http://www.mzp.cz/cz/atlas_krajiny_cr) and see Akademický atlas českých dějin (AAČD [Academic Atlas of the History of the Czech Lands]); the category of landscape conservation and protection in the maps which form part of the edition series Chráněná území ČR [Protected Areas of the Czech Republic] and Atlas krajiny ČR [Atlas of the Landscape of the Czech Republic] is pursued in SLAVÍK – MACKOVČIN 2008. The range of sources and the possibilities of their use from the point of historical geography are discussed in more detail in the second chapter. Other directions of employing basic work are outlined in MAUR 2006, while the wide framework of perceiving landscape as a “memorial medium” is reflected by the contributions in HLAVAČKA et al. 2011; landscape as a place of memory on the one hand and as a space either visually captured via stylized means (conforming to contemporary taste or a particular commission) or literally described is discussed, with the help of many examples from Europe and the United States dating to between the 17th and 19th centuries, in SCHAMA 2007; MATOUŠEK 2006 at the same time exemplifies how many views can be taken in researching the “landscape of battles”; the extinction of a primeval cultural landscape, sacrificed in the name of momentary profit, is pursued by KLAPŠTĚ 1994 on the example of the most tragic case of the Most region; the landscape of the forcibly evacuated regions was already mentioned above; on regionalism and regions, see, e.g., DVOŘÁK 2005 and SEMIAN 2012 (the latter is based on the example of Český ráj [the Bohemian Paradise]); from among technological  

21 Topical subjects and research methods are reflected by the recently published survey treatises, synoptically: SEMOTANOVÁ – CHROMY 2012, for the Middle Ages, especially: ŠIMŮNEK 2009; ŠIMŮNEK 2012a; for the early modern times: SEMOTANOVÁ 2010a; CHODEJÓVSKÁ 2012; for the 19th century: VYSKOČIL 2012. The crucial website from the point of researching land-use is http://www.lascc.cz; as far as concerns the printed publications which, in a representative way, reflect the topical methodology and the contribution of land-use studies, those worth mentioning are at least the book BÍČÍK et al. 2010 and the series of representative probes into various landscape types (BÍČÍK – KUPKOVÁ – STYCH et al. 2012). – Historical landscape from the Middle Ages to the present is also considered in the most recent synoptic atlas works – in Atlas krajiny ([Landscape Atlas], capturing the present situation instead of a retrospective view; for the structure of the work, visit http://www.mzp.cz/cz/atlas_krajiny_cr) and see Akademický atlas českých dějin (AAČD [Academic Atlas of the History of the Czech Lands]); the category of landscape conservation and protection in the maps which form part of the edition series Chráněná území ČR [Protected Areas of the Czech Republic] and Atlas krajiny ČR [Atlas of the Landscape of the Czech Republic] is pursued in SLAVÍK – MACKOVČIN 2008. The range of sources and the possibilities of their use from the point of historical geography are discussed in more detail in the second chapter. Other directions of employing basic work are outlined in MAUR 2006, while the wide framework of perceiving landscape as a “memorial medium” is reflected by the contributions in HLAVAČKA et al. 2011; landscape as a place of memory on the one hand and as a space either visually captured via stylized means (conforming to contemporary taste or a particular commission) or literally described is discussed, with the help of many examples from Europe and the United States dating to between the 17th and 19th centuries, in SCHAMA 2007; MATOUŠEK 2006 at the same time exemplifies how many views can be taken in researching the “landscape of battles”; the extinction of a primeval cultural landscape, sacrificed in the name of momentary profit, is pursued by KLAPŠTĚ 1994 on the example of the most tragic case of the Most region; the landscape of the forcibly evacuated regions was already mentioned above; on regionalism and regions, see, e.g., DVOŘÁK 2005 and SEMIAN 2012 (the latter is based on the example of Český ráj [the Bohemian Paradise]); from among technological
The authors of this treatise basically depart from the first of the above-mentioned tendencies, while the aim of their endeavour is to present the possibilities of utilizing the results of primarily historical and historical-geographical research. Three model areas are employed, as well as a methodology which combines generally established processes and takes a wide scale of historical, economic and landscape specifics into consideration, thus corresponding to the current state of knowledge and continuing in the topical trends in studying landscape via historical and historical-geographical means. The outline of this context, submitted below, therefore necessarily anticipates not only the individual case studies but also the overview of exploitable sources and the critical evaluation of their information value, which will be provided in close sequence.

The starting category is cultural landscape as a concept which can be used universally — for any type of landscape transformed by human activity in any period. This framework encompasses the fishpond landscape of the 15th and 16th centuries, the composed landscape of a Baroque pilgrimage place and the landscape (English-type) park as a part of a Neo-Classicist château or manor. The concept of cultural landscape is, however, also frequently in the explorations of the local industrial landscape or, respectively, the local landscape experiencing transformation period, as captured by three military surveys dating to between approximately 1760 and 1880 and by the stable register issued at about the same time (the latter quarter of the 19th century).  

Historical-landscape studies can only marginally employ detailed typologies of cultural landscapes as they were issued for the landscapes of the present or very recent times; the multifaceted views on both the contemporary and past landscapes are reflected in the typology submitted by Jiří Lőw and Jaroslav Novák. It departs from three basic angles of viewing (settlement landscape types; landscape types according to the land-use; landscape types according to their reliefs). The first one is further sub-divided chronologically and the two others typologically, the second of which, i.e. landscapes divided according to the land-use (“the structure of using the areas along the axes of natural landscape – landscapes close to nature – landscapes conditioned and/or transformed by people”), is the closest to the cultural landscapes of the past as conceived in this publication (also comp. the section “Model Areas” below).

---

23 The latter type can be exemplified by the treatise devoted to the changing land-use in the area of South-Moravian vales during the 19th and 20th centuries (DEMÉK – HAVLÍČEK – MACKOVČÍN 2010).
Within this category, Löw and Novák define cultivated landscapes (Z), forest and agro-forest landscapes (M), forest landscapes (L), pond landscapes (R), landscapes of upland balds (H), and urbanized landscapes (U). The discussed model areas (Třeboň and Broumov regions and Prague suburbs) mainly correspond to types M, R and H (please note that all types are marked according to the category titles in Czech); the subjects of study are the secondary (sets of natural and either partially or completely human-affected dynamic systems) and tertiary (social and economic superstructures, conditioned by naturally primary – constant – and secondary components) landscape structures.24

Landscape can be approached from various angles, either conforming to the professional focus of the research or to the aims of the research. This scale ranges from not only historiographic and archaeological to landscape views and to the aesthetics and the symbolism of landscape and its depictions in fine arts, but also to the standpoints of natural sciences.25 Researching landscape, too, must understandably reflect its historical development and it must at the same time consider its two or, respectively, its twofold components: the natural and cultural ones, when neither one nor the other exist in Europe in their pure form and, at the same time, complement or directly condition each other. This is naturally nothing new – (historical cultural) landscape was already perceived in this way, for example, by Paul Vidal de la Blache (1845–1918), regarded as the founder of modern French geography and, at the same time, the French geopolitical school. The same holds true for the concept “cultural landscape”, which is commonly used in the above-suggested sense (and accordingly also appears in the presented publication) while, if we want to draw nearer to the roots of this category, at least the 1925 classical definition forged by Carl O. Sauer (1889–1975) should be mentioned. Contemporary science also understands cultural landscape – still in agreement with Sauer – as a continuous process of the transformation of the natural landscape by human activity.26

As stated above, the main line of the submitted publication is the historical-geographic approach focused on the development and transformations of cultural landscape from the 15th to the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. It is clear that overlaps with the fields of aesthetics and symbolism of landscape, as well as natural sciences (although only marginally in the latter case), are inevitable. The core of the information base is formed by written, cartographic and iconographic sources and, understandably, field research. Field research can naturally only be carried out in the landscape of today where, however, an attentive viewer does not miss many relics – constant landscape features – surviving from earlier periods. Our aim is to continuously capture these features. We are at the same time clearly aware that every historical landscape – a landscape of a certain period – is merely our construct. Historical landscape can only take on the forms which the available, critically evaluated and interpreted sources allow us to know. An attempt will also be made to describe how landscape was perceived by various predecessors – the reconstructible reality on the one hand and, on the

---


25 Self-contained and synoptic spectrum of approaches to landscape is provided in nine thematic chapters in MUIR 1999; the recently published review publication on the Slovak territory, which is well-comparable with the Czech environment, introduces the subsequent general treatise on approaches to landscape and the possibilities and also methods of researching it (BOLTÍŽIAR – CHRASTINA – KRAMÁREKOVÁ – LAUKO – ŠOLCOVÁ 2014, pp. 6–69).

26 “The cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by a culture group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is the medium, the cultural landscape is the result. Under the influence of the given culture, itself changing through time, the landscape undergoes development, passing through phases…” (quoted from MUIR 2012, p. 59). – General characteristics of today’s concept of the category “cultural landscape” can be found in, e.g., BOLTÍŽIAR – CHRASTINA – KRAMÁREKOVÁ – LAUKO – ŠOLCOVÁ 2014, pp. 11–18.
other hand, the idealized views of it or, respectively, its representations in the form of landscape painting, cultural-landscape leaflets and picture maps do not “contradict” each other here when seeking the only “truth”, but necessarily represent our twofold (two-in-one) angle of viewing the given issue.\(^{27}\) The concept “landscape” (\textit{Landschaft} etc.; in Czech, it was initially the Germanism \textit{landšoft}, commonplace in the 16\(^{th}\) century) reaches as far back as to the late Middle Ages and has symptomatically been linked with its graphic depictions (some researchers opine that one of the crucial moments in this sense was the discovery of perspective). Schematic renderings of a landscape framework, composed as mosaics of iconic features (trees, hills, roads and the like) were gradually replaced by depictions which can in general be called landscape painting (and the beginnings of which can be, even in the Czech milieu, dated to the period around 1500). Viewing landscape/landscape framework of towns as spaces with a range of standard (standardized) components was not a novelty which could artificially be linked with the expansion of humanism; it is, however, undoubted that especially this period offers many representative and self-contained bodies of sources for reconstructing the perception of a landscape with architecture and its crucial elements.\(^{28}\)

The turn of the 15\(^{th}\) and 16\(^{th}\) centuries is simultaneously – and indeed not accidentally – a period characteristic of the first attempts at relatively complex reconstruction of old landscapes. This does not contradict the fact that we have a certain idea of how much earlier landscapes looked, and if insights into the prehistoric landscape, which are largely the domain of archaeology, are left aside, it is true that – especially in connection with the several waves of the colonizing process occurring between the 12\(^{th}\) and 14\(^{th}\) centuries – it is necessary to work here with the category of a landscape framework (natural conditions) as one of the crucial determinants.\(^{29}\) The given period witnessed the first more fundamental human interventions into landscape when its exploitation (such as clear-cutting and founding fields) was accompanied by dominating it. The primary precondition of this was roads providing “accessibility” and “permeability”, and the result of the colonization was the network of settlement units and points of support, jointly expressing the power claims to particular areas. As symbols of landscape cultivation, there were also the monasteries, which often controlled vast parts of previously scarcely populated areas. Domination over the landscape is also embodied in the local as well as field names.

In researching either medieval landscape as a whole or its pinpointed (at least partially identifiable) parts, onomatology (toponymy) today progresses hand in hand with archaeology, which can be widely applied in studying various landscape segments (from vanished medieval villages to cultural landscape – ploughs – and farm-tracks of ancient roads) and which also continuously fuses with the exploration of written sources. In an ideal case, the combination of the two approaches can result in a fertile probe into the mentality of medieval people and their perception of the space they inhabited. The intricacy and ambiguousness of this task are proved by the eternal disputes over interpreting a minute notice uttered about a journey from Prague through Osek to the Bechyně region by the chronicler Cosmas. The explorations of a landscape framework as viewed by medieval people repeatedly employed the methods of

\(^{27}\) On this issue, as discussed on the basis of material of a Bohemian character dating to the period between the 17\(^{th}\) and 18\(^{th}\) centuries, see ŠIMŮNEK 2012; ŠIMŮNEK 2014; ŠIMŮNEK 2015; ŠIMŮNEK 2015a. Generally on the concept of the “archaeology of viewing”, see ROECK 2004, esp. the chapter \textit{Das Kunstwerk in der Welt}, where see pp. 253–256, specifically on urban landscape in the Czech lands, see CHODEJOVSKÁ 2014.

\(^{28}\) COSGROVE 1985; briefly, SCHAMA 2007, pp. 8–9. – On the image of landscape in the Bohemian book illumination during the Luxembourg era, see PEŠINA 1965; on the beginnings of landscape painting, see PEŠINA – MENCLOVÁ 1953; the issue in relation to urban panoramas is pursued in JACOB 1982, pp. 13–36; on the landscape framework in early modern-time urban vistas, see FUSS 2004.

\(^{29}\) As summarized by KLÁPŠTĚ 2012.
historical semantics, while spatial relations were, in the main, the focus of researching earlier periods and, in the case of the late Middle Ages, Josef Macek tried to deduce his conclusions on transforming an aesthetic perception from the contemporary vocabulary. Yet another prospective way seems to be exploring legal bonds tied to particular areas and, especially, the specified features of these (e.g., forests, watercourses, water surfaces, and so on). The possibilities (as well as insurmountable limits) of understanding the appearance of old landscape were suggested by the 1990s’ attempt at reconstructing the development of the Netolice region cultural landscape. This old settlement enclave includes a 16th-century game preserve spanning the area of several villages and adjoining the complex of the Kratochvíle [Pastime] château – perhaps the most illustrious import of Italian Renaissance villa into the Czech environment. The reconstruction clearly showed that broadening the spectrum of exploitable sources from the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries, when written documents were accompanied by those of cartographic and iconographic natures, can mean a considerable turning point in discovering or, respectively, grasping cultural landscape. We necessarily feel that especially visual sources can bring a “real” insight into a landscape, the reconstruction of which through other types of sources can only be more or less hypothetical. The value of utterance of iconographic sources is indeed extraordinary; but it cannot be forgotten that we work here with an amalgam of (concrete) reality and (general) ideals instead of “ancient panoramic photographs”. The apparent detriment of the purely documentary value is, at the same time, very nicely compensated by the documented ideal, i.e. how cultural landscape should have been viewed; an ideal which in individual cases could retrospectively serve as a model worth imitating. This concerns both individual representations and complete series and albums with views of cultural landscape, as are mainly known from the 17th and 18th centuries. Moreover, features of an idealized image of cultural landscape can, in an almost essential form, be found in the picture maps of various estates. A (“commonplace”) cultural landscape has, nevertheless, come into focus only recently, while representative composed complexes of both profane and sacral character have been attracting attention for decades. The primary reason was the best chance of conserving at least the torsos of outstanding (and, in part, also historically preserved) wholes and also the mere fact that the significance of the contemporary documentation (plans, maps, prints, texts), providing ideal conditions for research and reconstruction, is directly proportional to the importance they once had.

Profane complexes. The concept of the above-mentioned Renaissance grounds of the Kratochvíle château (one of the crucial visual sources in this case is, symptomatically, the
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30 MJČ; OLIVOVÁ-NEZBEDOVÁ et al. 1995; the extent to which local names can testify to the character of individual landscapes is documented in SPERLING 2007 on the example of trees (and the relevant derived toponyms). – The roads existing from the Middle Ages to the 19th century are discussed in an array of literature; besides the above-mentioned publication on the Golden Road as an extremely significant communication researched in an exemplary manner, we can also mention the probe which maps out the fates of a substantially less known Jívov road, where the sometimes almost six-meter wide farm-tracks is a reminder of one of the rather frequently surviving features of medieval landscapes (BOLINA 2004); on the interpretation of Osek mountain, see, most recently, BOLINA – KLIMEK 2010 (where also see the review of the preceding discussions). – The analysis of spatial relations via the method of historical semantics is synoptically discussed in KLIMEK 2014, pp. 103–145; on the perception of the beauty of nature, see MACEK 1997 (although this otherwise methodically innovative probe is to a certain extent burdened by a priori assumptions determining the selection and interpretation of the sources and documents). – A publication abounding in material which allows for the research of the legal relations to waters is KULT 2014 (the time span of the first volume of the work, originally planned as seven volumes only to the White-Mountain period, ends in the mid-13th century).


32 ŠIMŮNEK 2012; ŠIMŮNEK 2014; ŠIMŮNEK 2015; ŠIMŮNEK 2015a. – The picture map of the Třeboň estates (1684) represents one of the crucial sources in the section devoted to the Třeboň cultural landscape (pp. 27–38).
large-dimensional oil painting by Jindřich de Veerle, 1686) basically represents an unrivalled example in the Czech lands, which maybe only the somehow earlier composition of the Star Summer Palace [Letohrádek Hvězda], commissioned by the Austrian Archduke Ferdinand II (1529–1595), could equal. Game preserves and hunting grounds inhabited by various architectures, however, naturally also existed in the Middle Ages – for example, the Royal Game Preserve [Královská obora] in Prague or the so-called Premyslid hunting forest –, and they also formed a rather standard part of noble estates. Their popularity outlasted centuries, with the most memorable composed complexes of this kind being the Valdštejnsko enclosure of Franz Ernest Wallenstein (from the 1720s) and the hunting lodges Ohrađa [Enclosure] of Adam Franz of Schwarzenberg (from between 1708 and 1713) and Jemčina, built by Johann Rudolf Czernin (1757–1845).

If we focus on Baroque landscape compositions, it can be said that one of its earliest surviving examples is the Jičín region, commissioned by Albrecht of Waldstein (1583–1634). His architects of Italian origin, departing from the relief of the central town and from their experience gained in developing Italian Renaissance and early-Baroque towns, filled it with minute constructions and landscape elements. The result was a unique region where the town and its surroundings were interconnected by precise geometric relations, and the landscape around Jičín thus became a rather unprecedented exception in the Czech lands in the 1630s. The care of this landscape composition, however, faded with the death of its ideological leader. And if Waldstein was mainly interested in the area north of Jičín, the subsequent owners of the estate looked southward. The concept of Franz Joseph Schlick (1656–1740) and his wife was a very sensitive intervention into the local landscape, enriching it not only with the aesthetic but, significantly, also a spiritual dimension (with the full awareness of the need to employ the landscape economically, as proved by the newly built Baroque granaries in Vokšice and Střevač). The small sacral architectures by the circle of the workshop of Jean Baptiste Mathey, situated on selected elevated points of the articulated landscape, then underlined the landscape cross-shaped composition, with the arms of the cross intersecting in the Loretto chapel on the hill of the same name on the Veliš ridge.

Schlick’s composed landscape organically fused profane and sacral elements. It was the embodiment of proud self-representation of its creator – the estate’s owner – and the declaration of his devoutness, and it simultaneously referred to his activities being carried out with “the care of a good husband-man”. The combination of these aspects is also largely characteristic of many other examples of composed Baroque landscapes. If we moreover recall the name of Franz Anton Sporck (1662–1738) and the phenomenon of graphic renderings of private estates (while Sporck’s activities rank among the most renowned in the
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33 BŮŽEK – JAKUBEC 2012; on Veerle’s prospect, see OURODOVÁ – HRONKOVÁ 2011a (where also find the colour reproduction of the whole painting). – On Hvězda, see, most recently, BAŽANT – BAŽANTOVÁ 2013.
34 On the Valdštejnsko enclosure, see ŠIMÁK 1930, pp. 586–594; on Ohrađa, see IVANEGA 2011; on Jemčina, see ŠANTRÚČKOVÁ 2014, pp. 110–142. Game preserves viewed in a more general framework are mentioned in SEDLÁČKOVÁ 2005.
35 BÍLKOVÁ – ŠOLTYSOVÁ 1997; HENDRYCH – LÍČENÍKOVÁ 1998; HÁJEK 2003; HAM 18; KLIPCOVÁ – ULIČNÝ 2011; many outcomes resulted from the grant project Architektura, urbanismus a krajinotvorba frýdlantského panství Albreta z Valdštejna (1621–1634) [Architecture, Urbanism and Landscape Development of the Frydland Estates of Albrecht of Waldstein], realized between 2009 and 2013 and headed by Petr Uličný (comp. www.vevodstvi.cz, where also see the survey of publications).
36 GOTTLIEB 2001; HÁJEK 2003; CHODĚJOVSKÁ 2009 (the latter treatise at the same time represents an example of the fusion of three types of source documentation – maps and plans, vistas and written documentation in the form of comprehensive inventories from the fidei-commissum files); SOUKUP – NECHVÁTAL 2010; RYCHNOVÁ 2010; RYCHNOVÁ 2012; ŠPERK 2015. Versatile research of the two above-mentioned landscape concepts of the Jičín region served as a basis for projects focused on urban planning and land-use (HERMOVÁ – POLOKOVA – WATZKO 2007).
We fully realize the role which composed landscape once played in aristocratic self-reflection. Although the legendary couple of Sporck’s complexes – Lysá nad Labem and Kuks – is definitely outstanding, others, somehow hiding in their shadow (such as Vysoká and Valkeřice), are no less remarkable. They jointly appeared in the visually rich and celebratory treatise by Stillenau (1715, 1720) and most of them had shortly before become part of a work by Vogt (1712), while the latter author ranked among the thankful subjects of Sporck’s donating activities.37

As far as the proud presentation of one’s own estates is concerned, Franz Anton Sporck in his efforts clearly shared the tendencies characteristic of the contemporary elite – good examples being the series of prints displaying the estates of the Lobkowicz and Liechtenstein families and the panoramic prospects of the Bohemian estates owned by Duchess Sibylle Auguste of Saxe-Lauenburg – i.e. representations which all also date to the first quarter of the 18th century. The Delsenbach’s album of renderings of the Liechtenstein estates, created for Anton Florian of Liechtenstein (1656–1721) and only half-published in print, shows, among other things, which noble estates seemed adequate for presenting from the contemporary view. In no way did this only concern the highly representative composed wholes of Mikulov – Valtice – Lednice, which have received well-deserved attention during the recent decades, but also towns and cultural landscapes housing seemingly marginal complexes (e.g., stone pits). The close relation between representative architecture and landscape (or, eventually, park or garden) compositions on the one hand and their graphic images on the other hand was inseparable. An illustrious example of this is the Baroque Troja Château, designed as a folly for Wenceslas Adalbert of Sternberg by Jean Baptiste Mathey between 1679 and 1685. In the discussed context, it is simultaneously an exceptionally representative suburban villa surrounded by a vast park and a cultural landscape of agricultural character (vineyard). And there is finally the album of the Litvinov manufactory – an early example of the proud presentation of a new type of cultural landscape (which, in the wider sense of the word, reflects the development of Litvinov as a somehow “model” town). The series of copper engravings in question was commissioned by Johann Joseph of Wallenstein and delivered by Johann Joseph Dietzler (1694–1744) in 1728. It must be noted that here, the artist anticipated the vogue of industrial albums which was to come to the fore a century later, and it is rather symptomatic that in the latter case, the styling of the landscape framework was usually also subordinated to the required tone: the almost bucolic motifs or garden compositions evoking an idyll (even) in the shadow of factory chimneys mingled with dispatched loaded wagons as signs of bustling business (and thus also production) activity.38

37 VOGT 1712, pp. 39–52; STILLENAU 1720, pp. 32–65; on Sporck’s personality and his activities in the field of patronage, synoptically, see PREISS 2003; on the vista Herrschaft Lysa and Vogt’s accompanying text as a historical source, see SEMOTANOVÁ 2007a; on Kuks and its surroundings, see, e.g., KAŠE – KOTLIK 1999; VAŇURA 2007; HENDRYCH 2008; AAČD, pp. 168–172, map sheet III.8; many professional texts as well as iconographic and cartographic materials are concentrated at http://www.kuks.estranky.cz/; on Vysoká, see GRIM 1937.

38 The contemporary context within which the graphic representations of the discussed type originated was explored in VÖLKEL 2001, esp. on pp. 97–186. – On Delsenbach’s prospects of the Liechtenstein estates, see LORENZ 2013; on the Mikulov – Valtice – Lednice region, see KORDIOVSKÝ 1998; RIGASOVÁ 2006; RIGASOVÁ 2006a; RIGASOVÁ 2006b; KULÍŠŤÁKOVÁ 2010; HAM 25. – On Sock’s prospects of the Bohemian estates in the property of Duchess Sibylle Auguste, see ŠIMŮNEK 2014; it is rather symptomatic that the residential town of Ostrov, despite being a rural location, can pride itself on an extraordinary collection of iconographic sources dating to the era of the Baden margraves and also their predecessors, the Saxe-Lauenburg dukes (almost all of them are reproduced in the book ZEMAN et al. 2001). – On Troja, see, e.g., HORYNA 2000. – On the album of the Wallenstein manufactory in Litvinov, see DIETZLER 1728; HRBEK 2013, pp. 266–278.
A remarkable example of fusing composed Baroque landscape and the grounds of a Neo-Classicist château with an adjoining landscape park are Nové Dvory and Kačina (approximately 1.5 kilometres distance apart). They were initially closely linked with the Věžník family of Věžník (see the Baroque composition of Nové Dvory, proudly immortalized, for example, by the large-dimensional oil painting from c. 1700) and, mainly, with the Czernins of Chudenice. The members of this family, and especially Johann Rudolf Czernin, mentioned above in connection with Jemčina, Petrohrad and Krásný Dvůr). The global as well as specific aspects of the Czernin landscapes inhabited by both profane and sacral architecture (from the 18th and mainly 19th centuries) have recently become subjects of thorough analysis. From among the Neo-Classicist complexes – cultural landscapes which have received attention, there are also the Buquyo’s Nové Hrady and Rožmberk, and Slatiňany of the Auersperg family.39

Sacral complexes. A purely sacral pendant to the grounds adjoining residencies of the château type is the composed landscape of pilgrimage places, which also includes pilgrimage roads leading to them, fringed by small chapels and often stretching many kilometres. We can speak about the composed landscape of pilgrimage places as early as from the Middle Ages, and especially in the case of the holy tombs, because landscape framework was very significant in the overall concept of imitatio (an approximate idea of this can merely be seen in isolated examples, such as the complex of the Holy Sepulchre in the Upper-Lusatian Zgorzelec [G. Görlitz]). In the case of other pilgrimage places, maybe even those with medieval tradition, we can depend on only cursory remarks about the routes via which the pilgrims were arriving (and, occasionally, we also have information about “rival” pilgrimage places) and, for the subsequent period, on the Baroque documentation (as exemplified by the South-Bohemian Kájov). A supreme accomplishment in the field of sacral Baroque landscape composed as imitatio was, for instance, the Římov complex – the work of a rather self-contained concept, but very long in realization (from the 1650s to the first quarter of the 18th century) – and similarly, Wambierzyce [G. Albendorf] in the former Klodzko County, frequented by pilgrims from the Czech lands. Varying degrees of incorporation into landscape are demonstrated by the Loretto chapels (which were also primarily built as imitatio).40

39 On Nové Dvory and Kačina, synoptically, see LIPSKÝ – ŠANTRŮČKOVÁ – WEBER et al. 2011; on the issue viewed from the point of historical ecology, see TRPÁKOVÁ 2013, pp. 189–201; on the composed landscapes of the Czernins of Chudenice, see, synoptically, ŠANTRŮČKOVÁ 2014; lets just add that also one of the few surviving Baroque picture maps of estates – the map Lnáře 1698 – is linked with the Chudenice Czernins (ŠIMŮNEK 2015a); on Nové Hrady, see PAVLÁTOVÁ – EHRLICH 2010; KRAMM 2012; KRAMM – IVANEK – TRNKOVÁ 2012; currently, also see the project Obnova buquoyské kulturní krajiny: Záchrana movitého kulturního dědictví jako báze pro obnovu paměti místa a kulturní identity [Revitalization of the buquoys Cultural Lanscape: The Rescue of the Moveable Cultural Heritage as the Basis for Restoring the Memory of the Site and the Cultural Identity] – www.buquoyskakrajina.cz, where also find the survey of the hitherto publication activity; on Rožmberk, see IVANEGA – ŠÁMAL – TRNKOVÁ 2013; on Slatiňany, see STEHLÍKOVÁ – ŠTĚPÁN 2014.

40 On the phenomenon of medieval pilgrimage, viewed from many aspects, see the monothematic anthology DOLEŽAL – KÜHNE 2006. – On the Holy Sepulchre in Zgorzelec, see ROTH 2003. – A well-known example of a 1460s’ goal of pilgrimages, which was not only officially unauthorized but also suppressed by the Church, was a stone bearing the traces of St Wolfgang, situated near the Kájov pilgrimage place, while the latter site began enjoying considerable rise in fame at that time (ŠIMŮNEK 2013, p. 74); the Baroque Kájov, including the pilgrimage road leading from the town of Český Krumlov and the landscape of the pilgrimage place, received thorough attention from Z. Prokopová (on the pilgrimage road, see PROKOPOVÁ 2000; synoptically, PROKOPOVÁ 2013). – On Římov, see ROYT 1995; KOVÁŘ 1998. – On the Loretto chapels, see BUKOVSKÝ 2000.
A detailed analysis of the landscape of a pilgrimage place – in close spatial relation to a town and thence also initiated – recently focused on Křížový vrch [The Hill of the True Cross] near Český Krumlov (the pilgrimage road to the top housing an octagonal chapel of the Virgin of Sorrows and the True Cross from 1710). From the (at least in part) surviving pilgrimage roads, the routes of which can be precisely reconstructed from historical sources (mainly maps, but also their descriptions – itineraries or, eventually, descriptions of pilgrimage chapels), attention has recently been paid several times mainly to the pilgrimage roads leading from Prague to north-east, to Stará Boleslav, and west, to Hájek, the subject of study being composed landscapes of the legendary pilgrimage places – Svatá Hora [The Holy Hill], Hejnice and the above mentioned Wambierzyce – as well as many less well-known but locally significant places (e.g., Lomec). It is, characteristically, the sacramental centres of often solely local importance, which become the bearers of local identities and represent a distinct and traditional component of the domestic landscape even for atheists and followers of other religions.41

The urbanization process and the industrialized cultural landscape. Historical landscape of early modern times was at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries gradually replaced by industrialized (cultural) landscape which was, in turn, substituted by the so-called post-industrial landscape in most European regions, including the Czech lands. Up to the middle of the 19th century, people largely cooperated with nature, being incapable of substantially transforming it by their activity. The proto-industrial businesses had only local significance from the point of their impact on landscape, although their existence remains part of the identity of many regions to this day. The most significant phenomena in the landscape of the latter half of the 19th century were the transformation of ploughs and the emergence of new villages as the results of comassation and raabisation. A significant phenomenon of the Enlightenment, which can be viewed as a transition period from the point of landscape development, was the reinforced, so-called imperial roads, the construction of which affected all regions throughout the Czech lands. They are, moreover, excellently documented by cartographic sources. The swift arrival of the industrial revolution, accompanied by vast interventions in the landscape, then launched a new, almost revolutionary stage of landscape development after many centuries.42 The construction of railways, densification of road networks, progressive mining of mineral resources, mainly black and brown coal, new waterworks, ameliorations and the urbanization process have jointly left substantial and permanent traces of human activity on the landscape. North-West and North Bohemia and North Moravia became characteristic of quickly developing industrial, heavily urbanized areas having relations to a new type of agricultural countryside, the function of which was influenced by industrial production. A new type of housing development was the blue-collar periphery settlements.43

41 On Český Krumlov – Křížový vrch, see GAŽI – HANSOVÁ 2012. – The pilgrimage roads to both Stará Boleslav and Hájek have repeatedly earned attention of professional literature (e.g., DUCREUX 1997), most recently, KURANDA 2009; AAČD, pp. 228–229, map sheet III.38 (Stará Boleslav); PARÍZKOVÁ 2010 (Hájek). – On Svatá Hora, see HOLUBOVA 2006; the example of the pilgrimage road from Březnice to Svatá Hora documents an indirect share of even rather distant famed pilgrimage places in the individual concepts of sacred landscapes (ŠTVERÁKOVÁ 2006). – On Hejnice, see SVOBODA 2008. – On Vamberic, see SEMOTANOVÁ 2011; AAČD, p. 230, map sheet III.39. – On Lomec, see STUCHLÁ 2005.

42 The industrialization process has been followed on a long-term basis by the project Industriální stopy [Traces of Industry], pursued by the Research Centre of Industrial Heritage of the Faculty of Architecture, Czech Technical University in Prague; within the framework of the project, Industriální topografie České republiky [Industrial Topography of the Czech Republic] – http://vcpd.cvut.cz/industriální-topografie/ – is developed.

43 JEMELKA 2011; JEMELKA 2012; VYSKOČIL 2012a; NOVOTNY 2014.
From the late 18th century (England) or, respectively, from the 19th century (continental Europe), Europe experienced an apparent process of modern-era urbanization. The Czech lands were in part already affected by the urbanization process by around 1830, but especially in the latter half of the 19th century and in the early 20th century, i.e. in the period of enormous upswing of industry, transportation and agricultural development. The hitherto cohesive settlement system began disintegrating into two parts – northern and southern –, each developing along the lines of its own dynamics. The southern, predominantly agricultural areas of the Czech lands were not substantially influenced by urbanization, and if so, its impact was negative, having the form of depopulation and moving to industrial areas. Prague, Brno, North-West and North Bohemia, North Moravia and Czech Silesia concentrated crucial industrial sectors (mining, mechanical engineering, metallurgy, textile industry and so on), and the population density in towns and cities was on the rise. The number of towns with more than 10,000 and, prior to the First World War, 25,000 residents increased, but their number exceeded 100,000 only in Prague and Brno. In the beginning, the towns would employ their original territory, mainly the most accessible locations close to the urban centre and the inner non-developed locations (inner peripheries) – but they soon expanded into the spaces of the demolished fortifications, which were perceived as a barrier obstructing further development, as well as to the suburban landscape.

The development of towns during the industrial era and the process of the modern-era urbanization, which has been ongoing in several stages to the present, were considerably shaping the landscape of the Czech lands especially from the latter half of the 19th century. The influx of people to the towns intensified, while the towns themselves first mainly grew within their administrative borders and, during the 20th century, developed extensive urbanized enclaves of various purposes and inhabited by various types of built-up areas. Peripheral villages with their farmsteads and craftsmanship and business backgrounds were turning to either industrial or white-collar suburbs, and the thus urbanized landscape became interconnected by railways and new roads. Urbanization formed an integral part of the overall transformation of the local society, and was not only characterized by an increasingly dense urban population and the changes in its social pattern and inclinations but also by the development of the inner space of the towns, their closest surroundings and, subsequently, the entire settlement structure and communication and technological infrastructure. The first half of the 20th century was marked by systematic electrification of the countryside, conditioned by the development of distribution and hi-tension networks, intense amelioration and ongoing regulation of watercourses. The mountain foraging territories developed sheep-dairy farming as an analogy of Alpine farmsteads.

The image of historical landscape during the post-Second World War period was heavily affected by the expulsion of population from the borderland and its often not-so-successful recolonization, while vast areas were moreover transformed into military zones. These regions in consequence progressed in total isolation. Another significant phenomenon was the so-called collectivization, resulting in the redintegration of land. This, among other things, meant ploughing away the field boundaries, effacing field tracks and establishing large agricultural

---

44 The issue of urbanization during the 19th and 20th centuries has hitherto been pursued in numerous professional publications, while the less recent but still topical works include TEUTEBERG 1983; MATZERATH 1984; VANCE 1990; KIEB 1991, while the more recent ones are, e.g., SOUTHAL 2000; OUŘEDNÍČEK 2001; HORSKÁ – MAUR – MUSIL 2002; MUSIL 2003; SYKORA 2002; HNILÍČKA 2005; SEMOTANOVA 2010. Many aspects of the landscape urbanization process have been continuously considered by textual, map and iconographic sections of the individual volumes of the HAM edition, equally as it is the case of the atlas series published in other European countries (from the older ones, see the programmatic treatise SIMMS – OPLL 1997; currently, see EHBRECHT 2013; GEARTY – STRACKE – CHODĚJOVSKÁ 2015; http://www.staedtegeschichte.de/portal/staedteatlanten/karte.html).

45 For the view of a historian, comp. LÁNÍK 1986; LÁNÍK 1989.
cooperatives. The given period thus naturally brought along changes in the settlement structure and the formation of vast industrial agglomerations. In general, everything steadily headed towards urban civilization; from the 1960s, towns and cities expanded in an unprecedented way, especially due to new prefabricated housing estates, and the rural settlements suffered from the introduction of the system of the so-called centralized villages.

Yet other interventions to the landscape relief were new highways, artificial water reservoirs and lakes and entire waterworks. The main danger to the contemporary landscape was the “reconstructed” Czechoslovak industry, re-oriented on coal mining, metallurgy and heavy engineering. Open-cast mining, mainly in the North-Bohemian brown-coal district where entire hills and hillsides and ancient settlements were wiped off and abandoned mines flooded, has turned part of the local landscape into wasteland, the re-cultivation of which today requires extraordinary efforts and expense. The extent and scale of forging most of the above-mentioned negative regulations resulted in serious instability of the ecological system throughout the region, and were naturally to its detriment from the aesthetic aspect.

Components of cultural landscape. The surviving written and iconographic sources document that the cultural landscape was already from the Middle Ages – mainly in the places highly exposed both from the communication aspect (along the roads and especially at the crossroads) and the aspect of perspectives (knolls and hills) – scattered with micro-architecture in the form of wayside crosses (calvaries), columns, wooden and stone crosses, sculptures of saints, Marian and Holy Trinity columns, niche chapels and the like. The landscape of today holds relics of the given categories dating to the long time period of approximately five hundred years (from the 15th to 19th centuries), while the earliest and most sparse are late-Gothic calvaries and the most frequent and most recent are the still plentiful crosses from the mid-19th century. Stone crosses can be found in the landscape to a much lesser (but still considerable) extent and other stone elements of memorial and legal character are even rarer. These features are, first of all, the expressions of the contemporary religiosity, but at the same time once represented significant points of orientation, and today can indicate vanished settlements or, more often, already non-existent communications.

Minute sacral architecture is one of the components of the cultural landscape which have played a more or less constant role throughout the centuries and their only aspect liable to change was their exterior (as a result of individual artistic or, eventually, craftsmanship

---

46 CHODĚJOVSKÁ 2013.
47 HÁJEK 2008 (basic trends in landscape development during the 20th century); the point of employed sources and their interpretation is, innovatively, provided in DEJMALOVÁ et al. 2008; SPURNÝ 2006; MIKŠÍCEK et al. 2007 (expulsion of the Germans from the border areas); on the Socialist landscape transformation after the Soviet model, see the project Stalinský plán přetvoření přírody v Československu (1948–1964) [Stalin’s Plan of Transforming Nature in Czechoslovakia], which is currently being solved by a team headed by Doubrovka Olšáková (OLŠÁKOVÁ et al. 2015); TRPÁKOVÁ 2013, pp. 138–167 (the Sokolov region as an example of industrial and later gradually re-cultivated landscape); ŠTÝS – BÍŽKOVÁ – RITSCHEOLOVÁ 2014 (re-cultivation in the Most basin). On the progressing urbanization and its forms, see, most recently, the project Panelová sídliště v České republice jako součást městského životního prostředí [Prefab Housing Developments in the Czech Republic as Part of the Urban Environment] – http://www.panelaci.cz/.
48 Minute sacral architecture is documented in many regional summary works (from the more extensive editorial achievements, it is worth mentioning the edition Paměť krajiny [Landscape Memory] by Irena Bukáčová and Jiří Fáč, which records minute relics in the Plzeň region); on the level of regions, inventories of stone and brick wayside crosses or, calvaries, in South Bohemia are available (PALOUŠOVÁ 2009; HÁJEK 2009). On crosses in the landscape as both memorial and legal relics, see CURFUS – VÍT – WIESER et al. 2001; BĚLOHRADSKÝ – BÉLISOVÁ – BŘÍL et al. 2013. On the significance of micro-architecture, minute sacral relics/monuments and landscape features, see, e.g., BUKAČOVÁ – HÁJEK 2001; KYSELKA 2001; SUCHÁNEK 2006.
trends). There are many more analogical components — such as connections of all kinds, from the medieval local to the 18th-century state roads, and the same naturally holds for bridges surviving from the Middle Ages and Baroque to nowadays. The suggested heterogeneity of various types or categories of connections, which were in use either from the Middle Ages for many following centuries or, on the contrary, only temporarily, and on both local and supraregional scale and so on, is perhaps one of the reasons why there is still lacking a synthesis of the history of roads in our country, although certain attempts in this direction appeared prior to the Second World War. Moreover, it is rather symptomatic that it was much more often amateurs instead of professionals who dared to pursue such syntheses. One of the essential issues here is, for example, how to delineate the individual roads, how to perceive their routes, their “beginnings” and their “ends”, and how to mark them (while the latter is an utterly artificial feature — with few exceptions, roads in the past did not have specific names and were called after larger towns to where they headed, similarly as was usually the case of town gates). Another set of methodological pitfalls comes with interpreting old maps and, finally, with confronting the acquired data with the results of field research (i.e., the eventual surviving relics). Today’s people also inseparably link roads with alleys, which many times indicated vanishing or already vanished roads — although it must be noted that alleys fringing roads are a relatively recent feature (mostly originating from the latter half of the 18th century).

Another example is borders — one of the significant expressions of “seizing” landscape (via demarcation or, eventually, plotting). From the Middle Ages, borders were expressions of a multi-layered hierarchy, from land borders to the borderlines of particular forests, meadows and pastures. All borderland types once had their fixed, whether natural or artificial, points which determined them. The routes of the historical borders are a rewarding topic of research — because comparing and combining the information provided by written and cartographic sources and the situation surviving in the field frequently almost equals an unfolding detective story. To those who study historical landscapes, borders are essential as one of the tools of seizing and dominating these landscapes, and their importance increases with the surviving terrain relics and minute monuments (landmarks, milestones). A wider and, in part, already figurative meaning, then, can be ascribed to “imaginary” borders — since “delineating space” as such was a ritual and symbolical phenomenon. This is not only the case of cemeteries, symbolic fences and ditches surrounding particular dwellings and villages and so on, but also commonplace land or forest borders. These, too, were tied to specific traditions (walks along borders, thrashings “by way of a reminder”, feasts or toasts “on the border”), in some cases even bearing “magic” subtext (distinctively, for example, the boundary oaths with ordeal connotations).

---

ROUBÍK 1938; the author later published probes approximately delineated by the territories of regions — for example South Bohemia (ROUBÍK 1971; ROUBÍK 1972); the rather mechanical division of the main connections and labelling them by names in the form of adjectives — such as mostecká ([Most]; VÁVRA 1979), žitavská ([Žitava, G. Zittau]; VÁVRA 1974), srbská ([Serbian]; VÁVRA 1978), polská ([Polish]; VÁVRA 1972), haberská ([Habry]; VÁVRA 1969), trstenická ([Trstenice]; VÁVRA 1971) and uherská ([Hungarian]; VÁVRA 1968) — have met with considerable doubts, although no real and generally acceptable alternative is available; treatises on communications have received much space in the miscellany Staré stezky [Old Roads], where the majority of contributions is, however, devoted to earlier periods; the exception is, e.g., ADAM 2004 (a treatise focusing on the value of utterance provided by the Ist military survey); on the information value of military surveys and cartographic sources, exploitable in the reconstruction of old connections, see ADAM 2012; information jointly provided by written and cartographic sources and sources of field research are fully employed by the treatise devoted to the so-called Gypsy road [Cikánská cesta] from Budějovice to Austria (KOVAŘ 2013); on alleys in connection with the character of landscape, see SEDLÁČKOVÁ 2005. — The submitted publication also mentions many other works elsewhere (esp. KUBÚ – ZAVŘEL 2007–2009; MARTÍNEK – ŠMERAL 2012).
For centuries, micro-regional boundaries were a matter of tradition – i.e., were based on terrain demarcation and on the knowledge of the local people who, if needed, provided their own testimonies about the boundaries’ positions. The ceremonials commonplace in the 16th century (and, in part, perhaps also earlier) were described by Jakub Menšík of Menštejn in his work of 1600, entitled O mezích, hranicích, soudu a rozepři mezní [On Boundaries, Borders, and the Trial and the Border Dispute]. Finally, the subject of boundaries is also remarkable due to its close links to other circles of issues which are continuously faced in researching the historical landscape – such as orientation in the field and the capability of reconstructing this phenomenon, equally as the fact that it was disputes over the routes of boundaries which were the main cause of publishing large-dimensional maps incorporating landscape images or, more precisely, landscape elements and features relevant for documenting the core of the dispute.50

**Cultural landscape as a whole.** In observing the landscape, we are constantly presented with identical types of its components – forests, meadows, fields, ponds and watercourses and water surfaces, while the above-mentioned variability of its forms but invariability of its elementary purposes holds for agricultural complexes (farmsteads, mills, stone pits and, from the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries, also manufactories). Some landscape features can certainly be studied separately (in some cases, a narrowed angle of viewing is compensated by a wider scope of detail), but historical landscape must naturally be researched in its entirety.51

Cultural landscapes as wholes – with either profane or sacral composed features/complexes, as well as with “non-composed”, but systematically developed cultural landscapes – have earned well-deserved attention only recently.52 This can be exemplified by the case studies on the genesis of the Kladruby stud farm and its landscape (one of the unique models of continuous farming use of landscape, dating to as early as the 16th century), the probes into the development of the largely vanished pond landscapes (e.g., the Poděbrady and Čáslav regions and the former Uhříněves estates), and the studies focusing on specific types of buildings and their incorporation into the landscape (which usually concerns farmsteads, the operation of which automatically required close contact with the surrounding landscape; probes and research results are, for example, available for the Plasy monastic complex and the Schlick, Liechtenstein, Kinski and Schwarzenberg estates).53 Last but not least, there are also

---

50 MENŠÍK 1600 – JANIŠ – ŠENKÝŘOVÁ 2004; SLIVKA 2004 (a border as a symbolic or, respectively, mental category); ŠLÉZAR 2007 (the possibilities of tracing old borderlines in the field); MARKOVÁ 2008; ŠIMŮNEK 2009, pp. 122–127; BYLINA 2012; KLIMEK 2014, pp. 106–145.

51 On the view of individual features of the landscape or, eventually, environment (for example, forest) as the point of departure of a synoptic concept, see, e.g., ŠIMŮNEK 2009; KLIMEK 2014, pp. 37–101; the extent to which the working division of a cultural landscape into individual components can also be useful from the point of lucidity or the complexity of perceiving it, is demonstrated by the brilliant encyclopaedia MUIR 2012, which can also be in many aspects inspiring for the Czech environment.

52 KULIŠŤÁKOVÁ et al. 2011; KULIŠŤÁKOVÁ 2013.

53 On Kladruby, see TRPÁKOVÁ – TRPÁK 2009; TRPÁKOVÁ 2013, pp. 167–189. – On the pond system in the Poděbrady region, see SEMOTANOVÁ 2004, in the Čáslav region, FRAJER– PAVELKOVÁ CHMELOVÁ 2010, throughout the Uhříněves estates, VEVERKA – ČECHUROVÁ 2012; the possibilities of reconstructing old pond networks (although only those dating to the period after the massive wave of abolishing ponds around the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries) mainly on the basis of cartographic sources (and especially the IIInd military survey) as well as the possibilities of interpreting them via modern methods (GIS) combined with traditional research are – both on a general level and in various individual examples – documented in PAVELKOVÁ – FRAJER – NETOPIL 2014. – On the Plasy monastery farmstead, see ROŽMBERSKÝ 1999; BUKAČOVÁ 2005; on Schlick farmsteads, see CHODĚJOVSKÁ 2009; on Liechtenstein farmsteads, see ŽIŽKA 1998; on the farmsteads on the estates of the Kinsky family, see ŽIŽKA 1999; on Schwarzenberg farmsteads, see ŽIŽKA 2008.
probes analysing the ground plans of rural settlements (villages) and the transformations of cultural landscapes in their backgrounds.\textsuperscript{54}

The specific subject of the “landscapes of battles” was discussed above from two points: reconstruction of the landscape and the landscape as a memorial medium – the “memory of battles”. Now, perhaps, one more aspect should be underlined. “Landscapes of battles” are specimens of spaces which, as a whole, never represented a planned concept as such, but their historical appearance still retains its importance and significance. Their reconstructions simultaneously suggest the high benefits which researching landscapes can bring. They not only contribute to the history of a landscape, but also to the military studies, because they allow for anchoring of the individual military operations and, potentially, military clashes to particular spatial contexts; and they are simultaneously touchstones of the critique of sources, based on drawing a unified picture of historical reality on the basis of written, cartographic and iconographic sources, i.e. sources providing information which are often not in tune with each other.\textsuperscript{55}

Two more angles of viewing military history can be added: the archaeological and art-historical ones. They, too, can be informative – each with its specific optics – about the professional potential (and asset) of complex landscape research. Archaeological approaches to prehistoric landscape, reminded in connection with historical landscapes, are only seemingly anachronistic. We depart here from the strong belief in the analogical character of elementary principles; and if perceiving landscape as the space of a compact body of incidental phenomena following from historical settlement activities has recently come to the centre of archaeologists’ attention, also historians and historical geographers can deduce necessary assumptions from it. Because it is apparent that even from the view of a historical period, the shift from the focus of traditional settlement archaeology to “finding places” (in fact merely parts of complexes once inhabited by prehistoric communities) and thus towards the theory of settlement areas – a theory which understands landscape globally, as a space housing vast sections filled with traces of settlement activities – is more than legitimate.\textsuperscript{56}

The art-historical angle of viewing once again returns us to Plasy or, respectively, to the cultural landscape within the periphery of the Plasy monastery grounds. Its map dates to approximately the latter half of the 18\textsuperscript{th} century, although it is not clear whether it was issued before or after the monastery’s 1785 secularization. The important thing is, however, that it includes seven coloured views of the crucial Plasy objects (complexes). The remarkable aspect here is not only their renderings but also their selection: the map naturally displays the building of the Plasy monastery (top left) and its provostship in Mariánská Týnice (on the right, third from the top), but also the two chateaux (Dolní Bělá, bottom left, and Kaceřov, bottom right), one castle (Krašov, top right, although it is also labelled as Schloss) and two farmsteads (Hubenov, on the left, second from the top, and Bítov, on the right, second from the top). The presence of the chateaux and farmsteads (side by side with the monastery complex itself and the Týnice provostship) indicates a “compact” perception of the monastery where each of the significant complexes is represented by two or three locations. The complex of the monastery, conceived as an ideal micro-world; the sacral centres; the former manorial estates; the paths and roads and other connections; the network of farmsteads – this is architecture in all cases both visually and functionally interlinked with the agricultural and cultural landscape (the geographical framework of which the map captures). Architecture and landscape form an inseparable couple – and although they can exist without each other, they

\textsuperscript{54} DOHNAL 2003; DOHNAL 2006.


can never achieve as full an effect individually as they do when closely linked together. This is yet another reason why the Plasy monastery is specifically mentioned here and, along with it, Jan Blažej Santini-Aichel (1677–1723). The cooperation between the Plasy abbots and the architect concerned both sacral and profane architecture and its result in the landscape cannot be overlooked even with the time distance of several centuries. The reconstruction and continuous maintenance of a cultural landscape inhabited by architecture play a crucial role, and it must be added that the grounds of the Plasy monastery offer several unique examples worth recognition in this respect.\textsuperscript{57}

Architecture as a representative symbol situated in a landscape, as well as the declarative role of architecture in the landscape, are phenomena known from as early as the Middle Ages. These are partial but, from the point of researching historical landscapes and their concept, substantial aspects equally engaging historians and art historians. One of the characteristic features of the Middle Ages is representative symbols in the form of castles, often combined with a specific type of architecture (imperial architecture, castles of the Teutonic Order, French castels, etc.), and analogical model holds true for monasteries. Later, the spectrum of the “architecture of significance” was extended by farming complexes while in the urban environment, the ancient symbols of town character – bulwarks and “showcase” parish churches – were joined by, for example, town towers and armouries.\textsuperscript{58}

Another significant component of the global perception of cultural landscape – whether composed garden/park landscape, natural reserve or landscape with architecture – is, finally, its aesthetic dimension. In comparison with critically, but at least in outline exactly interpreted information drawn from written, cartographic and visual sources, it is a rather subjective element departing from the assessment, taste and also experience of the individual observers. However, it cannot be doubted that the aesthetic expression of a landscape and/or the landscape character are things which, on the elementary level, objectively exist. They have recently been researched in more detail on the example of perspective axes and views of landscapes, as well as urban panoramas and natural frameworks of the urban environment – both in their present condition and in retrospect.\textsuperscript{59} This factor is very important: because the very perspective axes, which can be reconstructed on the basis of historical sources and, in some cases, still captured in the field, can significantly help us see historical landscapes through the eyes of the people who once inhabited them.

\textsuperscript{57} The map of the Plasy complex is held by the Museum of West Bohemia in Plzeň, Map Collection, MP 130 (its digitized copy can be found at http://www.zcm.cz/mapy/images/14/index.html); besides the literature mentioned in relation with the Plasy farmsteads, which underwent reconstruction like the grounds of the Týnice provostship did, there are also publications pursuing the revitalization of old roads when the realization was very often preceded by systematic historical research (on the road from Plasy to Mariánská Týnice, see BUKAČOVÁ 2009); on Santini’s architecture commissioned by the Plasy monastery, synoptically, see BUKAČOVÁ 2012.

\textsuperscript{58} On the declarative role of castles, synoptically, see ZEUNE 1997, and, for the Czech environment, ŠIMŮNEK 2010; the wide scope of the given issue for the periods of the Middle Ages and early modern era (mainly in connection with residential complexes) is reflected by WAGENER 2012; farmhouses as a construction type inhabiting the estates of the leading noble families of the Baroque period, the concept of cultural landscape and its components, reflected in the picture maps of the estates, and the development of sacred landscape around towns (Český Krumlov) as well as on entire estates (e.g., the Plasy monastery) were already discussed above.

\textsuperscript{59} On the given issue, see, most recently, e.g., HEJTMANKOVÁ – KUPKA 2014 (present-day view); ŠPERK 2015 (reconstruction of the contemporary perspective axes).
The appearance of historical landscape originating from various time horizons has, to a certain extent, survived in the cultural landscape of today due to minute as well as more conspicuous traces which are both hidden (and can thus only be revealed via sophisticated methods or systematic research) and clearly visible. In general, the longer the distance of time, the higher the number of the vanished traces. However, a gradual evanescence of the remains of human activity dating to very recent decades must sometimes be witnessed, as is especially the case of more substantial harm done to the landscape.

The traces of historical landscape are usually revealed through field research, archaeologic exploration and methods of natural sciences (geology, paleobotany, geophysics, historical climatology and others), while the disciplines of constantly increasing significance for studying historical landscape are geomatics (also known as geospatial technology, which includes research of the Earth from a distance, laser scanning and other forms of data collection) and digital cartography. Ethnography, too, is rather supportive, concerning both material relics and the sphere of traditional and folk culture. Historiography, then, starts with studying and interpreting historiographic sources.

Historiography – or the teaching on historical sources – obeys many criteria in differentiating among the individual sources of information on the past (from the perspective of the originator’s intent, according to the relation between the originator and the recipient, and so on). The point of external signs serves it to distinguish material, traditional, visual and written sources.60 Many other disciplines (of humanities) owe a debt to historiography for developing methods of critical approach to the individual types of sources. Although it is generally thought that the exclusive domain of historiography is written sources, critical approaches to visual and cartographic sources are still improving in terms of precision.61 Written documents continue to be the main source of information for a historian. They were described in detail in the earlier, above-mentioned works. They are indeed almost inexhaustible, and some orientation in their massive scale can be provided by several ways of classification, e.g. to administrative and narrative sources and ego-documents.

60 The essential theoretical vade-mecum in this sense is still PETRÁŇ et al. 1983; a representative survey of the types of sources available for the period of the early modern era is the compendium PAUSER – SCHEUTZ – WINKELBAUER 2004, where on the issue of historical landscapes, see the sources recorded in sections 1.5 (pp. 378–639) and 3 (pp. 941–1109); a compact summary of the basic types of exploitable historical (cartographic, iconographic and written) sources and methods of assessing their information value from the point of both geography and social geography can be found in SEMOTANOVÁ 2002, pp. 27–62; BOLTÍZIAR – CHRASTINA – KRAMÁREKOVÁ – LAUKO – ŠOLCOVÁ 2014, pp. 34–69. The publications which retain considerable significance for the Czech environment are ROUBIK 1940 and ROUBIK 1941, as well as the university textbook KAŠPAR 1990; most currently (despite some shortages) KAŠE – ŘÍHOVÁ – STRÁNÍKOVÁ 2012. – A work from related disciplines, which is worth mentioning, is the series of original treatises focused on the sources of geography and its related fields, published in the magazine Geografické rozhledy [Geographic Prospects]; old maps as sources for studying geography were pursued by Karel Kuchař in his several studies which still hold validity (e.g., KUCHAŘ 1967). Vistas and photographic vistas perceived from the point of historiography have mainly been followed by Zdeněk Wirth and, currently, Libor Jůn; the issue was most recently summarized in HANUŠOVÁ 2013. Vistas found on the Central-European territory and the topographic value of their utterance have been systematically discussed by, among others, Ralph Andraschek Holzer (ANDRASCHEK HOLZER 2002; ANDRASCHEK HOLZER 2011); also comp. JACOB 1982; ŠIMUNEK 2015b. A theoretical essay on historical cartography as an auxiliary historical science was published in HOJDA 1996.

61 On historical geography, comp. the vade-mecum SEMOTANOVÁ 1994; specifically on the category of old postcards, see KARPAŠ 2005.
Iconographic historical sources are mainly vistas (both hand-written and executed in the media of graphic arts), photographs and postcards, but also posters, promotion materials, tourist stickers and stamps and (oblique) aerial photographs and, last but not least, modern dynamic media, such as film and video. Old maps and plans are sometimes associated with the given group as well. Partial justification of this can be found in the period to the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries when cartography moved between science and fine arts, and also in the character of some documents where we cannot positively draw a line between a vista and the so-called perspective plan. The authors of the present publication are nevertheless inclined to perceive old maps and plans, along with vertical aerial photographs, as a separate category.

Cartographic historical sources are maps and plans and, due their nature, the above-mentioned vertical aerial photographs. Maps and plans with already untopical map contents, i.e. archive documents, are called old maps/plans in contrast to historical (reconstruction) maps. The latter term relates to the outcome of a work of a historian who produces a thematic map with historical contents. The fact that every classification is merely an orientation aid is demonstrated by the number of sources featuring not only textual but also visual or, even more often, cartographic components. The most characteristic example is military topographic surveys and land registers and, to name some types of later documents, community, school and association chronicles and memorial books. The group of printed books of various genres (cosmography, world chronicles and topographic compendia of a certain territory, widely popular in the 17th and 18th centuries, and geographically and topographically oriented works mainly influenced by the Enlightenment), which sometimes submit images and maps as equivalent to texts, moreover presents a landmark – appearing from 1800 – dividing the traditionally historical sources and secondary literature. This landmark is, however, indefensible in the context of our research, because topographic and, for instance, also castellology works dating to the late 18th century had their immediate followers in the 19th and 20th centuries. Its idleness from the point of historical-geographic research is most illustrative in the publications reflecting the development of tourism. Tourist guides integrally combine verbal (text) and visual (vistas and maps) components and were published in the Czech lands only from the early 19th century and, to a larger extent, from its last third. Nevertheless, they can still be viewed as one of the sources essential for our knowledge (and discovery) of the landscape of the past.

All historical sources primarily represent an image of reality in the eyes of their authors (originators). They captured reality, in our case landscape, as it appeared to them, departing from their possibilities, skills and instructions given by the commissioner and worked along the lines of the contemporary taste and the publication purpose. Therefore, the general rule based on realizing this purpose and the circumstances of the origination of a given document must be followed and there must be a resolute avoidance of any a priori judgements as to its either “poor” or “good” quality. For the author or the commissioner did not always plan to

64 SCHALLER 1785–1791/I–XVI (topography is the most well-known but certainly not a single Schaller’s topographic exploit – his fundamental works are listed at http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaroslav_Schaller); SOMMER 1833–1849/I–XVI; HEBER 1844–1849/I–VII; MIKOVEC 1860 and others.  
65 The guides were not only published in regions; many noted publishers addressed the wide public in this respect as well via their own edition series – see, e.g., Dra Bělohlava Podrobné mapy zemí Koruny české [Dr Bělohlav’s Detailed Maps of the Lands of the Bohemian Crown], which was produced by the Topič Publishing House from 1909.
arrive at a topographically precise, “photographically faithful” image of a landscape. The fundamental precondition therefore is selecting historical sources appropriate for exploring the assigned subject and assuming a critical approach. The latter lies, on the one hand, in understanding the circumstances and contemporary contexts of the origination of a given source and, on the other hand, in its thorough analysis, aimed at assessing both the external and internal signs.

While the structure of historical sources remains rather constant and its critique is undergoing continuous improvement in terms of precision, the extent and forms of making them accessible and the possibilities of their analysis and presentation have been radically transformed by developments in the sphere of digital technologies. They, however, contain the danger of diverting to excessive pandering and of making them an end in itself. In addition, they do not disengage a historian from the duty to adopt critical approach when working with the collected historical sources.
MODEL TERRITORIES

The section devoted to both recent and completely topical subjects and long-term trends present in the research into historical landscapes concluded with paragraphs on studying cultural landscapes as wholes. In this place, we can immediately follow up on this issue. It has already been observed above that even many territories which, as wholes, are not the results of a clearly designed concept and thus cannot be described as composed landscapes have their undoubted value and qualities – territorial wholes which are remarkable from the historical, landscape, artistic and conservationist aspects are often protected as reserves and, from the point of research into historical landscapes, therefore represent a parallel to composed (historical) landscapes, based on clear concept and rather unambiguously graspable. We opine that the field of future research is wide open in this sense. We understand landscape as a mosaic composed of, on the one hand, changeable and, on the other hand, largely constant features – the combination of which is variable over time, and thus also the resulting face of the landscape is always new. This is why our starting point is the individual features and then the exploration of their development on the basis of case studies. The space of more extensive but, historically, still mostly compact territories serves us to recognize which features are constant and, on the contrary, unstable, and how the transforming particular features have influenced the overall landscape character.

When selecting three model territories, the final choices were one (sub)urban environment (Prague suburbs) and two “rural” ones – the hilly landscape of the Broumov Hook and the flatland of the Třeboň basin. It is a choice of landscapes geographically distant and differing in morphology as well as in their historical development; of the overflow of towns to landscape and the source of industrial suburbs; of Baroque cultural landscape of the Benedictine Order and the medieval and early modern-time landscape of the Rožmberk and Schwarzenberg dominions.

The suburban, rural landscape of big cities of the latter half of the 19th and the 20th centuries became the support for the spatial expansion of urban agglomerations. The development of towns during the industrial epochs and the process of urbanization in the modern era, which in several stages continues to our day, have had a distinctive impact on the modern landscape of the Czech lands. The influx of people to the towns intensified, while the towns themselves first mainly grew within their administrative borders and, during the 20th century, developed extensive urbanized enclaves of various purposes and inhabited by various types of built-up areas.

Urbanization formed an integral part of the overall transformation of the local society, and was not only characterized by an increasingly dense urban population and the changes in its social pattern and inclinations but also by the development of the inner space of the towns, their closest surroundings and, subsequently, the entire settlement structure. Peripheral villages with their farmsteads and craftsmanship and business backgrounds were turning to either industrial or white-collar suburbs, and the thus urbanized landscape in the close vicinity of the towns became interconnected by railways and new roads. Part of the modern communication network respected the earliest courses of pathways and roads, but the rest was often built from scratch.

The present agglomeration of Prague which serves us as an example in following the outlined issues, developed as an amoebic formation hemmed in concentric circular belts, irregularly receding from the historical urban centre in various stages over time. The transformation of the Prague environs and suburbs into individual parts of the city is a fascinating process, documented in countless historical sources as well as in the landscape as such and explored by scholars professing most various disciplines and perspectives. The current changes in
process, then, gradually and far too often irreversibly destroy the Prague historical landscape, and therefore are one of the subjects deserving more than average attention.66

The characteristic features of the Central-European landscape during the modern times have survived to our day in the Broumov region. It is the result of a landscape character in the form of a natural wall of rocks and forests (the Broumov Walls), which separate the territory from the neighbouring regions of Náchod and Hronov and from human activity, in this case mainly the conception activities of the Benedictine Order. The development of the local cultural landscape is relatively well-documented by medieval written and later visual and map sources, while the crucial source for the Baroque era is moreover the surviving landscape as such. The landscape in this period received many dominants via a unique network of churches (analogically like Santini in the Plasy complex, the Dientzenhofers worked on the grounds of the Břevnov-Bromov monastery) and was also inhabited by various minute relics (chapels, crosses, calvaries and sculptures of saints); at the same time, vast farmsteads – a characteristic type of rural architecture of the so-called Broumov type – can be still found in the local villages. The distribution of these monuments influenced the form of the ploughs as well as the network of roads leading to the extravillan. The Broumov region, situated on the periphery of Bohemia, never experienced massive industrialization and urbanization, and could therefore retain its many features and character, close to the landscape existing between the 16th and 18th centuries. The local nature is of extraordinary value as well, which is why it became the Broumov Region Landscape Reserve.67

An example of an exceptionally preserved agriculturally used cultural landscape of a different type is the Třeboň region. Its current appearance was gradually formed from the 13th century by developing a settlement network, while its landscape dominant, determining the character of the local nature, is till now the ponds, mostly founded during the 15th and 16th centuries. Although several more similar pond systems appeared in the Czech environment during that period (the most significant ones could be found in East Bohemia), the unique value of the Třeboň landscape is due to the fact that here, the pond landscape – a work of late-medieval and early modern-era landscape cultivation – survived (the phenomenon of drying up ponds, mainly symptomatic of the latter half of the 18th and the first half of the 19th centuries, affected this territory to only a small extent). Ponds are the prevailing but certainly not exclusive component of the local historical landscape, the residua of which we can today observe – whether directly in the field or through the wide spectrum of available historical sources. It is also the technological facilities related to the pond network (such as drains), old roads, minute sacral architecture and mills and farmsteads: altogether, a “non-composed” historical cultural landscape.

In addition, the qualities of the Třeboň landscape are outstanding from the aspect of nature protection. This is proved by the fact that the RS 2 (Pond System 2) – the Třeboň ponds, and the RS 8 (Pond System 8) – the Třeboň peat-bogs are among the 12 declared and 2 proposed areas – especially rare biotopes – of the Czech lands, which fall under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. In the context of researching historical landscape, it is perhaps worth noting that not only the Třeboň ponds, but also part of the Třeboň wetlands – which at first sight seem to be works of nature – are artificial landscape elements (exemplary being the Novořecké [the New River] swamplands). Their origins, too, go back as far as to the 16th century.


Landscape of the Třeboň Estates in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Times (c. 1400–1700)

The Třeboň region is a commonplace denomination of a landscape around the town of Třeboň, which is characteristic of flat relief with ponds, wetted and paludinous territories and forest areas. The prevailing nature of the Třeboň landscape is very nicely captured already in the earliest historical texts on Vítkovci, originating from around 1600. The delineation of the region in the following treatise is based on a combination of the landscape (geographic) and territorial-administrative (administrative) aspects. Its core remained unchanged throughout centuries and stretched over the landscape demarcated by the river Lužnice (the Lomnice basin), heading in this area south-east to north-west.68 And while the term “the Třeboň region” is used for the territory defined by the character of landscape, the expression “the Třeboň estates” is an artificial territorial and administrative construct (and, in part, variable over time). Both labels have their foundation. The process of high-medieval colonization of the landscape in the (later) Třeboň region falls to the 13th century and the subsequent formation of the Třeboň estates as a unit of territorial administration, then, to the following century – the first available references to its territorial structure date to the period around the mid-14th century and the earliest maps featuring these estates as a territorial and administrative unit come from the latter half of the 17th century. The territorial development can thus be explored in the course of approximately five centuries, from the early mentions to the termination of the patrimonial administration (c. 1350–1850). The centre of the region during the given period was always the town of Třeboň which (if we leave aside the specific position of Lomnice nad Lužnicí, housing a minor farmstead in the 14th and the first half of the 15th centuries) played not only the role of administrative centre for centuries but, repeatedly, was also a residential town. (Třeboň served as a secondary residence already in the Rožmberk era from the 14th to the early 17th centuries, and it was the only residence of the last member of the Rožmberk family, Petr Vok; the residential tradition of the Třeboň castle/château was soon followed up by the Švamberk family and, from the 1660s, the Schwarzenbergs, the owners of the estates to the modern era.)

The area of the Třeboň pond landscape is, in the framework of the former Třeboň estates, formed by the central part within a perimeter of roughly 10 to 15 kilometres from the central town (and mainly to the north and south-east; to the south-west, it is the enclave around Zvíkov, Libín and Mladošovice). The region’s terrain is from flat to slightly undulated (the altitude of the highest points is between 400 and 500 metres) and is inhabited by ponds and wetlands interwoven by both natural and artificial watercourses (mainly Zlatá stoka [the Golden Drain] and Nová řeka [the New River]) and interleaved by meadows, woodlets and silhouettes of villages, farmsteads and minute sacral architecture. The medieval and early modern-era territory of the Třeboň region can be described as a cultural landscape conceived by people, while the ponds and the related waterworks (mainly power and drainage canals) were its crucial, although not the only feature: agricultural use of the wetted meadows found its reflection in the very characteristic haylofts, captured in plans and paintings as early as in the 17th century and present to this day; during the 16th century, the landscape was typified by gradually established extensive farmsteads (from the close vicinity of the town of Třeboň, i.e., for example, the farmsteads of Dvorce, Vrchy and Vranín); and mills were founded near ponds (which served as retention reservoirs in the case of need) from the Middle Ages (the most well-known are the Opatovice and Záblatský mills, situated by the ponds of the same names). As elsewhere, the region was also scattered with elements of “sacred landscape” from

the 14th century – such as calvaries and other minute sacral architecture (micro-architecture), as well as several hermitages.

The landscape character of the Třeboň region was not subjected to changes even in the last decades of the 18th and the first half of the 19th centuries, i.e. the period which became a touchstone of the viability of the pond systems, when the extensive drying up of ponds and transforming them to arable land significantly modified the character and complexion of many traditional pond areas. An illustrious example of this process are the Pardubice and Poděbrady regions where merely a fraction of the original 16th-century condition survives to today, with the overall extinction of the pond systems largely dating to approximately between 1780 and 1850. The Třeboň region, in contrast, had displayed a conspicuous stability of its pond system and the extinction of only a low percentage of ponds, usually those which proved uneconomic on a long-term basis (such as the Hradeček pond near Třeboň). Thus the unrealized proposals of pond abolitions and, maybe even more interestingly, the examples of abolished and subsequently restored ponds (e.g., Nový Vdovec) are extremely remarkable particulars.

The Třeboň region and the Třeboň estates as a settlement, agricultural and administrative unit

The earliest borderline delineation in the south-east tip of the Czech territory along the border with the Vitoraz [G. Weitra] region originates from 1179, while the borderline between the Czech lands and Austria is mainly fixed here by two watercourses, “quorum unus vocatur Schremelize, alter Lunsenize” (in the latter case, it is the very earliest written evidence about the river Lužnice). There is also a rather detailed testimony documenting a ride around the borders of the Třeboň, Nové Hrady and Vitoraz estates. The first two were the property of Vilém of Landštejn, while Vitoraz was in the possession of Austrian dukes. The aim of the given tour was to establish or, respectively, describe and undoubtedly also (where needed) survey the border in the field. The description works with an array of field-names which cannot always be identified, and many of them – in the sense of being supporting points in the course of the borderline, if they could be recorded on a map – can be determined only approximately. It is, however, apparent that surveying borderlines, describing them in words and, simultaneously, highlighting them in the field was an utterly commonplace practice prior to the mid-14th century. Detailed borderline surveys, however, only appeared as late as in the early mid-16th century – at least as far as is known today. This is proved by the borderline protocol (1548/1549) which also indicates that the course of the borderline (especially when it was determined by a brook or, in general, a watercourse) was largely constant over a long horizon of time.69

Settlement and territorial and administrative structures. The (later) Třeboň region was a space covered by a 13th-century colonization; there are, however, settlement enclaves in the immediate vicinity – especially along the land border, in close contact with the Vitoraz region – which date to substantially earlier periods. This area was marginally populated from the 8th century and could also possibly include provisional supporting points, established for example in connection with the fights over the Vitoraz region under the Bohemian Duke Soběslav II

69 SEDLÁČEK 1920a; the current course of the borderline is the result of the much later Czechoslovak and Austrian peace treaty, signed in Saint-Germain-en-Laye in 1919 (for more on this, see MARTÍNEK 2012). – Detailed paraphrasing of the protocol (1548/1549) is provided in DOMEČKA 1896–1897; on its interpretation, based on comparing it with maps and the results of field research, see KUCHYNKA 1999; KUCHYNKA 2002.
The high-medieval settlement and, consequently, administrative structures within the perimeter of the Třeboň region and the Třeboň estates began developing in the 13th century. It seems that their crystallization centre was the town of Třeboň (the local pleban was most probably documented as early as in the 1240s) and its southern environs (the Vítkov Presník, half of which was donated to the Zwettl monastery, later most probably became a Cistercian grangium laying foundations for an agricultural complex with a mill and a pond, later accompanied by the village Opatovice). From the mid-13th century, the sources repeatedly mention both the town of Třeboň and other supporting points of the Vítkov expansion in the area (mainly Lomnice nad Lužnicí and Ledenice), and also provide the earliest evidence of the existence of individual villages. Reports from the first half of the 14th century indicate gradual stabilization of the perimeters of the particular property shares (estates and commodities), as well as the parish networks.

From 1366, when half of the town of Třeboň and several villages (such as Jílovice and Kramolín) were acquired by the Rožmberk family from Jan of Landštejn, the Třeboň estates experienced continuous expansion and development. The local settlement (and administrative) structures can be quite thoroughly reconstructed from the latter half of the 14th century. The basic sources dating from this period are mainly the land and duties registers issued around 1380 – for example the register of the Třeboň Augustinian canonry, established by the Rožmberks in 1367 (1378), and the section devoted to the Třeboň estates found in the register of the Rožmberk estates (around 1380). The latter source proves that the Třeboň estates consisted of 13 villages (or their parts), most of which also formed the estates’ constant core in the future. Apart from minor transactions (both purchases and sales), the estates witnessed several waves of territorial expansions between the 15th and 17th centuries, although only part of the gains was of a permanent character (e.g., the Stráž estates).

The territorial scope of the Třeboň estates from the Rožmberk or, respectively, Švamberk, epochs remained – with only minor modifications – unchanged during the era of the Schwarzenbergs who gained the domain after the mid-17th century. The first decade of the Schwarzenberg possession was characterized by purchases of minute farmsteads neighbouring the Třeboň estates to which they were subsequently attached. The post-White Mountain estates’ confiscation was also largely connected with the restoration of the Augustinian canonry, initiated by Archduke Ferdinand (later known as the Bohemian King Ferdinand III) between 1630 and 1631, and was subsequently accompanied by a property restitution.70 The situation regarding the estates in the given period is in part reflected by the

---

70 On the Augustinian canonry, see KREJČÍK 1949, where on the land and duties register, see pp. 3–10; KADLEC 1978; on the Rožmberk land and duties register, see TRUHLÁŘ 1880 (where on the Třeboň estates, see pp. 54–56, Nos. 465–480), on the assessment of the individual indicators, see HENNINGSEN 1989; on the administration of the Třeboň estates, see CIRONISOVÁ 1984; ŠIMŮNEK 2005 (acc. to the index). – On the territorial development of the Třeboň estates in brief, see, HESKE 1909, pp. 3–5, and, most recently, PALECZEK 2011, p. 291, and DIBELKA 2012, pp. 62–63 (although the years given in the two publications slightly diverge); KALNY et al. 1976/II, pp. 290–324, Nos. 311–348 (including the urbarial tools of the Třeboň Augustinian canonry); the villages of Bzí and Žimutice are also separately recorded in SCHALLER 1789, where on the Třeboň estates, see pp. 53–117 (where also find a comprehensive historical part and the extent of the estates, including the independent Bzí and Žimutice farmsteads and the properties of the secularized Třeboň Augustinian canonry); more closely on the period from the 14th to the early 16th century, see ŠIMŮNEK 2003. The extent of the Třeboň Augustinians’ estates soon after their secularization is reflected in the income registers of 1567 (their data were in detail analysed in KADLEC 1978, pp. 15–18). – On the context of purchasing the Stráž estates, see HAUBELT 2003, pp. 121–123; on the land and duties register of the Stráž estates, (1579), see KRYL 1948. – On the Borovany canonry and its farmstead, see ŠEDA 1968; ŠEDA 1986; KUBÍKOVA 1986a. – On the restoration of the Třeboň canonry and the second stage of its existence (1631–1785), see, most comprehensively, KADLEC 2004, pp. 173–299.
The connecting junction of the Třeboň estates was, from the Middle Ages, the town of Třeboň due to the intersecting crucial roads, cutting through the Třeboň estates from west to east and north to south and connecting the estates and their centre with the inland and the neighbouring Austria. (This is moreover reflected by the names of the four Třeboň town gates – the western Břilice/Budějovice, the eastern Hradec, more recently also called Viennese, and the southern Sviny – inner, and Nové Hrady – outer ones). The basic trans-borderline routes can already be traced in the Stich map of local roads and custom-houses (1676), the specific contents of which had not even been antiquated by the Müller map (1720). The road from Prague headed towards Tábor, Soběslav and Veselí, where it separated and continued southwards (to České Budějovice, Kaplice and, further, Austria) and to south-east (to Lomnice, Třeboň and Suchdol and also Austria). From the point of the Třeboň estates, the road represented an imaginary south-east line. It ran eastwards from the town, while the section between the Hradec gate and Kopeček was also common for the communication axis in the west-east direction. The given axis stretched past the (developmentally very old) road České Budějovice – Lišov – Třeboň – Stráž nad Nežárkou – Jindřichův Hradec (and, finally, Moravia), which is repeatedly labelled as “Post- und Landstrasse” in the description accompanying the 1st military survey (and can also be found on the Stich map). The roads forked at Kopeček, the first branch heading south-east, along the Ss Peter and Paul chapel to Majdaléna, Suchdol nad Lužnicí and Austria, and the latter to Stará Hlína and Stráž and onward.

The cultural landscape of the Třeboň estates

Starting from the elementary definition of the term “cultural landscape”, it can be said to be a landscape the face of which results from the combination of natural and human influences and activity. The centre of our attention here lies in the anthropogenic element of the landscape development, while the co-determining and, in some cases, also directly determining role of natural factors are also taken into consideration. The compact image of the cultural landscape of the Třeboň region/Třeboň estates during the Baroque era is the picture map of the estates from 1684. It captures less than ten towns and townlets (Soběslav, Veselí nad Lužnicí, Mezimostí, Lomnice nad Lužnicí, Třeboň, Lišov, Rudolfov and the eastern part of České Budějovice), several tens of villages and sporadically also secluded dwellings and solitary churches. The degree of “authenticity” in depicting the individual locations basically equals their significance – on the level of villages, it is merely repeated standardized representations of a few small houses. Many visually dominating features of urban panoramas moreover have not changed over the centuries, and thus their “trustworthiness” can frequently be verified even today. This is more than logical, because towns used to have their unmistakable


\[72\] Essential works in this respect are SCHMIDT 1901 and ROUBÍK 1971; on the Stich map and the context of its origination, see ROUBÍK 1933; on the routes recorded in the Ist military survey, see ŠIMŮNEK – ANTOŠ – HAVRLANT 2014, pp. 167–172; an example of reconstructing a road on the basis of comparing written and map sources and terrain remains can be found in KOVÁŘ 2013.
panorama in contrast to villages, where the only unmistakable feature could be, at most, a parish church or a significant farmstead. In the case of locations without a church, their depiction here is without doubt purely standardized (although, with all the schematisation, they are not drawn in the same way – the houses come in various compositions). Analysis of both the map as a whole and its details (settlement units, waters and ponds, communications etc.) leads to an unambiguous conclusion: the map is an idealized image of the estates which, in the basic plan, corresponds to reality (the position of towns, townlets and villages; the courses of water currents and main connections) but is in many aspects heavily selective and stylized. The painter heeded a harmonious expression and close connection between the landscape framework and architecture, fusing the authentic and the standardized even in the ground-plan arrangement of the particular locations.73

The picture map of the Třeboň estates is a condensed image of components found in nature to this day and mostly resulting from the formation of a (cultivated) cultural landscape during the 15th and 16th centuries. It is far from accidental that it is often called a “map of ponds”. It does not comply completely with its purpose but it does not lack logic, either: because it is ponds (water surfaces) which represent a dominant component in the imaginary face of the historical and, to a large extent, also contemporary landscape. Many ponds are of natural origin; the beginnings of targeted interest in ponds – in the sense of their continuous agricultural use and maintenance and developing new pond works – fall to the 14th century, while the period of the upswing of the Třeboň pond system was the 15th and 16th centuries (linked with the legendary names of Štěpánek Netolický, Mikuláš Ruthard of Malešov and Jakub Krčín), which also mostly defined the current condition. This is because new pond works were established only sporadically in the following periods and the region was more or less spared the wave of the massive abolishment of ponds in around 1800: the local soil was not appropriate for agricultural use and ponds, for centuries, embodied the most expedient use of surfaces (this can be documented by the cases from the early 19th century when many once abolished ponds were restored). And it was not just ponds – it also was the relevant technological works, such as drains and mill raceways, affecting the character of the landscape. The most extensive (and influential) were works linked with the concepts implemented by Štěpánek (Zlatá stoka) and Krčín (Nová řeka [the New River], which redirected part of the water from Lužnice to Nežárka and created a “wild” wetland – today a very rare biotope − along its current).74

If we take a close look at the picture maps of various estates and their prospects – i.e. views into cultural landscapes forming a representative symbol of an “estate” – dating to around 1700, we are, at first sight, captivated by the strikingly high proportion of agricultural complexes, especially farmsteads and granaries, but also stud farms and sheepfolds and, eventually, mills, breweries and similar facilities. It is more than evident that these were the complexes “of significance” – otherwise they would not have received as much attention and would not be as frequently captured to the utmost detail or even on an over-dimensional scale. The same holds true for the picture map of the Třeboň estates where several types of agricultural complexes can be encountered. These reflect the sweeping changes occurring in

73 On the map and the layers of its value of utterance, see ŠIMŮNEK 2012.
74 We use the established term “Třeboň pond system” for the ponds situated on the former Třeboň estates (or, eventually, in the Třeboň basin), although its legitimacy (or, strictly put, correctness) from the point of the management of water supplies can be questioned: BERAN 2005 talks about a “group of Třeboň ponds”, which are “divided according to their appurtenance to individual river basins; and only thus can we speak about an array of pond systems in the Třeboň basin” (p. 4; the main point of the work is the overview of the ponds, each accompanied by a brief description). – On the issue of fish-pond cultivation, discussed in extensive literature, see, at least, ŠUSTA 1898; JANOUŠEK 1950 (the area of the Chlum estates); MIKA 1955; KAVKA 1966; MIKA 1970; NOVOTNÝ 1972; KUBÍKOVÁ 1980; KÁLALOVÁ 1981; VANĚK 1984; VANĚK 1985; VANĚK 1986; PÁNEK 1988; BŮŽEK 1997; HULE 2000; RAMEŠ 2011; KATZENSCHLAGER 2012; KNITTLER 2012; STEJSKAL – STEJSKALOVÁ 2012.
the cultivated landscape of large noble dominions during the 16th century – and although the specific feature of the Třeboň estates was the considerable dominance of the pond landscape, they did not lack other components of the cultural landscape in the 16th century, either. Třeboň, too, displayed the tendency towards the farmstead system; a tendency so characteristic of large noble dominions of the latter half of the 16th century. The emphasis laid on not only farmsteads but also on establishing mills and breweries falls, not by chance, to the period of high and the de facto final stage of developing the Třeboň network of ponds. From the point of the estates’ economy as well as the entire Rožmberk domain, it was basically yet another chance to massively increase the income of the Krumlov treasury.

The noble farmsteads and breweries are closely linked with the above-mentioned Mikuláš Ruthard and, first of all, Jakub Krčín; the farming production mainly focused on breeding of cattle and, in some cases, directly specialized in sheep-breeding (as was the case of the Vranín farm, located on the site of a vanished medieval village), while one of the aspects of the economic strategy was large-volume growing of corn for the needs of the breweries in the possession of the local aristocracy. An overall picture of the arrangement of farmsteads throughout the Třeboň estates around 1600, i.e. towards the close of the Rožmberks’ rule, is offered by the 1590 register (issued simultaneously with the register of both lordly and serfdom mills), and naturally also the land and duties registers dating to the same period. An unclear division line between a farmstead and an occasional lordly residence can be exemplified by the surviving Švamberk near Ševětín, founded in the close vicinity of the vanished medieval village of Stojčín by Jan Jiří of Švamberk between 1613 and 1614.

And when a Rožmberk official reports to Krumlov at the close of the 16th century that “people enjoy working in the new mill of Veselí, built [by me] not as a mill but as a manor, where even a sawmill is roofed by bricks, and everyone who mills there, exalts it”, it is not merely a praise of one’s own merits but also a reflection of the contemporary way of perceiving agricultural complexes whose utilitarian significance was indivisibly linked with a symbolic one (after all, the illustrious Záblatí mill repeatedly served the nobility as an overnight shelter).75 The agricultural complexes and summer houses or, follies, were not divided by an inviolable gap – for the pond landscape around Lomnice nad Lužnicí was not only inhabited by mills and farmsteads but also the Dobrá mysl [High Spirit] summer house. It was built by Vilém of Rožmberk and, in a certain sense, represented a predecessor of Kratochvíle [Pastime] – an exceptionally imposing type of Italian villa which soon totally overshadowed the first architecture.

Ponds and the corresponding works of technology, equally as agricultural complexes, were only a part of the cultural landscape or, respectively, merely co-formed its appearance. The crucial moment in this respect always was the structure of land-use (the earlier stages of which can be reconstructed in only rough outlines and in part hypothetically and, in detail, only as late as from the second quarter of the 19th century from when a constant register is available), i.e. primarily the proportion of forests, meadows, fields and so on. The face of the landscape has at the same time been influenced by the degree and manner of employing raw-material resources – the extreme case of devastation (or, neutrally put, transformation) of a cultural landscape is the vast coal basins, which in the Czech lands are mainly concentrated in the region of North-West Bohemia. People, however, continuously relied on raw-material resources as early as from the Middle Ages. The two basic types were wood and stone; apart from that, ores were extracted in suitable areas and, from among mineral resources, there is

75 On farmsteads, comp. esp. HONC 1959; VALENTA 1965; MÍKA 1970; URBAN 1999; KLEMPERA 2002; NOVÁKOVÁ 2005; on the instructions for the Třeboň estates, see BARBAROVÁ 1973; for the inventory of farmsteads (1590), see State Regional Archives Třeboň, CS II–357–6f; the information value of this source was demonstrated, on the example of the Krumlov estates, by KUBÍKOVA 2001–2002, who assumes that it rather reflected an ideal instead of real situation.
the example of limestone extraction in medieval times. And while in the first case wood production had to be accompanied by the appropriate care of forest growths and their revitalization (in addition, forests in the Třeboň region were places of corresponding traditional crafts, being inhabited by both charcoal piles and tar production as well as glassworks in the borderline thick forest), in other cases it was irrecoverable raw-material resourcing. Remains of the extracting activity can be spotted in the Třeboň region to the present day – for example near Dunajovice, where the peak of the Dunajovická mountain housed a stone pit as early as in the Middle Ages and the local extraction lasted into the 20th century by when most of the quarry was inundated. Moreover, a pilgrimage road and a chapel already existed at that time: in summary, it is a rather remarkable document of the symbiosis of various ways of land-use.

Researching historical landscapes as wholes as well as their individual significant (determining) features shows how far landscape transformations can be followed on the basis of combining various types of sources from the discussed period, to what extent the particular interventions were interconnected and, in some cases, literally produced a chain reaction. It is hardly surprising that we are mainly talking here about water – ponds and water drains. The area of the (later) Třeboň region (including the connecting parts of the Nová Bystřice and Nové Hrady estates) with its natural conditions was more than any other predestined for establishing pond systems, and we can witness here the crucial stage of developing cultural landscape focused on agriculture which, on the given territory, undoubtedly belongs to the 16th century. Continuity from the preceding condition or, respectively, the formation of the cultural landscape in the 14th and mainly 15th centuries is totally obvious – neither ponds and water drains nor agricultural facilities and intensive forest use were novelties in the early modern times. Similarly, we should keep in mind the later developments – the future fates of the cultural landscape, the appearance of which was so decisively affected by the 16th century. The traces of this epoch can be encountered and are impossible to be overlooked in the landscape to our day.

Landscape is a space of “many faces”. Yet another one worth attention is sacred landscape – and the Třeboň region also has many outstanding examples of it. This poetic idiom can be used to describe a landscape displaying silhouettes of churches on the horizon; a landscape interwoven by a web of roads lined by calvaries, crosses, small chapels and, of course, pilgrimage roads leading to pilgrimage places of both local and supra-regional significance. The beginnings of the landscape of this type are not much earlier than the colonization itself – i.e. the process of populating and dominating the landscape, characteristic of the origination of the network of parishes and the roads which connected the individual locations and enabled accessibility to the churches. The latter constructions, most of them built of stone from the beginning on the South-Bohemian territory, formed visual dominants of the landscape – if only because they towered over the surrounding built-up area and their usually white colour contrasted with the largely wooden structures around (especially in the rural environment). The standardized depictions of the landscape framework, available from the late Middle Ages, indicate that churches, equally as castles, ranked among the customary components of the landscape which also did not lack micro-architecture (calvaries, small chapels etc.). The current condition of the surviving Gothic and Renaissance sacral relics of this kind in the Třeboň region is, however, surprisingly rather dismal. The unusually dense network of local hermitages, reconstructible from the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries, is also unique – the relatively small area of the Třeboň region is scattered by more than several, one of the most well-known being Majdalena (with the church of St Mary Magdalene). Perhaps also because it is the only one of the very early hermitages which was precisely localized, we can merely

76 On the types of mineral resources in the South-Bohemian region, see CHÁBERA et al. 1985, pp. 80–102 (while the beginnings of extracting and processing many resources were of a relatively late date).
more or less approximate the location of the other ones or, respectively, assume their possible continuity with at least another hermitage accompanied by a late-Gothic chapel (St Barbara). Hermitry in the Třeboň region then endured to the 18th century but its continuity with the earlier tradition of this kind is utterly hypothetical. The exceptional micro-world of the suburban sacred landscape can still be traced around Třeboň, with the hermitry tradition at St Vitus being only one of its components; other ones are small chapels along roads, in part dating to the 17th and in part to the 18th centuries. The only “classical” hermitage place (i.e. a complex with the Stations of the Cross) in the Třeboň region is on the above-mentioned Dunajovická Mountain, a hillock towering over the village of Dunajovice, where the road runs along the perimeter of the hill and ends by the chapel situated next to a curative spring.

Old landscape and modern landscape. Dominant features and lines co-form (or even determine) the character of later phenomena (and are therefore called antecedents). They are the constant features of the type of settlement structures, networks of routes and sacred districts as well as some parts of the cultural landscape serving agricultural purposes (mainly ponds). This can also be expressed by an utterly terse question: How old is the modern (contemporary) landscape? The main indicator in this sense can be exactly that which remained in it from the landscapes of the past (and still makes its presence felt). “Old landscape” is understood as a landscape with surviving continuous ecosystems, with permanent structures, while “young (juvenile) landscape” is a landscape distinctively formed by human interventions of rather recent date. This suggests that the considerations revolving around the “age of a landscape” are products of the possibilities of reconstructing its individual components. The traceable history of the landscape appearance reaches some 200 or, at most, 250 years back (from the times of a stable register or, eventually, the 1st military survey). This, however, does not contradict the fact that contemporary landscape provides remains (and very often structures as well as solitary relics significantly participating in – and sometimes even directly determining – the landscape character) of much earlier (medieval and early modern-era) origin.

And it is not just the historical cultural landscape but also its components when we do not even realize their age and their impact on the landscape character. One of the ancient features is certainly the ground plan of settlements (or, respectively, their historical centres) and, in the case of villages, also the connecting ploughs (the retrospective reach of the information provided by cartographic and, in part, also other sources from the early modern times to the earlier period must, however, be weighed with utmost caution). The same is true for the local names and field-names – many forests, ponds and meadows have had the same name for centuries. Ancient origin can also be ascribed to the local programme of the connecting network when main roads copy the age-long roads of commerce, and the similar case is railways (no matter if realized or not; the latter type on the Třeboň estates is the planned but never built railroad track Třeboň – Lišov – České Budějovice).

Contemporary landscape, containing an extensive range of remains of past landscapes (from their striking components, such as ponds, to minute, almost unnoticeable relics – e.g., farm-tracks of old roads), is indeed one of the crucial sources for reconstructing the former landscapes. It is, however, anything but singular: there is also a plethora of written, iconographic (visual) and cartographic (map) sources available. Their information value – from the point of completeness or, on the contrary, fragmentariness, the sense of the whole or

77 On the clerical administration of the Třeboň estates during the Baroque era, see PUMPŘ 2010. – On stone calvaries, see PALOUŠOVÁ 2009, on brick calvaries, see HAJEK 2009, where the degree of their preservation is synoptically provided in the attached maps. – On hermitages in the Třeboň region, see KOLÁROVÁ – ŠIMŮNEK 2011; on the pilgrimage place at the Dunajovická Mountain, see ČERNÝ 2006, pp. 62–63.
the sense of detail, as well as from the point of historical (non)credibility – is highly variable. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that the miscellaneous historical sources in fact are the witnesses of the only former (vanished) reality and that they must be pursued as such. Only the way of combining and confronting partial testimonies and incorporating them into wider contexts of meaning can help construct as plastic a picture as possible. It is simultaneously a matter of course that historians cannot in this respect do without cooperating with experts from other disciplines.\footnote{An illustrious example in this sense is the publication DYKYJOVÁ 2000, aimed at a wider public but very inspiring due to various viewpoints on the contemporary landscape, including the historical one.}

**Conclusion**

The development of the territorial structure of the Třeboň estates as summarized above clearly shows that their constant historical core was situated in the central part of the geomorphological area called the Třeboň basin, the terrain of which determined and largely still determines the landscape character of the entire region. The historical core of the Třeboň estates is a territory heavily transformed by human activity; on the other hand, its appearance today in many aspects reflects a rather ancient situation. The local natural conditions, suitable for fish farming but, paradoxically, not too favourable for field agriculture, stood at the beginnings of the development of the vast pond systems of the 15\textsuperscript{th} and 16\textsuperscript{th} centuries and at the same time protected them several centuries later, in the advanced 18\textsuperscript{th} and early 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries, i.e. during the period of massive abolishment of ponds. Therefore, it is possible speak about a uniquely preserved cultural landscape of aristocratic dominion from between the turn of the 15\textsuperscript{th} and 16\textsuperscript{th} to the turn of the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries. The character of the local pond landscape, including the indispensable technical adaptations such as altering riverbeds and building drains, is basically the result of the earlier stage of development dating to between the 15\textsuperscript{th} and 16\textsuperscript{th} centuries, while the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries witnessed merely slight modifications. It can be said that the Třeboň landscape survived to a rather unprecedented degree. Its cultivated cultural landscape, however, not only consisted of ponds and the relevant waterworks (both Zlatá stoka and Nová řeka survived to our time practically all along their original courses); there also were farmsteads and mills (many of them, too, originating from the 16\textsuperscript{th} century) and, last but not least, the characteristic meadow haylofts, which significantly add to the overall expression of this landscape. Calvaries, crosses and small chapels appeared on hillocks (as visually dominant points) and along roads as early as from the Middle Ages; farm-tracks of old roads – either local or, sometimes, long-distance (the Gypsy road) – can still be traced in the terrain. It would certainly be misleading to reconstruct the spectrum of features, representing the components of cultural landscape, on the basis of their current state of preservation – for the constructions and other elements of later date understandably had a higher chance of survival than the earlier ones. This can be exemplified by mills, documented on the Třeboň estates by many examples from as early as the latter half of the 14\textsuperscript{th} century; the oldest surviving structures of (former) mills are, however, of at maximum Renaissance origin (e.g., the Záblatí and Opatovice facilities). The remains of farmsteads of provably Renaissance date can also be found only sporadically (we are positive about Švamberk in this sense, but our hitherto state of knowledge allows us to merely speculate in the other instances).

The most inconstant landscape features are its organic components, i.e. beds of flora and trees. The wooded areas, including their extent and the composition of their tree types, equally as the redintegrated stretches of land and their earlier condition, apparent in old maps...
— beginning with the stable register and ending with the earliest layer of orthophotomaps from the 1930s — cannot be restored. The waterlogged meadows, on the contrary, necessarily look the same as they did in the past (which is sometimes visually underlined by the haylofts scattered throughout the Třeboň meadows and identical for centuries); the same, then, holds for surfaces of forest-agricultural character (meadows and pastures interwoven with groups of trees). Old trees and, in a certain sense, entire forest growths can even be the bearers of memory of former landscapes. The traditional mix of respect and admiration, held towards monumental trees, keeps seducing to the assumption that they could be eyewitnesses of the celebrated era of the 16th-century Rožmberk fish farming. Although it is not so (except for very isolated cases), it is nevertheless true that growths of much more recent date can be perceived as ancient as well — and some of them even embody tradition due to their status as historically preserved monuments. The beginnings of the preservation of the Branské doublí [Branské oak wood] reach as far back as to the Schwarzenberg era. Although it cannot boast the same visual monumentality as the Boubín virgin forest (proclaimed a nature reserve by the Schwarzenbergs already in 1858), it still is an impressive piece of old landscape, preserved to this day despite the changing requirements on the agricultural use of landscape.79

Most of the nature (biospheric) reserves and protected locations in the Třeboň region, however, date to a much more recent period — they were proclaimed great works as late as in the latter half of the 20th century. It is also true that the role of significant and perhaps outright decisive factor was at that time already played by other regards, i.e. the value of the individual areas as biotopes, while the aesthetic and landscape aspects merely served as supportive and secondary. The Třeboň region thus at the same time illustrates that even a landscape which was distinctively, albeit sensitively transformed by human touch can become an exceptionally rare biotope. This does not only concern the old pond works and the simultaneously adapted surrounding landscape, which can today evoke the impression of “wildlife” (illustrious in this sense are the Novořecké [the New River] swamplands), but also, for example, the biotopes found in places with rather recently terminated mineral mining. The extraordinary value of the Třeboň landscape ecosystems is tellingly proved by the fact that the RS 2 (Pond System 2) — the Třeboň ponds, and the RS 8 (Pond System 8) — the Třeboň peat-bogs are among the 12 declared and 2 proposed areas — especially rare biotopes — of the Czech lands, which fall under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands.80

79 On the memorial trees in the Třeboň region, see BARTUŠKA — FLIEGELOVÁ — KOCIÁNOVÁ — KOCIÁNOVÁ — PRACH 2008.
The Broumov Region

Contrary to medieval and prehistoric landscapes, which we know many things about but reconstruct them with difficulties, the landscape of the Baroque period is not as distant in time but can nevertheless be concealed under many later layers hampering its research. Catching and reliably datable points are always being sought when reconstructing a landscape of a certain historical epoch, and these often are constructions of various kinds. They are usually – and especially in the case of manorial and sacral buildings – sufficiently documented, and also their approximate age can be very quickly derived from stylistic analysis of them. On the one hand, there are regions in the Czech Republic which abound in significant Baroque monuments, but their immediate surroundings were totally transformed, and we therefore cannot speak about a Baroque landscape. The local buildings, although they remain in a more or less intact condition to today, are solitary (Jezeří, Duchcov); they are constructions which can be approached through landscapes of other periods. On the other hand, some regions developed continuously to the present and retain a plethora of landscape elements which can be linked with the period from the 16th to the 18th centuries or the early 19th century. For this is how it is possible, according to the cultural and historical periodization, to demarcate the era when the Czech lands or, respectively, Central Europe were dominated by the Baroque style (including its fading traces found in the “folk” or, vernacular, architecture). But is the landscape of the thus defined Baroque period the same as a Baroque landscape? This question is only seemingly nonsensical: if viewed from the perspective of the past fifteen years, when both professional and popular interest in cultural landscape and its history reached an unprecedented scope, the stylistic nuance indeed gets some sense. The collocation “Baroque landscape” appeared to be on the verge of a cliché; it moved away from the results of rigorous scientific reconstruction of how the environment of people living in the given centuries looked like, and received the air of a (rural) idyll linked with understanding and employing the aesthetic and functional qualities of nature or, respectively, a landscape inhabited by a large number of (small) sacral relics.81

The European continent does not have a single area unremittingly inhabited by people which did not undergo fundamental changes in the 19th and 20th centuries. Industrialization, urbanization, developing transportation, electrification, rationalization and new forms of land cultivation, new building constructions, the two world wars, migration, globalization, multitudinous change of people’s religious and philosophical view of the world which they inhabit along with many other factors mainly affected the densely populated and, from the point of communication, frequented Central-European region to a very high degree. Nevertheless, it is still possible to find regions which in our opinion maintain certain features of the landscape as it was in the Czech lands of between the 16th to the early 19th centuries. One of them is the Broumov region. Both in the discussed period and over time, the local landscape is characteristic of continuous development of constant landscape components and a low degree of urbanization and unscrupulous exploitation of landscape by “socialist type” mining and agriculture. It has a specific landscape nature and is, as such, the subject of several levels of landscape protection.82

Despite everything noted above, the Broumov region of the 21st century represents one of the best, but still problematic and imperfect insights into a Central-European Baroque landscape. It allows for a certain kind of “material reconstruction”. Cultural landscape, however, results
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from mutual interaction between people and nature developing over a long period of time, and if the continuity of the settlement and population survived, it would help in the gaining of such complex knowledge. In the mid-20th century, this continuity in the Broumov region – equally as in the entire borderland of the Czech lands – was severely disrupted by the expulsion of its original inhabitants, i.e. the direct descendants of the former colonizers and colonists, which significantly reduced the chances of discovering the Baroque landscape in this region as precisely as possible.83

The Broumov region as a periphery?

The Broumov Hook as a specific region appeared in the medium- and small-scale maps of the Czech lands84 as early as in the beginning of the 16th century. Already the map issued by Nicolaus Klaudyan in 1518 displays the town of Broumov as separated from the East Bohemia by a belt of forest (which, at that time, represented a widely used sign for mountains). The separation of this area is yet more apparent in the 1568 map by Johann Criginger where the region “behind the Walls” is, along with Klodzko, situated in Silesia, i.e. beyond the border. Neither these two maps nor the map by Pavel Aretin of Ehrenfeld (published first in 1619 and several more times in the course of the 17th century) and the map by Mauritius Vogt, which formed an appendix to his 1712 topographically-historical treatise Das jetzt-lebende Königreich Böhmen, representatively capture the individual residencies and settlements and, merely for the sake of guidance, feature the most conspicuous characteristic of the Broumov region as a whole: the separation of the basin from the rest of the Czech lands by a wall – the noticeable ridge of the Broumov Walls. This almost 300-meter high wall divides the historical Broumov region into two parts, a “Czech” one with its centre in the town of Police nad Metují and a “German” one with its centre in the town of Broumov. The above-mentioned maps are very subjectively generalized and their authors moreover probably did not know the region in person. The map of the Czech lands rendered by Johann Christoph Müller for the needs of the state in 1720 is in general much more precise and moving towards the so-called cartographic sources. In addition, its scale is much more user-friendly for landscape research; but it still fully proves the limits or, respectively, the insufficiencies of medium-scale maps for studying landscapes. The Broumov region appears here as a rather densely populated, mountainous area, clearly demarcated by the border and the Broumov Walls in the West. Information about the local terrain, mediated by the so-called hill profiles, again merely serves for basic guidance purposes, and the map features the main connections and the river Stěnava [G. Steine]. The author gave a rather true picture of the character of the local population and, in the framework of the länge Dörfer category, highlighted about twenty villages and Broumov as a town constricted by bulwarks and housing a separately standing church (while the local monastery is not drawn in). The selection of the villages featured with a church (Martínkovic, Verněrovice, Ruprechtice and Božanov and the St John chapel at Janovičky) does not correspond to the real condition. The specific features of the Broumov morphology then clearly surface with the topographic surveying carried out by the Austrian army for its own needs. The surviving map sections of the Ist Military Survey for the area of the Broumov region were issued in 1780 and 1782 for the sake of updating the original surveying.85 And since the local relief, vegetation, villages

83 Comp. SÁGNEROVÁ 2008; for a general overview including examples from the Broumov region, see, at least, ČAPKA – SLEZÁK – VACULÍK 2005; MIKŠIČEK et al. 2007; www.antikomplex.cz/fotogalerie/kategorie/6-oblasti/.
84 See, most recently and with many reproductions, SEMOTANOVÁ 2001.
85 CHODĚJOVSKÁ 2012a.
and towns were the centre of attention for the surveying soldiers due to their potential risks for the transfers of the military units and the military operations, the given sources give us a very detailed picture of the landscape. They not only feature the stable network of residencies and settlements, but also minute sacral relics as well as separately standing constructions. The II\(^{nd}\) Military Survey (1842–1852) was executed in close connection with the cadastral surveying of the territory and was preceded by astronomic and geodetic surveys. From the point of cartography, it is a noticeably more perfect achievement than the I\(^{st}\) Military Survey. And since both surveys have almost identical map contents and adhere to the identical scale of 1:28 800 (only the heights of trigonometric points, given in fathoms, were added in the case of the II\(^{nd}\) survey), we can clearly see and compare the changes which affected the given landscape during the seventy years between the origination of the first and the second works. The separation of the Broumov region by the Walls is unambiguous.

The transformations of the Broumov landscape in the next decades – mainly the progressing industrialization and urbanization linked with developing the railroad network – were captured in the maps of the III\(^{rd}\) Military Survey via a stabilized sign code. The development of the villages of Velká Ves and Olivětin, with their cadastres being gradually filled with factory complexes and single-storey blue-collar housing characteristic of the Bohemian borderline architecture, is especially apparent here. In mid-1875, the Broumov region – one of the most densely populated regions in the Czech lands at that time – was directly connected to Vienna and Prague by the Chocen railroad, which also linked the region with Silesia and Klodzko two years later. In the Czech hinterland, the connection with Trutnov via Teplice nad Metuji was established in 1908.\(^{86}\)

For centuries, the horizon of the local inhabitants exceeded the ridges of the surrounding mountains – many of them set out for business and fairs and journeymen were arriving; the plentiful group of employees working at the Benedictine manor was in lively contact with the Břevnov monastery.\(^{87}\) After the 1742 loss of Silesia with Klodzko, a part of which the Broumov region repeatedly was even in the Middle Ages,\(^{88}\) it definitely became a border area. Its marginal position, however, did not mean that it would end up on the margin of events. During the Austro-Prussian wars and mainly the Seven Years’ War, Broumov was regarded as a strategically positioned town and, as such, was often threatened by military invasions along with its surroundings.\(^{89}\) It was also affected by the fights of 1866. The members of the 19\(^{th}\)-century Broumov entrepreneurial and intellectual elite felt they were distinguished supra-regional personalities in their fields (such as the representatives of textile industry, Schroll, Pollack and others);\(^{90}\) at the same time, they were a significant regional unit in the framework of the German minority in the Czech lands and moreover in everyday contact with the German population beyond the border. This is, for example, illustrated by the fact that the Glatzer Gebirgsverein – a tourist association established in 1881 – was active on both sides of the border and had its direct Broumov section. The Broumov “mountain association”, or “tourist club”, was founded only as late as in 1932 and professed the heritage of the “German Giant Mountains’ association” with its headquarters in Vrchlabí, the activity of which had declined prior to the Great War.\(^{91}\) The above-mentioned representatives experienced cultural and, from the 1930s, also politically defined affinity with both groups of the German-speaking population. When, then, did Broumov become a periphery? The condition lasting for
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87 The double-monastery of Břevnov (today part of Prague) and Broumov represents an isolated example in the Czech lands.
88 KOŠŤÁL 1990.
89 In spring 1757, the town itself was set on fire, probably started by local bribed inhabitants. It destroyed 180 houses, the town hall, the church and the monastery in four days.
90 ČIŽMAŘ 2007.
91 PELC 2009, pp. 68 and 253.
several centuries concluded with the events of 1938 when the territory of the Broumov and Teplice nad Metuji judicial districts (with 38,616 inhabitants) became part of the so-called Reichsgau Sudetenland, a Sudeten administrative division of Nazi Germany. The chronicles from the region reflected these events in a rather remarkable way, which proves how deeply the local people identified themselves with the landscape they inhabited: “We are mainly losing forest objects and excursion sites in our closest environs: Koruna, Špičák, Hvězda and Ostaš. Also all forests from Teplice as far as to Řeřišný were seized…”

The Police region came under the Náchod district. Broumov became the seat of the land administrator and the Landkreis Broumov was part of the government district Ústí nad Labem. In 1945, the efforts of the Association for Equitable Borders of the Czechoslovak Republic [Sdružení za spravedlivé hranice ČSR] found considerable support in the Broumov region, and also the Kłodzko Czechs, who in part settled there after the failed attempts at attaching Kłodzko to the Czech lands, came soundly into play. The newly arrived population, originating from most various regions of, what was then, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, professed no bonds to the widely conceived region of the Kłodzko border area and did not share the contacts and traditions of the deported Germans.

One of the arguments underlying the post-war attempts at attaching Kłodzko to the Czech lands was also its religious and administrative affiliation to the Prague archdiocese, lasting to 1972. This, however, sharply contrasts with the fact that the new, predominantly atheist population largely contributed to the “landscape secularization” in the region where, thus, for example, the tradition of pilgrimages to Wambierzyce swiftly vanished. The arrival of the new dwellers to the areas on both sides of the border who exclusively concentrated on a narrowly delineated region, the overall post-war Central-European order (the emergence of Poland within new borders) and the closure of the state border (the railway junction from Olivětín across the border was shut off) – these were the real factors which eventually made the Broumov region an outpost of the Czech lands; a picturesque but – despite global influences – progressively declining periphery. The final consequences of this transformation clearly surfaced in the 1990s. The region, however, has been given a chance at wiping off its periphery label during the most recent decade, especially thanks to the EU-supported cross-border cooperation, the wide-spreading modern forms of communication and growth in the standard of living, which jointly allow for higher mobility of the local dwellers and their working from home and result in new increase in the region’s permanent residents and in the support of tourism.

The Broumov region is a wide basin enclosed by a mountain ridge. Its backbone is the river Stěnava, which streams in from Poland north-east from the Broumov Hook, near the village of Starostín, and continues south-east, where it again leaves the Czech Republic below Otovice. The water-shed between the river basin of Stěnava and that of Metuje in the west also significantly defines the territory as a specific and, to a certain extent, enclosed region. It is the Broumov Highlands from the point of geomorphology, the eastern part of which – the Broumov basin – is outlined by the Broumov Walls in the west. (The highest peak here is Božanovský Špičák [773 m], while one of the most conspicuous points on the horizon is, left from it, the Machov Saddle [Machovské sedlo], also called the Machov Cross [Machovský kříž; 669 m], which separates the Walls from the Table Mountains [Stolové hory, P. Góry Stołowe], situated on Polish territory.) The borderline ridge – the Javoří Mountains – is, to the north-east, dominated by Ruprechtický Špičák ([Spitzberg]; 880 m) and, further south-east, by

92 State Regional Archives in Náchod, Pamětní kniha obce Suchý Důl [Chronicle of Village Suchý Důl], 1923–1972, p. 93.
94 It is at the same time the main European water-shed between the areas feeding the Baltic Sea and the North Sea with water.
the somewhat lower Supí vrch ([Vulture Hill]; 541 m).\textsuperscript{95} As far as historical routes are concerned, a rather frequented place mainly was the Hony Saddle [Honské sedlo] which still brings the main road from Police and Metují and Hronov to the Broumov basin; prior to the construction of the railway junction Chocéč–Broumov via Meziměstí, it was the only well-negotiable connection between Broumov and the Czech hinterland, also serving for the shipping of wood from the Bohdašín grounds. Another significant frequented place was the Machov Saddle, connecting the south part of the basin with Machov. The central part of the basin is only slightly undulating and defined by deep valleys of brooks.\textsuperscript{96}

In the second decade of the 13\textsuperscript{th} century, the scarcely populated Broumov region experienced gradual colonization by the Benedictines from the Břevnov monastery near Prague, with the main settlement centres being Police nad Metují and Broumov. From the point of administration, the Broumov region was, by the ruler’s decree, exempted from the Klodzko castellany and subordinated to Benedictine jurisdiction in 1260, thus falling under the Hradec district.\textsuperscript{97} And although the Police provostship was ruined by the Hussites, the Broumov monastery, erected above a village first mentioned in 1256,\textsuperscript{98} withstood the attacks and came to serve as a refuge for the abbots from the home Břevnov. The Benedictines resided in Broumov continuously, with only short interruptions, to 1946.\textsuperscript{99} It is also worth noting that the long-lasting presence of the Church administration forestalled the settlement of noble families throughout its rather vast domain, and the region has thus been void of manorial estates, a feature very rare in the Czech environment.

**Borders of the Broumov estates and the Broumov settlement structure as reflected by old maps**

Territorial borders – of administrative units, or even states – were recorded on maps from the 18\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{100} The development of the land register well illustrates that the hitherto established descriptive form was verbal. It was commonplace in Central Europe of that time that even territories precisely surveyed for the purposes of taxation were not drawn on maps but, instead, described in textual apparatuses. The first document exclusively based on maps was the post-1817 Stable land register. The given practice even concerned the border of the Czech lands which was first subjected to systematic survey, headed by the most distinguished land surveyors, as late as in the first half of the 18\textsuperscript{th} century. In the previous centuries, detailed maps merely served to solve disputable or otherwise pressing cases of local character.\textsuperscript{101} Contrary to this, the local aristocratic domains of the Baroque era were not only very precisely surveyed in the field (as is proved by the surviving borderstones) but also captured in detailed maps of both large and medium scale, issued long before other territorial units earned well-deserved surveyors’ attention.\textsuperscript{102} We must, however, distinguish at least two

\textsuperscript{95} http://geoportal.cuzk.cz/geoprohlizec/ – Geomorfologické jednotky ČR [Geomorphological Units of the Czech Republic].
\textsuperscript{96} http://geoportal.cuzk.cz/geoprohlizec/ – INSPIRE – vodstvo [waters].
\textsuperscript{97} MUSIL – FELCMAN – ČECHURA 2009; also see MUSIL 2012.
\textsuperscript{98} KUČA 1995; MIČ 1.
\textsuperscript{99} SIOISTRZONEK 2013 and FOLTÝN – KOUPIIL 2013, where also find earlier literature (esp. TOMEK 1881).
\textsuperscript{100} BURDOVÁ 1986; ROUBÍK 1952.
\textsuperscript{101} See MAŠEK 1948, esp. as concerns the Josephine and Theresian land registers.
\textsuperscript{102} ČERNÝ 1955.
groups of the so-called maps of estates, when perspective maps considerably stand out among the practically-oriented and usually hand-written works of fluctuating quality. The borders of the Broumov estates were rather constant from the high Middle Ages, and their more or less precise picture can be derived from the inventory of villages provided by the land and duties registers which uniquely survived from the same period in relatively high numbers. The period between 1406 and 1773 left behind a total of seven land and duties registers; the one of 1602, most probably issued in connection with the establishment of a new abbot, Wolfgang Selender of Prošovice, must unfortunately be considered missing. The earliest, i.e. 1406, register recording all Benedictine estates in Bohemia and Moravia survived in a copy dating to the mid-15th century and claims that the Broumov estates (outside the town of Broumov) housed 13 villages in the given year. In 1434, the estates expanded due to purchasing the villages of Vernéřovice, Vižňov and Meziměstí. The three settlements subsequently appeared in the registers of 1602 and, mainly, 1631 when the Břevnov-Broumov Abbot Johann Benno of Falkenberg had the estates surveyed and described. The Broumov territory was at that time inhabited by a town and 18 villages. The same was true in 1654 when the damages and losses ensuing from the Thirty Years’ War were assessed. In 1676, the Broumov estates (again apart from the town of Broumov) numbered 19 villages with 894 settlements, 474 of them being managed by peasants, 51 by gardeners and 368 by small farmers, and seven (Velká Ves, Broumov, Otovice, Martiníkovice, Jetřichov, Meziměstí and Vižňov) had the status of farmsteads. The farmstead in Otovice was founded in 1614 and two others followed in the 1620s: in Velká Ves (1625) and in Vižňov (1624/1628). And although they were undoubtedly significant from the aspects of economy and agriculture, they did not play as important a role from the aesthetic point and the point of the settlement network as their counterparts found at other, either secular or religious, domains. The series of the land and duties registers closed with the volumes dating to between 1754 and 1757 (describing the town of Broumov and the total of 17 villages found at the Broumov estates) and with the so-called urbarial inventory of properties subject to taxation of 3 February 1773.

There is, however, also the land and duties register issued by Johann Georg Albert Hesselius in 1676, which in many respects defies all the above-mentioned documents, not only due to its comprehensive character and painstaking execution and its overall concept (based on consistent combining of texts and maps). Its most exceptional quality within the context of the estates’ border can probably be found in the part describing – again with the help of both map and verbal language – the so-called four horizons: for Hesselius captured the central location of the town of Broumov, viewed it as the centre of the region, and subsequently created a de facto circular panorama of the entire basin. The long-term Broumov magistrate and future
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103 Either their commissioners or authors nevertheless pursued utterly different goals than those of an economic or juridical nature. ŠIMŮNEK 2012.
104 ČAP 1998.
105 See, synoptically, RESLOVÁ 2009 (including the reconstruction maps); for the printed form, see VLČKOVÁ [RESLOVÁ] 2010.
108 Pur chase d by Abbot Hefman from the neighbouring lords of Skalice; see ŠIMÁK 1931–1932, p. 12.
109 State Regional Archives Zámřsk, Collection Vs Broumov, book n. 1: New Reformirtes Vrbari[m]... 1631.
110 National Archives, Prague; for abstract Urbarium Aller und jeder des Stiftsjahrllichen Einkommen von Stadt und Braunauschen Dorfschaften... 1654, see State Regional Archives Zámřsk, Collection Vs Broumov, box 16, Inv. Nr. 669.
111 State Regional Archives Zámřsk – State Regional Archives in Náchod, Collection Eduard Langer.
112 ŠIMEK 2004 and, most recently, KOLÁČNÝ – STEINOVÁ – WAAGE 2014 as a critical edition with an introductory treatise and a list of earlier literature.
The administrator of the Broumov estates certainly wanted to add some value to his register by the very “description of the borderline” for the sake of practical use. But he, perhaps unwittingly, at the same gave us a true picture of the bounds of his own existence; of a life lived day after day in the Broumov region at the threshold of the last third of the 17th century. Simply put, Hesselius quite aptly grasped the spirit of the land he would walk through every day, including its laws and regularities which determined the arrangement and forms of settlements in space, and was thus able to describe them with the utmost insight and sense of detail. The Broumov basin is, otherwise, a territory extremely appropriate for being researched by an untrained cartographer – and not just because of the central position of the town of Broumov with its dominating monastery and the linear chain of villages along the watercourses, but also due to its clear delineation, i.e. the horizon given by the relatively high mountains encapsulating the Broumov basin in the form of a ring.

The relics left after the borderline surveying can be found in numerous documents as well as in the region’s terrain. The partial borderline disputes with the owners of the neighbouring estates ended in 1700 and a stone stela, commemorating this agreement, was erected in the tri-border area in 1732. The so-called Třípanský stone [G. Dreiherrenstein] stands at the place where not only the borders of the estates of the Břevnov-Broumov Abbot Otmar Zinke, Count Konrad Ernst Maxmilian von Hochberg and Baron Joseph von Stillfried but also of the historical duchies of Klodzko, Silesia and Bohemia converged – on the today’s Czech-Polish borderline road on the ridge above Janovičky at an approximate altitude of 730 metres. The verbal description of the border of the Broumov estates is part of the document entitled Gräntz Beschreibung zwischen den Stift Braunau und Graff Hochbergischen Herrschaften Fürstenstein und Friedland of 1734. The surveying was carried out by engineer Friedrich Gottlieb Schulten between 15 and 17 July 1733.

In connection with the disputed locations along the land border, two manuscript maps were issued by the land surveyor František Alois Kolbe in the 1780s. The first map, Mappa von der zwieschen Löb. Stiefft Braunau könig. Königgratzer-Böheimischen Krayßes und könig. Preußischen Kammer-Guth Dornikau Glatzer-Districts situirte Anno 1784 aufgenohnene Land-gränitz, captures the positions of both sides of the dispute, while Mappa von der zwieschen Löb. Stiefft Braunau könig. Königgratzer-Böheimischen Krayßes und könig. Preüßischen Kammer-Guth Dorniku Glatzer-Districts situirte und Anno 1787 mit Reinstein[?] Aufgemarckten Landgränitz already depicts the solution. The maps – products of official administrative cartography – represent essential examples of the skill of a contemporary professional. They both refer to the 1728 description of the border and feature the smallish area in the surroundings of a significant point of orientation in the southern part of the basin, the Machov Cross. And although the cartographer strictly adhered to the commissioned subject, i.e. to record the course of the borderline, his maps also contain an array of remarkable details which draw attention to the contemporary practice of cartographers. They, for example, illustrate the persistently most serious pitfall of map-
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113 This is also how this part of the land and duties register was perceived in the given period: comp. Beschreibung des Braunischen Landes umb Kreis, und dessen Grüntzen, in vier theil, copy from the period after 1720. State Regional Archives Náchod, Collection Eduard Langer, Inv. No. 150, box 53: On the given issue, comp., esp., KOLAČNY – STEINOVA – WAAGE 2014, pp. 14–15.

114 The most important document is Universal-Gräntz Beschreibung [probably 1734], which contains several older borderline’s descriptions dating back to the 17th and 18th centuries. State Regional Archives Zámrsk, Collection Vs Broumov, box 34.

115 Comp., esp., SCHMITT 1941.

116 State Regional Archives Zámrsk, Collection Vs Broumov, Inv. No. 735.

117 ROUBÍK 1963

118 Prague National Archives, SMP [Map Collection], Inv. No. 674, sign. E II 7.

making – rendering the terrain. The cartographer did not determine map signs for it and seemingly did not reflect it, although apparently departing from autopsy. The map legend nevertheless distinguishes roads passable by vehicles and paths for pedestrians, which well indicate the character of the steep terrain on the eastern side of the Walls.

The borderline of the entire Broumov estates was captured by cartographic means as late as in 1793. The anonymous author marked 17 landmark stones or crosses (numbered from Vernéřovice southwards) along the estates’ perimeter, with the Třípanský stone being number eighteen. The reason for issuing the map probably was not just to record the landmarks and measure the perimeter (area?) of the Broumov estates in order to be able to state Totum Territorium à num. 1 usque ad 18 in sua circumferentia continet 10 milliaria Germanica. The coloured manuscript map, oriented approximately towards North-East, captures the Benedictine estates of Broumov and Police. From the point of cartography, the map is a naïve work probably created by an unschooled author. It does not have geodetic foundations and the spatial relations and distances between the individual settlements as well as other landscape features are merely of a basic guidance nature. The author in fact offers a stylized picture of the Broumov basin and the territory before the Walls as seen from high above the river Dřevíč (?) (Erla Fluvius) near Stárkov. This is a distinctively more backward map than the above-mentioned Kolbe’s achievements, but its author captured the estates as a whole, without aspiring to create a large-dimensional representative work.

The Broumov estates became extinct in 1850 and were replaced by the political district of Broumov. The total of 59 cadastral villages came under the Broumov district administration which was divided into two judicial districts with their seats in Broumov and Police nad Metuji.

The town of Broumov as a natural centre

Broumov, situated in the centre of a basin on a promontory above the river Stěnava, was from the very beginning dominated by a complex of monastery buildings. It received the status of a town in 1348 and its dwellers completed the bulwarks in 1380. The entrance to the town was provided by two gates and four gate-houses (the remains of the last one, the Upper Gate, were demolished in 1880 in connection with the reconstruction of the inn U Labuť [The Swan]). The web of streets and the parcelling characteristic of a medieval location town are still well apparent in the stable land register.

The monastery in Broumov often symbolized the entire area of the Broumov region in prints and maps. The slightly simplified axonometric view of the monastery, reminiscent of a model of the complex, occupies an honorary place among other Benedictine monasteries and featured in the central part of the doctoral thesis by Abbot Tomáš Sartorius. A similar miniature can be found in the form of a map sign in the above-mentioned manuscript map of 1793. It is a view from the west, presented from high above, but the direction indicates real posts around the chapel at Hvězda.

An earlier condition of the monastery is rendered in the Hesselius’ land and duties register and also in vistas which survive from the early 17th century. The monumental castle, the disposition of which is well visible in the ground plan of the monastery rebuilt in the Baroque style, fell prey to fire in 1664. The appearance of the monastery after the restoration survives in an engraving from 1680. The complex, along with a substantial part of the town, burnt

120 Museum of the Broumov Region, Broumov, no detailed records.
121 ČAP 2001; CECHNER 1930, where the map precedes p. 1; also see KOŠŤÁL 1990.
down again twenty years later, in 1684, which initiated its magnificent reconstruction, headed by Martin Allio. More extensive construction works began in Broumov in 1709, already under the presence of Christoph Dientzenhofer. Abbot Otmar Zinke nonetheless decided to rebuild the complex on a radical scale. It is, among other things, known that stone was delivered from the pits in the Hodkovice, Křínice and Božanov forests. The reconstruction took place between 1727 and 1733 and was conducted by Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer. The freshly reconstructed monastery was thus recorded in a vista by Johann Joseph Dietzler, which became a model for many others.

The earliest lithographic postcards from the production of many local publishers (especially Franz Wenzel who promoted his firm as the largest postcard publishing house in the Czech lands) present Broumov of the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries as a modern town. It is still dominated – equally as in earlier vistas – by the massive complex of the monastery, but the panorama already bristles with chimneys of textile factories and new construction beyond the bulwarks, especially the imposing Císařská ([Imperial], later Masaryk) Street with the houses of the Schroll family. Broumov was the seat of a political district, the natural centre of the region, which the postcards express by laying emphasis on modern buildings: the regional hospital, the post office and the council schools. Alejka [Little Alley] became the modern park and a recreational promenade. Today restored, it is remembered by writer Alois Jirásek from the times of his Broumov grammar-school studies.

A plentiful group of postcards is related to the popular excursion inns in the Broumov region. It thus provides an interesting map of Sunday and holiday trips (the inns at Hvězda, in Ráj, Na Pískách, in Martínkovice by the church, the Amerika inn at the foot of the Walls in Křínice and the inn in Janovičky). The continuity of iconographic historical sources and their mutual relations are documented by Wenzel’s postcard of 1898, which reproduces the complete view of Broumov in 1711, presented from above and from the west. The original vista is today missing. Another of Wenzel’s original postcards, dated 1904, unambiguously reports which is the most characteristic building in the town, located in the Czech-German borderland. The view from the tower of the monastery church westwards captures the flat central part of the Broumov basin, Křínice and the Broumov Walls. A view in the opposite direction – from the Krims inn in the lower part of Křínice by the road from Martínkovice – is offered by the 1902 postcard by Alexander Felgenauer which not only features the general character of the landscape but also the space where one of the Broumov housing estates developed in the 1980s.

Routes and villages of the Broumov region

The central position and significance of Broumov are also underlined by the web of connections which run in a stellar pattern from the town to the individual villages. Reinforced roads have remained rather exceptional among those situated on the periphery. The main factors influencing the road network are the network of settlements and the methods of land cultivation. The road network, however, changes over time. Prior to the mid-20th century, the Broumov region was interwoven by a very dense network of roads of a mainly local character. It was determined by the shape of the ploughs – the land under crop and other landed estate pertaining to each farmstead. The local farms – vast complexes composed of three and sometimes four several-storey brick buildings characteristic of the Broumov
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basin – are usually situated on elevated terraces above valleys of brooks. The area behind the complex of buildings customarily housed a garden and an orchard, with a belt of field behind them, and yet further were pastures and a forest. Every farmyard had to have an access to all of its plots of land, which was provided by a local track leading from the farm to the border of the cadastre. The main village road was a path following the course of the brook, equipped with small bridges allowing an approach to the individual farmyard complexes or the individual cottages, the latter usually standing in the brook meadow. The backbone of the entire web of routes was the above-mentioned road leading from Broumov through the Hony Saddle to Police nad Metují. It is a road of strategic significance via which enemy armies have been invading the Czech lands from the Middle Ages until recently.

A certain speciality of the region is the stone roads cutting through the Broumov Walls. They are of varying width, paved with large, irregular flat sandstone blocks and lined with flagged ditches, water drainages and supporting walls. They connected the worlds on the both sides of the Walls, significantly shortened distances and, among other things, served to transport wood and stone and drive cattle from Broumov to Police (while the cattle road led from Martínkovice via Suchý Důl [Dry Mine], and the road from Šonov to the Machov Cross was one of the branches of the Wambierzyce pilgrimage road). These roads also formed natural borders separating the individual forest grounds. The recently restored road leading from Broumov via Křínice to Hvězda was of regional importance.

The valleys of brooks flowing into the river Stěnava became inhabited by gradually expanding colonization villages, always intersected by a main path parallel with the watercourse. The local high-Baroque churches, which made the Broumov region famous to such a degree that art historian Mojmír Horyna would once describe it as “an especially strong rural enclave of Prague art”, were built after 1690, usually replacing the previous wooden constructions. The latter – as well as the villages and the town of Broumov soon after the 1664 fire – were captured with unprecedented faithfulness by the author of the most significant surviving Broumov land and duties register, Johann Georg Albert Hesselius, in 1676.

Although the Broumov territory is closely linked with the beginnings of the Thirty Years’ War, it suffered relatively little from the hardships resulting from the military conflict and thrived during the Baroque era. Its landscape was influenced by both agricultural (farmsteads) and construction activities of the most prominent abbots, such as Tomáš Sartorius (1663–1700) and Otmar Zinke (1700–1738) whose monogram OAB – “Otmar Abbas Braunensis” – still decorates dozens of either small or more extensive architectonic monuments throughout the region.

The first stage of erecting new churches in Broumov (the parish church of Ss Peter and Paul, 1679–1682) and Martínkovice (1692–1698) was most probably realized by Martin and Giovanni Battista Allios. After 1709, Christoph Dientzenhofer participated in the reconstruction of the monastery and most likely also designed the churches of St Michael in Verněřovice (1719–1721) and St James in Ruprechtice (1720–1723), which are displayed side by side with the Vižňov church on the title page of the 1732 estates’ inventory. New
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village churches, which gradually came to inhabit the Broumov monastery complex – the church of All Saints in Heřmánkovice (1723), the church of St Anne in Vižňov (1725–1727), the extension of the presbytery by the church of St John the Evangelist in Janovičky (1725), the St Barbara church in Otovice (1725–1726), the St Margaret church in Šonov (1726–1730) and the church of St Mary Magdalene in Božanov, built as the last one between 1733 and 1738, although its tower is of an earlier date (1709) – were works of Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer.

An important point of orientation in the landscape of the Broumov region, “appropriated” by the abbots, was the chapel of the Virgin Mary at Hvězda, built in the same period, i.e. between 1732 and 1733. The symbol of the “appropriation” here can be the star – the attribute of the Virgin –, originating from the roof of the Broumov monastery and newly installed on the top of the chapel, which was erected on a highly frequented place and provided an open view of the entire basin.

Compared to other regions of the Czech lands, Broumov enjoyed an unusually long tradition of not only mills (already documented in Stěnava in the high Middle Ages) but also proto-industry, i.e. scattered manufactories. The traditional textile production, initially linen and, after the mid-17th century, mainly drapery, peaked in the second quarter of the 18th century. It was centralized and subjected to the supervision of the Benedictine authorities from the late 17th century. The number of weavers was seven hundred and, after overcoming the crisis ensuing from the War of the Austrian Succession, increased to one thousand, with most of them working in Heřmánkovice and Martinkovice. The Benedictines also tried to establish their own drapery manufactory in the town of Broumov during the period of the above-mentioned war, but their attempts failed due to apparently bad timing. Guilds had a rather decisive word at that time, although their powers were continuously limited by the Church authority. Abbot Tomáš, for example, introduced a new weaver’s code in 1682, which guaranteed the Benedictines an exclusive right to linen purchases. The main commodities were wool and, in the 19th century, flax, while the latter faced competition from cotton from the first half of the century. During the 1830s, the main organizers of linen production and trade were the firms of Josef Walzel, František Heinzel from Vižňov and Benedikt Schroll. The industry in the central part of the basin, on the Stěnava riverbanks, concentrated from the late 18th century – first at a slow pace, when mangles, bleacheries and dye-works began to appear alongside the watercourses. It, however, soon distinctly transformed the character of the local landscape due to the new massive factory complexes and chimneys projected on the silhouettes of the villages and mainly Broumov, which expanded by incorporating Velká Ves and de facto interconnected with Olivětín. The village of Olivětín, hitherto mainly famous for its brewery, became the central seat of the state cotton-producing enterprise Veba in 1949 (i.e. after the nationalization of textile businesses), which encompassed the factories in Meziměstí, Velká Ves and Martinkovice. The above-mentioned railroad not only represented a new noticeable line in the landscape from 1875 but especially enriched it with a new feature in the form of railway stations. It essentially changed mainly the nature of Meziměstí, which had so far been dominated by a Baroque château – a summer seat of the abbots (a late project of Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer, built in 1750).
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Conclusion
The overall landscape character of the Broumov region has been, first and foremost, fundamentally influenced by high-Baroque monuments. Other significant landscape components documenting the early origin and the stability of the web of the local connections are alleys and also minute relics. However, it is advisable to be rather circumspect in this sense because the surviving sacral sculptures and niche chapels, scattered throughout the region in unprecedented numbers but displaying fluctuating artistic quality, often date to the 19th century. Nevertheless, we should not succumb to the impression that Baroque landscape is formed by Baroque architectonic monuments. “Reading” landscape through buildings is far too condensed. In addition, the label “monument” may lead to interpretations other than those pursued in this publication. Our primary goal is not discovering a historical landscape of a certain epoch via historical sources and relics but, instead, a landscape as an overall environment of people inhabiting it during a specific period of time. It is therefore necessary to interlink the individual components and mainly consider the structure and character of the given landscape. What, then, are the main characteristics which make lead to the opinion that the landscape of the Broumov Hook is close to the landscape of the Baroque period? It is not just the above-mentioned components immensely constant in time, but also the compact settlements of very specific ground plan and specific disposition in the landscape, which did not experience massive growth in the modern era, and therefore helped maintain the hierarchy of dominants. The typical feature shared by the Broumov villages is that they seem to remain hidden – when not even a view from a relatively short distance of several hundred metres can reveal the existence of a settlement with dozens of buildings. What betrays them is the towers of churches, usually (but not exclusively: Otovice) erected on elevated places – often not on the highest brook terrace, and thus always respecting the natural conditions of a given site so that the individual buildings could be appropriately and sensitively incorporated into the landscape. The villages are interconnected by a network of roads running out from the centre and highlighted by old alleys; a network which has not undergone any conspicuous changes and was merely enriched by a railway. The minute relics – either those surviving from the 1780s or of much later date – along with the expressive solitary trees also fundamentally influence the local landscape character. Another essential feature of the local landscape is its reasonable, well-proportioned scale.

The issue lingering for the future is to assess the impact of tourism on the region. The signs of the developing infrastructure in the form of reinforced and trail-blazed roads, as well as restaurant and accommodation facilities, can be found in rather high density here – except in the Broumov basin itself (the lodge at Hvězda, the Adršpach-Teplice Rocks [G. Adersbach-Weckelsdorfer Felsenstadt] and the Table Mountains in Poland). The latter half of the 20th century mainly affected Janovičky in this sense – but, again, not the villages situated somewhat lower. The era of 21st-century tourism based on utterly different principles, the expressions of which are very significant for the Broumov region, still awaits evaluation. In any case, the region’s landscape as a whole is a protected area – a landscape park. The discussed territory (and its immediate surroundings) is moreover incredibly rich in national natural reserves (the Adršpach-Teplice Rocks, the Broumov Walls), natural reserves (Ostaš and the Cross Road), natural monuments (Borek and the Lysý Hill), urban reserve zones (Broumov, Police) and, last but not least, a village reserve (Kfinice). In addition, there are two Benedictine monasteries, the specific group of nine Baroque village churches, the earliest wooden church in the Czech lands, the imposing brick farmhouses of the Broumov type and

139 For minute relics of the Broumov region, visit http://www.collegium.cz/pamatky-databaze/
dozens of chapels and other minute relics which began to be continuously restored, described and presented in most various forms during the past decade.\footnote{For the complete enumeration, see VOREL – VORLOVÁ – KUPKA et al. 2010, p. I.13; http://broumovsko.ochranaprirody.cz/} Nevertheless, there remains the never-ending task of balancing the protection which would, on the one hand, conserve the character of the landscape of the past and, on the other hand, develop favourable living conditions – because large regions cannot be condemned to the fate of open-air folk museums but, instead, must continue to be populated and be “lived” landscapes.
Prague and Its Surroundings. Landscape as Poetry, Landscape as Prose

To see Prague through new eyes... And this city will be changing ceaselessly in front of you, and you will keep discovering it anew and its new features. The chapter “Prague and Its Surroundings. Landscape as Poetry, Landscape as Prose” follows the extensive landscape changes, which occurred in the latter half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, via a body of selected and perhaps less well-known and hitherto sporadically employed historical sources. It presents the rich diversity of the surviving sources of enormous significance which both separately and jointly allow for reconstructing the landscape of the future capital but also the different ways in which its creators perceived landscape.

The city of Prague and its landscape form an inseparable whole, a unity of space, people and time. The wealth of historical traces surviving in the contemporary landscape of the city documents the transformations which permeated it like a diffusing river, like the strands of a spider’s web. Is it possible to analyse these traces and reconstruct the historical landscape, or merely grasp its virtual character and spirit? Or to create a model, a simulation which will carry us back to the past on the basis of historical sources, maps, plans, texts, renditions and terrain relics?

From the beginning of its existence, Prague was moulded by the basic formative landscape elements such as relief, watercourses and greenery. These would influence human dwellings long before the origination of towns as geographically enclosed wholes characteristic of a high density of built-up space and population, delimited by legal regulations and playing specific political, administrative, production, commercial and cultural roles. The layout of Prague in the landscape was predetermined and formed by its constant relief, especially the Petřín (Laurenziberg) and Vítkov hills and the hillocks framing the Prague basin. The local waters – the river Vltava with its four main tributary streams (the Rokytka, the Botič and the Šárka and Daleje brooks) – introduced motion and life to the local landscape. Its historical greenery, fields, meadows, forests, vineyards and gardens, represented a conspicuous and variable framework without which Prague would merely be a cluster of buildings jammed into a limited area.

The origins of Prague are closely linked with the 880s’ origins of Prague Castle as the residence of the ruling duke from the Přemyslid family. The most recent archaeological research revealed that the elevation towering over river Vltava was probably colonized as early as around the mid-9th century, when the fortified settlements of earlier date were gradually losing their significance. The population in the settlement round the castle mainly concentrated on the main routes on the left bank of the Vltava. Abraham ben Jacob, a member of the legation of the Arabian ruler from the city of Córdoba (in, what is today, Spain), sent out to the German Emperor Otto I, mentioned Prague Castle and the nearby dwellings during his visit after the mid-10th century: “The city of Frága is built of stone and lime and is the largest city as far as trade is concerned.”

In the latter half of the 11th century, the settlement began spreading to the lowland right Vltava riverbank, and the place of, what is today, the Old Town Square, hosted markets from the second half of the 12th century. The connection between the future Old Town and the settlement round Prague Castle (later the Lesser Town) was from 1172 facilitated by the stone Judith Bridge. Prague Castle and the settlement around it proliferated with villages serving as an agricultural background for the developing settlement agglomeration with simple religious
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constructions. The period between the 9th and 13th centuries already witnessed the existence of an extensive settlement between Prague Castle and Vyšehrad, called Mezigrady [Between the Castles]. From the early 13th century, the development of the settlement agglomeration accelerated, which mainly resulted from the boom of crafts and trade. The space of the future Prague Old Town was in the 13th century inhabited by approximately 3,500 citizens of predominantly Slavic origin with German, Jewish and Romance minorities.

In the latter third of the 13th century, the right-bank settlement around the main marketplace (today, the Old Town Square) began transforming into a city. After 1231, the Bohemian King Wenceslas I had let part of the Old Town agglomeration fortify, thus laying the foundations of the Prague Old Town on an area of approximately 140 hectares. The built-up space was characterized by an irregular web of streets departing from the original communication routes and lined by spectacular Roman houses and courts. Separate settlement units were monasteries, erected on vacant sites. In 1257, King Přemysl Ottokar II founded the Prague New Town on the left bank of the Vltava, in the space of the former settlement under Prague Castle, which came to be called the Lesser Town in 1348. The two towns experienced rapid development of construction activity and, after the mid-13th century, also the replacement of the Romanesque style by Gothic.

A very significant stage of Prague urban development arrived in the 14th century with the reign of the Bohemian and Roman King Charles IV who changed Prague into a residential city rivalling the contemporary Paris, Rome and Constantinople in its extent as well as its grandiosity and standard of culture. Both the political and cultural renown of Prague was, among other things, contributed to by elevating the local bishopric to an arch-bishopric and the 1348 foundation of Prague University. After the mid-14th century, the banks of the Vltava were arched by a new stone bridge, today called after the name of its founder. In 1348, the Emperor moreover noticeably extended the city agglomeration by a generous urban work, establishing the Prague New Town situated on 360 hectares south and east from the Old Town city bulwarks and scattered with an array of important monumental buildings.

From the 15th to the mid-19th centuries, the Prague landscape, hemmed in bulwarks, did not undergo any more distinct changes. And although its individual towns – the Old Town, Lesser Town, New Town and Hradčin – differed in location and the character of the built-up areas, they otherwise formed a relatively compact urban whole constricted by fortification. The Old Town, into which the Jewish Town was wedged, was characteristic of rather narrow and meandering streets, small squares and deep and narrow lots of burghers’ houses. The Lesser Town, equally as the smallish neighbourhood of Hradčin, served as a background especially for the local aristocratic palaces with their carefully designed and expensively maintained Renaissance and later Baroque gardens. The New Town and its wide straight streets and large squares, then, perfectly suited the social requirements of living in urban dwellings. The southeast edge of the New Town still provided enough free area opening space for further construction development. Both banks of the freely flowing river Vltava were scattered with mills and other, mostly noisy and stinking, businesses such as tanning workshops, and the local wood trade and fishing thrived. The low-lying Vltava riverbanks and islands were also flooded on an annual basis.

In 1784, the Old, Lesser and New Towns and Hradčin merged into a single administrative unit. The urban landscape began to be gradually intermeshed and ingrown by a new lifestyle with all the changes brought about by the 19th-century industrial revolution and modernization of society. Industry first concentrated in the Old Town and in a part of the New Town. It, however, also infiltrated several Prague islands, the first Prague suburb of Karlin and the developing Smíchov. The Prague landscape of the first half of the 19th century nevertheless initially did not differ much from that of the previous periods. The space outside the fortification was still a rural landscape inlaid with suburban villages of a craft and trade
atmosphere, vineyard and other farmsteads and vast areas of cultivated gardens, forests, fields, vineyards and gradually also park greenery (the Hvězda and Stromovka game preserves).

The rural landscape surrounded Prague as a green belt, a ring which became a space for the urban expansion from the latter half of the 19th century in connection with the rapid increase of population, the progressing urbanization, industrialization and the development of railway transportation. The first Prague suburb in this ringlet was Karlin, founded in 1817 east from the New Town on a plain stretching along the Vltava and covered by gardens, fields and meadows.

Prague in the given period initially developed on the vacant land available within its historical centre, on the territory of the demolished fortification and also in part in the inner unpopulated spaces. The systematic demolition of the bulwarks, launched in 1874, allowed for the thus acquired areas, as well as the landscape behind the torn-down bulwarks, to be used for housing and industrial development. Prague began expanding to the suburban landscape, and its green belt was heavily disturbed. Some villages around the city gradually metamorphosed into significant Prague suburbs of swelling economic, construction and cultural boom. Other locations virtually appeared on brownfield sites, in the space of the greenery which encircled the historical centre to the east and south-east. The city mainly spilled over on the right bank of the Vltava, beyond the borders of the New Town, which soon became inhabited by the suburban municipalities (later receiving the status of towns) of Královské Vinohrady and Žižkov. They both had the nature of settlements with residential housing development. Other locations virtually appeared on brownfield sites, in the space of the greenery which encircled the historical centre to the east and south-east. The city mainly spilled over on the right bank of the Vltava, beyond the borders of the New Town, which soon became inhabited by the suburban municipalities (later receiving the status of towns) of Královské Vinohrady and Žižkov. They both had the nature of settlements with residential housing development. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, intense construction hit Smíchov south of Prague and Holešovice-Bubny, Libeň and Karlin north and north-east from the centre, which concentrated the profusely growing industry. Prague was in addition connected to other railway tracks and its river was arched by new bridges.

And while the green belt around Prague increasingly densified with both residential and industrial development, the city itself enjoyed many examples of new public greenery. The Supreme Margrave, Count Charles Chotek, established the first Prague public park in 1833 and more parks and alleys accessible to the wider public, often appearing on the sites of the demolished fortifications, kept appearing in the course of the 19th century. The significance of urban greenery – along with the significance of its recreational and entertainment roles – then naturally further increased with the progressing urbanization process.

One of the most fundamental interventions to the Prague urban landscape was the redevelopment dating to the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries which, together with the subsequent construction development, permanently changed the face of the Jewish Town (called Josefov from 1851) and some parts of the Old and New Towns. Redevelopments and demolitions of various kinds have been going hand in hand with the development of towns and cities since time immemorial and form an inseparable part of their life – similarly extensive redevelopments were in the same period also realized in Paris, Vienna and Berlin. It cannot be doubted that they indeed resulted in the loss of often irreplaceable values but, on the other hand, created new ones. The redevelopment of the Prague Jewish Town has nevertheless been perceived as the hitherto most intense and most isolated intervention in the historical centre of Prague. The origins of the Jewish town – a ghetto of the Prague Jewish population – reach as far back as the Middle Ages, and its rather confined area witnessed a rapid increase in population. It was stuffed with almost three hundred houses in the first half of the 19th century, one third of them being in very poor condition. The local living conditions worsened over time; there was no sewerage and no supply of clean water, and the ghetto was moreover situated in a diluvial area. In the late 19th century, the city council therefore settled on a complex redevelopment which meant the demolition of approximately six hundred houses except the most outstanding constructions, such as synagogues and the town hall, as
well as the old Jewish cemetery as a significant constituent of urban greenery. Till the early
1920s, the demolished houses were replaced by a new neighbourhood with many Art-Noveau
apartment houses lining much wider and straighter streets. Even Albert Einstein, visiting
Prague in 1911, said that “for that matter, the city of Prague is wonderful; so beautiful that it
alone is worth a longer sojourn”.

After the 1918 constitution of the Czechoslovak Republic, Prague became the capital of the
independent Czechoslovak state, simultaneously experiencing a heavy influx of population
from both neighbouring and distant regions. The expanding Prague agglomeration was not
compact from the point of territorial administration, which soon issued a radical solution: the
1920s’ establishment of the so-called Greater Prague as a result of attaching the adjoining
villages (in effect from 1922). The territory of the capital fundamentally expanded to
approximately 172,000 km², with its 1921 population numbering about 677,000 and increasing
to about 849,000 over the following nine years. Prague at that time experienced the fusion of
many municipalities with various levels of economic and cultural development, various
settlement typologies and various, often fragmented built-up areas and various degrees of
public transportation accessibility. The Prague urban landscape thus received an utterly new
dimension.

The Landscape of Prague as a historical phenomenon

The urbanization of European and Czech lands, accompanied by growth in population
numbers and transformation of both urban and suburban landscapes, represents a patulous
subject widely discussed by local as well as foreign experts of various foci and various
disciplines. The researchers’ attention turns to the landscape of the contemporary big cities as
a living formation boasting a rich past, while recording and analysing this history forms part
of the cultural heritage of the society and – perhaps – also inspires the future development of
the city agglomerations. It must be noted that historical geography and cartography is merely
one of many participating scientific fields.

Although the landscape of the city of Prague as an independent and remarkable phenomenon
has not hitherto been systematically pursued, it ranks as an intensely followed subject. The
particular rare and stimulating probes in the field of the transformations of the Prague
landscape are part of many both professional and popularizing publications, monographs and
treatises. The issue is viewed synoptically as well as in detail, chronologically or according to
partial subjects, possibly via the combination of both. It can be found in the framework of the
history of architecture and urbanism, overland as well as waterborne traffic, economic
development, cultural and industrial topography, care of historical monuments, extinct
settlements and buildings, park adaptations and so on. An inventory of publications on the
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On the subject of urban landscape in historical geography, see, e.g., KUPKA 2010. Urban landscape
also was the subject of the 2010 historical and geographic conference Krajina města – město v krajině
[Landscape of a City – A City in a Landscape], which contributed to more extensive interdisciplinary discussion,
evaluated the earlier works on the subject and initiated the genesis of many interesting studies focusing on
methodological and theoretical issues as well as of specific landscape probes exploring the landscapes of towns
and cities and their parts. Another relevant conference, Jak psát dějiny velkých měst? [How to Write the History
of Big Cities?], was held in Brno in 2014. Also, not to be omitted is the eight-volume work by Karel Kuča,
etitled Města a městečka v Čechách, na Moravě a ve Slezsku [Towns and Townlets in Bohemia, Moravia and
Silesia] and written from the viewpoint of an architect, where landscape plays a crucial role in the origination
and development of towns and cities (1996–2011), and the summarizing work by the architect Jiří Hrůza,
Svět měst [The Urban World] of 2014.
subjects where landscape played a distinct role in the past of Prague would alone represent a comprehensive bibliographic handbook. The significant works worth mentioning where landscape penetrates other subjects of the historical development of Prague are the synoptic book by Jiří Kohout and Jiří Vančura, *Praha v 19. a 20. století, technické proměny* [Prague in the 19th and 20th Centuries, Technical Transformations], the edition series *Zmizelá Praha* [Extinct Prague] of many volumes, largely written by Kateřina Bečková but also other authors, and the treatises in the miscellany *Documenta Pragensia*. Characterization of the Prague landscape is, among other places, part of the several-volume work by Pavel Vlček et al. on the artistic monuments of Prague and Greater Prague. Jiří Kupka, then, systematically pursues this issue from the point of the formation of the composition of the city and how it has been aesthetically perceived.  

The Prague landscape is also captured in the several volumes of *Historický atlas měst České republiky* [The Historical Atlas of Towns of the Czech Republic] – Prague-Libeň, Prague-Královské Vinohrady and Prague-Smichov – while the next planned volumes are Prague-Karlin and, with a longer time horizon and according to possibilities, Prague-Žižkov. It is atlases of suburban municipalities (later towns), which were attached to the historical core of Prague to 1920 (respectively 1922), and it takes into account their individual character, the specifics of their neighbouring the Prague historical centre and their mutual political, economic and cultural relations, developing over centuries. They evolved as significant Prague suburbs of intense economic, construction and cultural development: Karlin (a town from 1900, attached to Prague in 1920), Královské Vinohrady (a town from 1879, attached to Prague in 1920), Žižkov (a town from 1881, attached to Prague in 1920), Libeň (a town from 1898, attached to Prague in 1901) and Smichov (a town from 1903, attached to Prague in 1920). Each volume provides a synoptic map and picture sources and presents and assesses individual old plans and renderings of the given locations along with reconstruction maps, issued, for example, with the help of the methods of historical land-use and GIS (geographic information system). It is, at the same time, immensely valuable and inspiring to follow the international discourse in the field of the historical landscape of towns and to participate in foreign projects.

An attempt at a synoptic, analytically synthetic view exploring the Prague landscape with the use of sources and methods of historical geography and historical cartography is the 2015 atlas work *Ottův historický atlas Prahy, krajina města* [Otto’s Historical Atlas of Prague, the Urban Landscape] where a group of authors in a basic survey present the landscape of Prague and its surroundings from prehistory (i.e. before the foundation of the town residence) to modern times. Every chapter of the atlas, however, simultaneously opens subjects for more and detailed views of the transformations of the landscape of the Prague agglomeration throughout its entire historical development. Also the *Atlas československých dějin* [An Atlas of Czechoslovak History] and *Akademický atlas českých dějin* [An Academic Atlas of the History of the Czech Lands] reflect, on selected map sheets, the changes of the Prague landscape in connection with other issues.

Semotanová in her publication selected the period of about 50 years of initially gradual and later turbulent development of the Prague landscape and its surroundings, which can be approximately delineated by the 1870s and the outbreak of the Great War. The given time span has left behind a considerable quantity of written, map and picture sources, as well as landscape relics, documenting the era of enormous social changes in the Czech lands that
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149 Purš 1965; Semotanova–Cajthaml et al. 2014; Semotanová et al. 2015.
cannot be thought of without the changing landscape as a living space for society. The historical sources, containing valuable information and observations, at the same time often capture the Prague landscape in a rather peculiar manner. They were narrowed down to a model group which will perhaps contribute to a widening of the horizon of our knowledge of the Prague basin’s landscape and its close surroundings in the latter half of the 19th and the early 20th centuries. The model group consists of official administrative sources, which is the descriptions of the Karlín, Smíchov and Prague-Vyšehrad districts, dating to 1872 and issued exclusively for the needs of pricing and classifying land in the written documentation of the revised cadastre and for the descriptions of the Prague surroundings in the publication Výsledky šetření (anketa) poměrů hospodářských i kulturních zemědělského obyvatelstva v Království českém v letech 1898–1900 [The Results of Investigating Economic and Cultural Conditions of Agricultural Population in the Kingdom of Bohemia between 1898 and 1900 /Inquiry/], published by the Council for Agriculture of the Kingdom of Bohemia after 1900. The sources of non-administrative character in the group are the writings of the natural scientist – geologist – Jan Krejčí, which employ the results of his research in the fields of geology and geography, and various works by writers and publicists – the guide to Prague by Karel Vladislav Zap and the description of the Prague surroundings by Jakub Arbes from one of the volumes of the monumental 1887 publication Čechy společnou prací spisovatelův a umělcův českých [The Czech Lands Jointly Conceived by Their Writers and Artists], accompanied by illustrations by Eduard Herold, Antonín Levý, Adolf and Karel Liebschers and many other both famed and less well-known artists. Typologically in between the guides and many-sheet map series is the work by Josef Bělohlav following the Prague of 1912, mainly his Podrobné mapy zemí Koruny české [Detailed Maps of the Lands of the Bohemian Crown] and Vlastivědné sborníky [Anthologies of National History and Geography]. At the same time, significant synoptic map sources should not be omitted, among them the 1873 IInd military survey with adaptations, the IIId military survey from the 1870s and 1880s and Alfred Hurtig’s plans from the period prior to the close of the 19th century, as well as the more detailed several-sheet Orientační plán Prahy a obcí sousedních [An Orientation Plan of Prague and the Neighbouring Municipalities] from between 1909 and 1914. Concerning the years immediately preceding the Great War, Bělohlav’s map of Prague and its surroundings from the above-mentioned collection Podrobné mapy zemí Koruny české is of a corresponding character. These sources go hand in hand with various contemporary renditions, such as impressive panoramic vistas capturing a complete view of the city with its immediate surroundings as a composed whole. Vistas, however, must be judged very circumspectly regarding their preciseness: the information recorded in them by artists can often be distorted, idealized or even fabricated with regard to either the sources or the artistic style. On the contrary, photographic vistas, a genre developing in the latter half of the 19th century, depicted the landscape panorama in a hitherto unprecedented bareness and lucid reality. The leading authors of photographic vistas of Prague during the given period were especially František Fridrich and Jindřich Eckert. One of Eckert’s most well-known pictures is the panoramic view of 1864, taken in wide-angle from Petřín to Střelecký Island, where the undeveloped north and north-east hillocks frame the Prague panorama with greenery. František Josef Arnošt Fridrich photographed Prague from Nebozízek on Petřín hill around 1865, ignoring Prague Castle completely and focusing on the Lesser Town and the Old Town.
The landscape of Prague. As poetry? Before the demolition of the bulwarks

The period of the few years before the demolition of the Prague fortifications – i.e. prior to 1874 – which launched a new stage in the city’s development and its expansion outside the existing borders and built-up area, has left us three unique historical sources of utterly different purpose and form. They, however, display several common features: they all distinctly perceived and described two natural elements which considerably influenced the appearance and charisma of Prague: its relief and its watercourses, and mainly paid attention to land as one of the main sources of living and economic prosperity of the society.

The first source is three administrative documents – descriptions of the Karlin, Smíchov and Prague-Vyšehrad districts, dating to 1872 and issued exclusively for the needs of pricing and classifying land in the written documentation of the revised cadastre.152 The officials who issued the descriptions mainly sought sources of economic revenues in the landscape and evaluated it accordingly. The second source, this time of a non-administrative character, is the writings of the natural scientist – geologist – Jan Krejčí, which employ the results of his scientific research in the fields of geology and geography. It is mainly the publication Horopisné obrazy okolí pražského [Orological Pictures of the Prague Surroundings] from the latter half of the 1850s, composed as a text accompanied by illustrative pictures by Eduard Herold, which was preceded by Přírodopisný průvodce po okolí Pražském, Horopisný a zeměznalecký popis okolí Pražského [A Natural-Historical Guide to the Prague Surroundings, an Orological and Geographic Description of the Prague Surroundings] of 1854, intended for higher secondary-school education. These publications – along with Geologická mapa okolí pražského [A Geological Map of the Prague Surroundings] by Jan Krejčí and Rudolf Helm hacker, dating to between 1868 and 1877 – form a complex body of textual, pictorial and map sources from the period after the mid-19th century.153 The third source is the Prague landscape viewed by both its inhabitants and visitors, as captured by the historian, writer and publicist Karel Vladislav Zap in his guide to Prague from 1868.154 It was first published in 1835 and later in several more German and Czech editions (1854, 1868, etc.). Zap conceived it as a personal testimony, produced on the basis of generally available information as well as his own knowledge, with the aim of emphasizing and drawing attention to the qualities of the capital of the Bohemian Kingdom.

The landscape of Prague. As prose? Prior to the Great War

In 1883, the city of Prague received a new part, Vyšehrad, which was closely followed by Holešovice-Bubny (Holešovice being joined with Bubny in 1850) as an already vital industrial neighbourhood. The number of Prague inhabitants thus rapidly increased and the city’s territorial scope noticeably expanded. The development of the previous suburbs – Karlin and Smíchov – in the landscape beyond the fortification, subjected to demolition from 1874, accelerated, and also the space beyond the New Town bulwarks experienced turbulent construction activity. Líbeň, which was attached to Prague in 1901, also witnessed intense residential and industrial development, along with the first more extensive regulation works in

152 Written documentation of the revised cadastre. Ústřední archiv zeměměřictví a katastru [Central Surveying and Cadastre Archives], Collectio n Stabilní katastr, jeho údržba a obnova [Stable Cadastre, Its Maintenance and Restoration] (1824–1957), Pi semný operá t [Written Documentation], B2/c/C (hitherto unprocessed – without signature).
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the space of the Libeň port. Other distinctively growing suburban villages were Vršovice and Vysočany. And while the population of Prague (including Holešovice-Bubny and Vyšehrad) totalled 182,000 in an area of 14,000 square kilometres in 1890, it was about 224,000 in 21,000 square kilometres (including Holešovice-Bubny, Vyšehrad and Libeň) in 1910. The territory of the city increased by one third and the number of its inhabitants by about a quarter. The changes in the space of the growing city and beyond are discussed in the introductory parts of this chapter.

Land, its use and the relevant revenues were the centre of attention for many professionals in the fields of economy and agriculture also in the late 19th century. One of the significant sources on the landscape transformations is the publication issued by the Council for Agriculture of the Kingdom of Bohemia. In 1873, the council took over the tasks of the Patriotic Agricultural Society after its dissolution. It worked towards supporting agriculture and agricultural industry, encouraged the activities of agricultural interest organizations and associations and fostered schools of agriculture. Its statistics department collected information on the results of harvests, weather developments and changes, market prices of farming products and wood, agricultural properties and farming population. In 1897, the department became the foundation of the newly established National Statistical Office, headed by Karel Kořistka.

The prolonged agrarian crisis (1873–1878 and 1879–1904) resulted in, among other things, thorough investigations of the situation in agriculture. One of them was carried out towards the end of the 19th century and its outcomes were summed up in two – German and Czech – publications, which contained information acquired in selected locations via a pre-designed form. The areas with a prevailing Czech population were surveyed in the above-mentioned work *Výsledky šetření (anketa) poměrů hospodářských i kulturních zemědělského obyvatelstva v Království českém v letech 1898–1900*. The answers to carefully formulated and detailed questions, divided into fourteen sections, were collected by authorized commissioners. They focused on many spheres of the agricultural economy, such as land, climatic conditions, grown farming products and bred animals, ameliorations, agricultural businesses (breweries, sugar factories, creameries etc.), life of the population working in agriculture, tax issues and so on.

Prague and its surroundings were examined as a separate territory (No. XXV), represented by the political districts of Karlín, Královské Vinohrady, Smíchov, Žižkov and the capital city of Prague and the judicial districts of Karlín, Královské Vinohrady, Smíchov, Žižkov and the capital city of Prague.

The textual and visual documents capturing the Prague landscape at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries were recorded in the many volumes of the comprehensive work from the field of national history and geography, *Čechy společnou prací spisovatelů a umělců českých*, which is also mentioned above. It was issued at the close of the 19th century by Otto’s Publishing House under the auspices of the editors František Šubrt and Karel Borový. The bookseller and publisher Jan Otto (8 November 1841 – 29 May 1916) gained renown due especially to the famous *Ottův slovník naučný* [Otto’s Encyclopaedia], but also produced an array of other works of the same character, one of them being the extensive cycle *Čechy [Bohemia]*. Its individual volumes, monumental in format, contents, decoration and scope, present particular regions of the Czech lands, the charm of which attracted writers, poets and
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painters, in the form of texts, poems and artistic renditions and focuses on, among other places, the Šumava, the Orlické Mountains, the Vltava basin, the Tábor region and the Labe basin and, naturally, also Prague.

The volumes devoted to Prague (III/1 and III/2) are divided according to its individual urban neighbourhoods and the Prague surroundings. Surprisingly, Holešovice is discussed in the framework of the surroundings, although it was incorporated into Prague already prior to the publishing (in 1884), while Vyšehrad (attached in 1883) is included in the part on the capital. It is most probably because the attachment of Holešovice (and Bubny) to Prague could not have been taken into consideration during the preparatory and printing works on the two volumes. The texts, poems and various renditions capture the history, topography and everyday life of the capital of the Bohemian Kingdom in the late 19th century. The most interesting information, well exploitable in researching the landscape of the Prague agglomeration, can be found in the chapter “Okolí Pražské” [Prague Surroundings] in Volume III/2, provided by the journalist and writer Jakub Arbes. It is very readable and reflects the author’s genuine admiration for and rather detailed knowledge of the city.

Prague and its surroundings were also captured in maps issued by the geographer and cartographer Josef Bělohlav. He mainly became famous for the above-mentioned series *Podrobné mapy zemí Koruny české* and his *Průvodce statisticko-historický* [Statistical and Historical Guide], which came out from 1909 from one of the most prestigious Prague publishing houses, that of František Topič. The total of 43 soft-cover parts composed of texts and maps was published between 1909 and 1914; however, the plan to issue 156 volumes failed after the Great War. They typologically ranked among detailed maps surveying rather small territorial wholes, which began to be published after the 1860s’ abolishment of the regional constitution, and usually contained not only the demarcation of the geographic border but also data on specific subjects (e.g. the natural-historical character; such as ruins, chapels, monuments and observation towers) and, eventually, also basic statistical overviews of the depicted territory. The early 20th century then came to witness the increasing fondness for *Vilímkovy podrobné mapy okresních hejtmanství zemí Koruny české* [Vilímek’s Detailed Maps of District Executive Offices in the Lands of the Bohemian Crown], drawn on a scale of 1:100 000 by Jan Srp (later published as *Vilímkovy podrobné mapy okresních hejtmanství* [Vilímek’s Detailed Maps of District Executive Offices]), Srp’s *Místopisné mapy země Koruny české v měřítku 1:100 000* [Topographic Maps of the Lands of the Bohemian Crown on a Scale of 1:100 000], and also the maps by Bělohlav. The publisher always reserved several pages in the individual volumes for commercials, usually promoting consumer goods, but also titles from the field of classical literature, such as Jan Neruda’s collected works, which he himself produced. However, the *Guide* and the textual part of the *Detailed Maps* are not mere enumerations of locations, accompanied by statistical data and information on their cadastral and parish affiliation – for Bělohlav felt free to add his apt comments on places which apparently attracted his attention.

**The landscape of Prague – “sense and sensitivity”? Conclusion**

The profusion and variety of written, cartographic and iconographic sources, terrain relics and other documents draw many variants of the historical landscapes of the city of Prague and its immediate and more distant vicinity. And although the preciseness and information value of these sources are relative, they complement each other in the synergic effect of analysing...
deliberately created model groups with only seemingly differing particulars. The chapter “Prague and Its Surroundings. Landscape as Poetry, Landscape as Prose” presents two model groups of sources concerning two successive stages – first, the period of less than two decades prior to the 1874 demolition of the Prague fortifications and, second, the approximately three decades before the outbreak of the Great War. They provide different and characteristic pictures of the landscape, with the turning point being the demolition of the Prague fortifications, the impact of which was gradual but, from the 1880s, increasingly intense.

The two groups of sources share some features – the necessity or, even, duty to observe relative preciseness in the case of the administrative sources (the descriptions of districts from the written documentation of the revised cadastre, the agrarian inquiry of the Council for Agriculture of the Kingdom of Bohemia) and the prevailing interest in the variegated relief, concealing very desirable mineral resources, and in its use (all researched sources). Both groups at the same time include sources which are identical in the foci of their authors – whether it was writers and journalists captivated by various disciplines, mainly history, geography and geology, or scientists strolling through their beloved recesses, or cartographers obsessed by producing works on national history and geography, guides and maps. They all apparently have a joint tendency towards fervent story-telling about the landscapes they had seen and towards poetic depictions of their topics, because their texts are not only professional treatises but also guides and pieces of classical literature. Their prosaic characteristics of landscapes are imbued with reality, and poetry does not come in verse but, instead, in the form of innermost impressions and emotional engagement.

The sources selected for the purposes of this text were supplemented by maps and various types of representation, such as drawings and engravings, which may seemingly suffer from a lack of credibility in the contemporary era of photography. However, they still represent a view of landscapes – composed wholes – as influenced by the intimate and personal declarations of their creators. And equally as a journalist or an author can write works on landscape which can provide information exploitable in reconstructing historical landscape, an artist, too, can produce depictions of landscapes useful for complementing the picture of what had long been lost. The historical sources presented in this chapter reflect, in a rather unusual way, the transformations occurring in the agglomeration of Prague which, in the given period, rushed toward the contemporary concept and character of a big European city. The value of these sources does not lie just in the specific phenomenalistic data, which nevertheless could not be exhaustively listed, but mainly in the personal points of view – the ways of perceiving landscape through the eyes of officials, writers, journalists and experts of various professions.
CONCLUSION

Historical cultural landscapes have left an indelible trace on the cultural landscape of today. They form its inseparable part. The authors of the submitted publication understand the term “cultural landscape” in a wide framework of meaning – the framework of a natural landscape and landscape adapted and continuously transformed by people. Contemporary landscape fuses elements of many layers of time, some being more constant, others more changeable, and several of the imaginary time layers existing in landscape in parallel can thus always be found.\textsuperscript{164} Analysis of the information provided by cartographic, iconographic as well as written sources, confronted with the results of field research, enabled the possibility of being drawn nearer to historical landscapes – and every time we attempted to revive their former components, the primary consideration was their remains in the present landscape and how this landscape had been formed.

Three types of cultural landscape were focused on, while both the choice of regions and the methodology of pursuing them closely followed on from the condition of historical landscape and trends in the relevant research. The three regions were selected deliberately because they are not composed cultural landscapes but landscapes formed throughout their primeval development and adapted by people for their own needs. From the point of methodology, underlining the potential of studies concentrated on “non-composed” historical landscape was attempted. This angle of viewing requires simultaneous perceiving of the development of the individual components of the landscape character and following their stability or, on the contrary, their transformations over the wide time span from the 16\textsuperscript{th} to the 20\textsuperscript{th} centuries.

The first case study was devoted to the area of the former Třeboň estates, the core of which overlaps with the area of the Třeboň pond basins. It is an old cultural landscape, determined from the 15\textsuperscript{th} and 16\textsuperscript{th} centuries by ponds and the related works of technology (channels etc.) and agricultural complexes, such as mills and farmsteads. Especially the farmsteads visually dominate here to this day and are impossible to overlook. The settlement network was basically completed on the territory by the 14\textsuperscript{th} century and underwent only local and, on the overall scale, not too distinct changes in the following centuries – the extinction of merely several villages in an area with an exceptionally high proportion of water surfaces constituted by people at the same time indicates the degree of settlement and, secondarily, agricultural potential of the landscape. The fact that human settlements never emerged on many rather vast areas (which were later inundated) visibly documents the only little favourable natural conditions, when establishing ponds appeared as the most expedient and advantageous way of land-use. This moment very distinctly came to the foreground in the decades around 1800, in the period of the hasty abolishment of ponds as well as entire pond systems: the given process affected the Třeboň estates only marginally, and it is rather symptomatic that some once abolished ponds were again restored after several decades. This is thus one of the crucial aspects as concerns the degree to which the historical pond landscape has survived. The second significant aspect is the fact that the given area is relatively poor in minerals, which were therefore extracted to a minimum extent and the related processing industry was scanty. This, too, determined the prevailing rural character of the landscape inhabited by settlements of largely village type and only few towns and townlets. The wider public of today perceives the Třeboň region as a serene location of ponds and forest, only little harmed by the negative impacts of modern civilization, and therefore perfect for relaxation; but it is at the same time a territory with a very old and uniquely preserved cultural landscape – and, no less importantly, it is a very rare biotope.

\textsuperscript{164} The term “cultural landscape” and its use and definition in contemporary science were presented in the introductory part of this work.
The Broumov region of the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries is characterized as a harmonious, ecologically and aesthetically balanced landscape; in 1991, the local cultural landscape became a natural reserve. It never experienced massive industrialization and urbanization, although the collectivization process in agriculture in the latter half of the 20th century, equally as the 1945 expulsion of Germans and the arrival of more than thirty thousand newly allocated dwellers, had an undoubted negative impact on the entire territory. After 2000, the Broumov region entered a new stage which tries to follow on from the earlier developments in the spheres of historic preservation and civic activities, as well as everyday life. Exploring and understanding the local historical landscape thus represents an extremely topical subject. Compared to other regions of the Czech Republic, its contemporary landscape retained many characteristic features of the early modern-era landscape from the spatial, material and aesthetic aspects. It is also perceived as a “Baroque landscape”, especially owing to the very precious architecture of religious nature – the churches built over a relatively short period by Martin Allio, Christoph and Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofers, which dominate the local villages, and the Broumov Benedictine monastery, splendidly reconstructed in the Baroque era. These are the reasons why the Broumov region was incorporated into this publication as the second case study. However, if a full understanding of the development of the local cultural landscape is required, it must be realized that its settlement structure and its network of communications date to as early as the Middle Ages, and Baroque was superimposed on the earlier epochs thanks to the economic prosperity of the estates and the systematic care of the Benedictine authorities. Put in a simplified way, the landscape constants of the local relief and the river network jointly bore a medieval settlement scheme which received an opulent and, to an unprecedented intensity, preserved Baroque attire.

The Broumov region is a wide basin clearly defined by high mountains and a visual dominant – the town of Broumov, situated in its almost ideal centre. The pattern of local settlement was given by watercourses coming together in the river Stěnava. The valleys of brooks house rather large villages, the axes of which are main connections running in parallel to the watercourses. The cultural landscape of the Broumov region, hitherto uninhabited and moreover located on the periphery of Bohemia, began developing prior to the mid-13th century. It was transformed into a populated and cultivated land by the Benedictines who introduced German colonists to the territory “behind the Walls”. The market village of Broumov was first documented in 1256. The stability of the Benedictine estates as an administrative and economic whole (to the mid-19th century) and the continuity of the settlement along with everyday landscape care and cultivation (up to 1945) long represented yet another significant characteristic feature of the region. And although the textile industry in the form of dispersed manufactories has an unusually long tradition here as compared to other regions of the Czech lands, it began more noticeably influencing the face of the landscape of largely agricultural use only from the late 18th century. The process was initially slow, with mangles, bleacheries and dyeings increasingly lining the watercourses and joining the earlier mills, and later, from the mid-19th century, rather noticeable – but only in the central part of the basin, on the riverbanks of Stěnava. Besides Meziměstí (Halbstadt) and the Broumov suburb Velká Ves (Grossdorf), a place of an unambiguously industrial character is especially Olivětín – a village which defies the otherwise uniform structure of villages in the Broumov region simply by the late date of its establishment. The new residential housing, going hand in hand with the textile businesses and built in a style characteristic of the entire Czech borderland, decomposed the very regionally specific architecture, mainly expressed by village settlements – the so-called farmsteads of the Broumov type. Both Broumov and the surrounding villages were thoroughly affected by global trends in architecture and urbanism in the latter half of the 20th century when the Broumov region began losing its specific character. The forced replacement of the local population after the end of the Second World
War disrupted the long continuous development of the local landscape, had a negative impact on its physical appearance and its genius loci and, last but not least, worsened the historians’ chances of penetrating its earlier appearance on the basis of studying the available sources. The third case study pursues the transformation of the landscape (landscapes) of Prague and its surroundings in the latter half of the 19th and the early 20th centuries. This extensive and seemingly comprehensively explored subject still contains many questions and answers which can, by employing less well-known sources, supplement the complex picture of the historical landscapes of the Prague agglomeration. The development of Prague in the followed period not only resulted in the gradual changing of the urban landscape but also in the changing geographic horizons as the Prague inhabitants and visitors perceived them and as they felt delimited by them. As the administrative borders of the city moved outward, spreading from its original centre, the scope of human activities widened and the contemporary achievable distances, either imaginary or real, lengthened. Human settlements, transportation, crafts and industry entered the landscape, accommodated to it or transformed it, formed its image and influenced each other. The urban landscape came alive with political events, arts, leisure activities and relaxation, entertainment and sports. It has left many traces – some of them still lingering and some slowly disappearing, while many are vanishing and will gradually vanish (an array of them, however, survives in historical sources). The medieval townhood, constricted by bulwarks stretching along both river banks for as long as to 1874, matured to the big city of Prague – an open urban agglomeration which exceeds the original area and ground plan of the historical centre by many times.

Two distinctive and different historical “landscapes” in the Prague agglomeration can thus be observed during the followed span of time. The first one dates to the period prior to tearing down the bulwarks, launched in 1874, and the second one to the following era, climaxing in 1914 with the outbreak of the Great War. The first “landscape” can be described as a relation between relief (in the sense of a landscape constant) and partial, more or less tardily developing landscape variables – waterworks, greenery, settlements and communications – with the only exception being the 1817 establishment of the first Prague suburb, Karlin, and its subsequent swift growth. The latter “landscape” during the final decades already indicated the commencement of a Greater Prague, the capital-to-be of the future Czechoslovak Republic. The belt of villages, fields, meadows, gardens and forests, which at that time surrounded the city, became more and more densely filled with both residential and industrial developments and new connections. The slow variables accelerated, the city began expanding beyond its administrative borders and absorbing the rural landscape behind the bulwarks, the transportation network densified, the waterworks were regulated and the Prague intravillan experienced radical redevelopment.

What will be the future of the relics of historical landscapes in the landscapes of today? The majority of the contemporary cultural landscape in the Czech lands ranks as the type of European open field landscapes. What makes the professionals of various foci and disciplines explore historical landscape – the cultural landscape of the past? What is the aim of reconstructing a seemingly vanished or modified landscape and what is the sense and goal of many projects pursuing the transformations of landscapes decades and centuries ago? Which subjects, linked with researching historical landscapes, are topical in the current historical geography? How are the acquired pieces of knowledge and information employed? These are questions which can be, on the one hand, asked academically but, on the other hand, are apparently topical.165

165 Synoptically on this, e.g., SEMOTANOVÁ 2007.
People began negatively influencing the landscape after the mid-20th century, especially in connection with the society’s severe and insensitive attitude to its space, history and biodiversity. Both the rapid development of some business sectors and the overall changes in lifestyle and thinking, along with abandoning the human scale, resulted in an intensified devastation of the landscape when its aesthetic value was pushed far aside. Human arrogance also went unleashed in the so-called landscape formation and renewal. Re-cultivation and sustainable landscape development have come to the fore only recently. The structure of the current cultural landscape of the Czech Republic is formed by three basic types: urban and suburban landscapes and the more distant countryside. This landscape harbours large numbers of heavily damaged areas suffering from either temporary or irreversible loss of ecological stability and identity. These are the reasons why professionals more and more often turn to the reconstruction of historical landscapes, which inspires them in developing and protecting contemporary landscapes, as well as in forecasting those of the future. Urban planning is not aimed at reconstructing historical landscapes from scratch. The changing lifestyle of society also changes its landscape which absorbs the new tempo and lifestyles with more or fewer difficulties or, more or less easily. The sense of exploring historical landscape is to employ the acquired knowledge to the benefit of modelling new, modern and harmonious landscapes, which definitely should not lack the aspect of the past – i.e., landscapes which will follow on from their previous development, viewed on a time horizon exceeding the life span of merely one or two human generations. This is exactly what the authors of the presented publications had on their minds as they set off to track the traces of old landscapes in the various parts of their homeland.

166 E.g., VOREL – SKLENIČKA 2006; VOREL – KUPKA 2008; SKLENIČKA 2011; the poetically conceived publication CÍLEK 2002 is also inspiring.

Pozornost jsme zaměřili na trojí typ kulturní krajiny; jak volba regionů tak i metodika jejich zpracování těsně navazovala na dosavadní stav a trendy studia historických krajin. Ve všech těchto případech se záměrně jednalo o regiony, jež nejsou komponovanými kulturními krajinami, ale takovými, jež vznikly jako první v průběhu staletého vývoje, adaptované člověkem pro jeho potřeby. Z hlediska metodického jsme se pokusili poukázat na potenciál studií zaměřených na „nekomponované“ historické krajině. Tento zorný úhel vyžaduje souběžné vnímání vývoje jednotlivých složek krajinného rázu, sledování jejich stability či naopak proměn, a to v širokém časovém záběru od 16. do 20. století.

První případová studie byla zaměřena na oblast bývalého třeboňského panství, jehož jádro se překrývá s oblastí třeboňské rybniční pánve. Jedná se o starou kulturní krajinu, jejíž ráz již od 15.–16. století určují rybníky a s nimi spjatá další technická díla (kanály apod.), hospodářské areály typu mlynů či hospodářských dvorů. Zvláště pak hospodářské dvory podnes tvoří nepřehlédnutelné vizuální dominanty v krajině. Sídelní síť se v oblasti vytvořila do 14. století a v pozdějších staletích dozrávala již jen lokálních a v celkovém měřítku nepříliš výrazných změn – zánik jen několika vsí v oblasti s mimořádně vysokým podílem vodních ploch založených člověkem naznačuje současné sídelní a v druhém plánu hospodářské možnosti krajině. Na řadě poměrně rozsáhlých ploch, jež byly později zatopeny, lidská sídla nikdy nevznikla – což je zjevným odrazem málo příznivých přírodních podmínek, kdy právě zakládání rybníků se ukázalo být jako nejvýhodnější způsob využití ploch. Tento moment velmi zřetelně vystoupil do popředí v době překotného rušení rybníků i celých rybničních soustav v desetiletích okolo roku 1800 – tato etapa se třeboňského panství dotkla jen okrajově a je příznačné, že v některých případech byly rybníky jednou zrušené po pár desetiletích znovu obnoveny. Tento moment je tedy jedním z klíčových z hlediska stavu dochování historické rybniční krajiny. Druhým významným aspektem je skutečnost, že jde o oblast relativně chudou na nerostné suroviny, které se tak těžily jen v omezené míře a návazné podniky zpracovatelského průmyslu byly svým rozsahem velmi nuance. I tento moment se podepsal na dodnes výrazně rurálním charakteru krajině, že si s některými městy a městečky. Třeboňsko dnes vnímá veřejnost jako poklidný kraj s rybníky a lesy, málo dotčený negativními dopady moderní civilizace a tudíž ideální pro rekreační či turistické cestování. Tento region je schopný zachovat svou unikátní přírodní a kulturní krajinu a neméně podstatná je i skutečnost, že jde o velmi cenný biotop.


Negativní působení člověka v krajině se výrazně projevilo po polovině 20. století v souvislosti s rozvojem, necitlivým přístupem komunikačního prostoru k historickému prostoru krajiného města. Rychlejší vývoj některých odvětví ekonomiky i proměny životního štýlu a myšlení společnosti a zvýšení lidského měřítka znamenal intenzivní devastaci krajiny, kdy její estetická hodnota ztrácí vliv do pozadí. Rekultivace a udržitelný rozvoj krajiny dostaly prostor až v nedávné dobu. Struktura současné kulturní krajiny České republiky je tvořena třemi základními krajinnými typy, městskou krajinou, příměstskou krajinou a vzdálenějším venkovem. V této krajině existuje značné množství narušených oblastí s dočasnou nebo trvalou ztrátou estetické hodnoty krajiny. To jsou důvody, proč se odborníci stále více obrací k rekonstrukci historických krajin, jimiž se inspirují při tvorbě a ochraně krajin současných a prognózovalích krajin budoucích. Negativní citlivé změny v krajině se výrazně projevily po polovině 20. století v souvislosti s rozvojem, necitlivým přístupem komunikačního prostoru k historickému prostoru krajiného města.
SUMMARY

HISTORICKÉ KRAJINY ČECH
Třeboňsko – Broumovsko – Praha

Historical cultural landscapes form the cultural landscape of today. To discuss this large topic, the present book is divided into three main parts. The first one, Cultural Landscapes of the Past as the Subject of Interest of Historical-Geographic Research summarizes the current state of research; the second one deals with historical sources used for the studies of landscape in the past and their critics. In the third one, the authors have chosen three types of cultural landscape. The three regions were selected deliberately because they are not composed cultural landscapes but landscapes formed throughout their primeval development and adapted by people for their own needs. From the point of methodology, underlining the potential of studies concentrated on “non-composed” historical landscape was attempted. This angle of viewing requires simultaneous perceiving of the development of the individual components of the landscape character and following their stability or, on the contrary, their transformations over the wide time span from the 16th to the 20th centuries.

The first case study was devoted to the area of the former Třeboň estates, the core of which overlaps with the area of the Třeboň pond basins. It is an old cultural landscape, determined from the 15th and 16th centuries by ponds and the related works of technology (channels etc.) and agricultural complexes, such as mills and farmsteads. Especially the farmsteads visually dominate here to this day and are impossible to overlook. The settlement network was basically completed on the territory by the 14th century and underwent only local and, on the overall scale, not too distinct changes in the following centuries – the extinction of merely several villages in an area with an exceptionally high proportion of water surfaces constituted by people at the same time indicates the degree of settlement and, secondarily, agricultural potential of the landscape. The fact that human settlements never emerged on many rather vast areas (which were later inundated) visibly documents the only little favourable natural conditions, when establishing ponds appeared as the most expedient and advantageous way of land-use. This moment very distinctly came to the foreground in the decades around 1800, in the period of the hasty abolishment of ponds as well as entire pond systems; the given process affected the Třeboň estates only marginally, and it is rather symptomatic that some once abolished ponds were again restored after several decades. This is thus one of the crucial aspects as concerns the degree to which the historical pond landscape has survived. The second significant aspect is the fact that the given area is relatively poor in minerals, which were therefore extracted to a minimum extent and the related processing industry was scanty. This, too, determined the prevailing rural character of the landscape inhabited by settlements of largely village type and only few towns and townlets. The wider public of today perceives the Třeboň region as a serene location of ponds and forest, only little harmed by the negative impacts of modern civilization, and therefore perfect for relaxation; but it is at the same time a territory with a very old and uniquely preserved cultural landscape – and, no less importantly, it is a very rare biotope.

The Broumov region of the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries is characterized as a harmonious, ecologically and aesthetically balanced landscape; in 1991, the local cultural landscape became a natural reserve. It never experienced massive industrialization and urbanization, although the collectivization process in agriculture in the latter half of the 20th century, equally as the 1945 expulsion of Germans and the arrival of more than thirty thousand newly allocated dwellers, had an undoubted negative impact on the entire territory. After 2000, the Broumov region entered a new stage which tries to follow on from the earlier
developments in the spheres of historic preservation and civic activities, as well as everyday life. Exploring and understanding the local historical landscape thus represents an extremely topical subject. Compared to other regions of the Czech Republic, its contemporary landscape retained many characteristic features of the early modern-era landscape from the spatial, material and aesthetic aspects. It is also perceived as a “Baroque landscape”, especially owing to the very precious architecture of religious nature – the churches built over a relatively short period by Martin Allio, Christoph and Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer, which dominate the local villages, and the Broumov Benedictine monastery, splendidly reconstructed in the Baroque era. These are the reasons why the Broumov region was incorporated into this publication as the second case study. However, if a full understanding of the development of the local cultural landscape is required, it must be realized that its settlement structure and its network of communications date to as early as the Middle Ages, and Baroque was superimposed on the earlier epochs thanks to the economic prosperity of the estates and the systematic care of the Benedictine authorities. Put in a simplified way, the landscape constants of the local relief and the river network jointly bore a medieval settlement scheme which received an opulent and, to an unprecedented intensity, preserved Baroque attire.

The Broumov region is a wide basin clearly defined by high mountains and a visual dominant – the town of Broumov, situated in its almost ideal centre. The pattern of local settlement was given by watercourses coming together in the river Stěnava. The valleys of brooks house rather large villages, the axes of which are main connections running in parallel to the watercourses. The cultural landscape of the Broumov region, hitherto uninhabited and moreover located on the periphery of Bohemia, began developing prior to the mid-13th century. It was transformed into a populated and cultivated land by the Benedictines who introduced German colonists to the territory “behind the Walls”. The market village of Broumov was first documented in 1256. The stability of the Benedictine estates as an administrative and economic whole (to the mid-19th century) and the continuity of the settlement along with everyday landscape care and cultivation (up to 1945) long represented yet another significant characteristic feature of the region. And although the textile industry in the form of dispersed manufactories has an unusually long tradition here as compared to other regions of the Czech lands, it began more noticeably influencing the face of the landscape of largely agricultural use only from the late 18th century. The process was initially slow, with mangles, bleacheries and dyeings increasingly lining the watercourses and joining the earlier mills, and later, from the mid-19th century, rather noticeable – but only in the central part of the basin, on the riverbanks of Stěnava. Besides Meziměstí (Halbstadt) and the Broumov suburb Velká Ves (Grossdorf), a place of an unambiguously industrial character is especially Olivětín – a village which defies the otherwise uniform structure of villages in the Broumov region simply by the late date of its establishment. The new residential housing, going hand in hand with the textile businesses and built in a style characteristic of the entire Czech borderland, decomposed the very regionally specific architecture, mainly expressed by village settlements – the so-called farmsteads of the Broumov type. Both Broumov and the surrounding villages were thoroughly affected by global trends in architecture and urbanism in the latter half of the 20th century when the Broumov region began losing its specific character. The forced replacement of the local population after the end of the Second World War disrupted the long continuous development of the local landscape, had a negative impact on its physical appearance and its genius loci and, last but not least, worsened the historians’ chances of penetrating its earlier appearance on the basis of studying the available sources.

The third case study pursues the transformation of the landscape (landscapes) of Prague and its surroundings in the latter half of the 19th and the early 20th centuries. This extensive and seemingly comprehensively explored subject still contains many questions and answers which can, by employing less well-known sources, supplement the complex picture of the historical
landscapes of the Prague agglomeration. The development of Prague in the followed period not only resulted in the gradual changing of the urban landscape but also in the changing geographic horizons as the Prague inhabitants and visitors perceived them and as they felt delimited by them. As the administrative borders of the city moved outward, spreading from its original centre, the scope of human activities widened and the contemporary achievable distances, either imaginary or real, lengthened. Human settlements, transportation, crafts and industry entered the landscape, accommodated to it or transformed it, formed its image and influenced each other. The urban landscape came alive with political events, arts, leisure activities and relaxation, entertainment and sports. It has left many traces – some of them still lingering and some slowly disappearing, while many are vanishing and will gradually vanish (an array of them, however, survives in historical sources). The medieval townhood, constricted by bulwarks stretching along both river banks for as long as to 1874, matured to the big city of Prague – an open urban agglomeration which exceeds the original area and ground plan of the historical centre by many times.

Two distinctive and different historical “landscapes” in the Prague agglomeration can thus be observed during the followed span of time. The first one dates to the period prior to tearing down the bulwarks, launched in 1874, and the second one to the following era, climaxing in 1914 with the outbreak of the Great War. The first “landscape” can be described as a relation between relief (in the sense of a landscape constant) and partial, more or less tardily developing landscape variables – waterworks, greenery, settlements and communications – with the only exception being the 1817 establishment of the first Prague suburb, Karlín, and its subsequent swift growth. The latter “landscape” during the final decades already indicated the commencement of a Greater Prague, the capital-to-be of the future Czechoslovak Republic. The belt of villages, fields, meadows, gardens and forests, which at that time surrounded the city, became more and more densely filled with both residential and industrial developments and new connections. The slow variables accelerated, the city began expanding beyond its administrative borders and absorbing the rural landscape behind the bulwarks, the transportation network densified, the waterworks were regulated and the Prague intravillan experienced radical redevelopment.

Re-cultivation and sustainable landscape development have come to the fore only recently. The structure of the current cultural landscape of the Czech Republic is formed by three basic types: urban and suburban landscapes and the more distant countryside. The sense of exploring historical landscape is to employ the acquired knowledge to the benefit of modelling new, modern and harmonious landscapes, which definitely should not lack the aspect of the past – i.e., landscapes which will follow on from their previous development, viewed on a time horizon exceeding the life span of merely one or two human generations.
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Abraham ben Jacob 52
Adršpašsko-teplické skály (sandstone rocks) 50
Allio Giovanni Battista 48
Allio Martin 47, 48, 63
Arbes Jakub 57
Aretin of Ehrenfeld Pavel 40
Auersperg (noble family) 16
Bečková Kateřina 56
Bechyně 12
Bělohlav Josef 25, 57, 60
Bezděz 10
Bítov 22
de la Blache Paul Vidal 11
Boháč Zdeněk 6
Bohdašín 43
Borovany 31
Borový Karel 59
Botič (brook) 52
Božanov 40, 47, 49
Božanovský Špičák (hill) 42
Branské doubr (natural preservation) 38
Brno 18
Broumov (town, monastery) 39–51, 63, 64
Broumov (region) 11, 27, 28, 39–51, 63, 64
Broumov Hook see Broumov (region)
Broumov Walls see Broumov (region)
Břevnov (monastery) 28, 41, 43
Břilice 32
Buquoy (noble family) 16
Bzí 31
Córdoba 52
Críginger Johann 40
Czernin Johann Rudolf 14, 16
Czernin of Chudenice (noble family) 16
Čáslav (region) 21
České Budějovice 32, 36
Český Krumlov 16, 17, 34
Český ráj 9
Dalejský potok (brook) 52
Delsenbach Johann Adam 15
Dientzenhofer Christoph 28, 47, 48, 63
Dientzenhofer Kilian Ignaz 28, 47, 49, 63
Dietzler Johann Joseph 15, 47
Dobrá mysł (lusthaus) 34
Dolní Bělá 22
Dřevíč (river) 46
Duchcov 39
Dunajovice 35, 36
Dunajovická hora 35, 36
Dvorce (medieval village, later farmstead) 29
Eckert Jindřich 57
Ehrenfeld Pavel Aretin of see Aretín of Ehrenfeld Pavel of Falkenberg Johann Benno 44
Ferdinand II (Austrian Archduke) 14
Ferdinand III (Bohemian King) 31
Frídrich František 57
Frýdlant (region) 45
Görlitz 16
Góry Stołowe (mountains) 42
Habry 20
Hájek 17
Heinzel František 49
Hejnice 17
Helmhacker Rudolf 58
Herold Eduard 57
Heřmánkovice 48, 49
Hesselius Johann Georg Albert 44–46, 48
Hodkovic 47
von Hochberg Konrad Ernst Maxmilian 45
Honské sedlo (saddle) 43, 48
Horyna Mojmír 48
Hosák Ladislav 6
Hradeček (pond) 30
Hronov (town, region) 28, 43
Hubenov 22
Hurtig Alfred 57
Hvězda (hill and chapel near Broumov) 47–50
Hvězda (château near Prague) 14
Choceni 41, 43
Chotek Karel 54
Chudenice 16
Janovičky 40, 45, 49
of Jelčany Jakub Krčín of see Krčín Jelčany Jakub
Jemčina 14, 16
Jetřichov 44
Jezeří 39
Jičín 7, 14
Jílovice 31
Jindřichův Hradec 32
Kaceřov 22
Kačina 16
Kájov 16
Kaplice 32
Karel IV. / Charles IV (Bohemian King) 53
Kinski (noble family) 21
Kladruby nad Labem (region) 21
Klaudyan Nicolaus 40
Kłodzko (town; county) 16, 17, 40–42, 45
Kohout Jiří 56
Kolbe František Alois 45, 46
Kořistka Karel 59
Kosmas (chronicler) 12
Královská obora see Praha-Královská obora
Kramolín 31
Krásný Dvůr 16
Krašov 22
Kratochvile (villa) 13, 34
Krčín of Jelčany Jakub 33, 34
Krejčí Jan 57, 58
Křínice 47, 48, 50
Kuks 15
Kupka Jiří 56
Labe (river) 60
of Landštejn Jan 31
of Landštejn Vilém 30
Ledenice 31
Lednice 15
Levý Antonín 57
Libín 29
Liebscher Adolf 57
Liebscher Karel 57
of Liechtenstein (noble family) 7, 15
of Liechtenstein Anton Florian 15
Lipno 10
Líšov 32, 36
Lítvínov 15
of Lobkowicz (noble family) 15, 21
Lomnice nad Lužnicí 29, 31
Löw Jiří 10, 11
Lužnice (river) 29–31, 33
Lysá nad Labem 15
Lysý vrch (hill) 50
Macek Josef 13
Machov 43
Machovské sedlo (saddle) 42, 43
Machovský kříž 45, 48
Majdaléna 32, 35
of Malešov Mikuláš Ruthard see Ruthard of Malešov Mikuláš
Mariánská Týnice 22, 23
Martínkovice 40, 44, 47–49
Mathey Jean Baptiste 14, 15
Menšík of Menštejn Jakub 21
Meziměstí 43, 44, 49, 63
Meziměstí nad Nežárkou 32
Mikulov 15
Mladošovice 29
Most 9, 20
Müller Johann Christoph 40
Náchod (region) 28
Neruda Jan 60
Netolice (region) 13
Netolický Štěpánek see Štěpánek Netolický
Nežárka (river) 33
Nová Bystřice 35
Nová řeka (river) 28, 29, 33, 37, 38
Novák Jaroslav 10, 11
Nové Dvory 16
Nové Hrady 16, 30, 32, 35
Nový Vdovec (pond) 30
Ohrada (enclosure) 14
Olivétín 41, 49
Opatovice (medieval village, mill) 29, 31, 37
Orlické hory (mountains) 60
Osek (hill) 12
Ostaš (hill) 50
Ostrova 15
Otto I (German Emperor) 52
Otto Jan 59
Pardubice (region) 30
Petrohrad 16
Plasy (monastery) 7, 21–23, 28
Plzeň (region) 19
Poděbrady (region) 21, 30
Police nad Metují 40, 43, 46, 48, 50
Pollack (family) 41
Prague see Praha
Praha (city and suburbs; agglomeration) 11, 12, 17, 18, 27, 28, 41, 52–62, 64, 65
Praha-Břevnov 28, 41, 43
Praha-Bubny 54, 58–60
Praha-Holešovice 54, 58–60
Praha-Hrad 52, 57
Praha-Hradčany 53
Praha-Hvězda 14
Praha-Josefov/Židovské město 54, 55
Praha-Karlin 53, 54, 56–58, 64
Praha-Královská obora / Stromovka (enclosure) 14, 54
Praha-Královské Vinohrady 54, 56, 59
Praha-Libeň 54, 56, 58, 59
Praha-Malá Strana 53, 57
Praha-Nové Město 53, 54, 58
Praha-Petřín (hill) 52, 57
Praha-Smichov 53, 54, 56–59
Praha-Staré Město 52–54, 57
Praha-Střelecký ostrov (island) 57
Praha-Troja 15
Praha-Uhříněves 21
Praha-Vítkov (hill) 52
Praha-Vršovice 59
Praha-Vysočany 59
Praha-Výšehrad 53, 57–60
Praha-Žižkov 54, 56, 59
of Prošovice Wolfgang Selender see Selender of Prošovice Wolfgang
Přemyslovcí / Přemysliden (dynasty) 14, 52
Rokytka (brook) 52
Rosenberg (noble family) see Rožmberk
Roubík František 6
of Rožmberk (noble family) 27, 29–38
of Rožmberk Petr Vok 29
of Rožmberk Vilém 34
Rožmberk nad Vltavou 16
Rudolfův 32
Ruprechtice 40, 48
Ruprechtický Špičák (hill) 42
Ruthard of Malešov Mikuláš 33, 34
Římov 16
Saint-Germain-en-Laye 30
Santini-Aichel Jan Blažej 22, 28
Sartorius Tomáš 48, 49
Sauer Carl O. 11
Selender of Prošovice Wolfgang 44
Schlick (noble family) 7, 21
Schlick Franz Joseph 14
Schroll (family) 41, 47
Schroll Benedikt 49
Schulten Friedrich Gottlieb 45
of Schwarzenberg (noble family) 21, 27, 29–38
Schwarzenberg Franz Adam 14
Sibylle Auguste of Saxe-Lauenburg 15
Slatiňany 16
Soběslav II (Bohemian Duke) 30, 31
Soběslav 32
Sporck Franz Anton 14, 15
Srp Jan 60
St Barbara (hermitry) 36
Stará Boleslav 17
Stará Hlína 32
Stěnava (river) 40, 42, 46, 48, 49, 63
Sternberg Wenceslas Adalbert of 15
von Stillenau Gottwald Caesar 15
von Stillfried Joseph 45
Stojčín (medieval village, later pond) 34
Stolové hory see Góry Stolowe
Stráž nad Nežárkou 32
Stromovka see Praha-Královská obora
Sřevač 14
Suchdol nad Lužnicí 32
Suchý Důl 48
Supí vrch (hill) 43
Svatá Hora 17
Šárecký potok (brook) 52
Šimák Josef V. 6
Šonov 48, 49
Štěpáněk Netolický 33
Šubrt František 59
Šumava 60
of Švamberk (noble family) 29–38
of Švamberk Jan Jiří 34
Švamberk (farmstead) 34, 37
Tábor (region) 60
Teplice nad Metují 42
Trhové Sviny 32
Troja (château) 15
Trstenice 20
Třeboň (town, castle, monastery) 29–38
Třeboň (region; former estate) 11, 13, 27–38, 62
Třeboň Basin see Třeboň (region)
Třeboň-Kopeček 32
Třípanský kámen (boarderstone) 45
Uhříněves see Praha Uhříněves
Valdštejn see Wallenstein
Valdštejnsko (enclosure) 14
Valkeřice 15
Valtice 15
Vambeřice see Wambierzyce
Vančura Jiří 56
de Veerle Jindřich 14
Veliš 14
Vlká Ves 41, 44, 49, 63
Verněrovice 40, 44, 48
Veselá nad Lužnicí 32, 34
Věžník of Věžník (noble family) 16
Vienna see Wien
Vítkovci / Wittigonen (noble family) 29
Vitoraz see Weitra
Vížňov 44, 48, 49
Vlček Pavel 56
Vltava (river) 52–54
Vogt Johann Georg Mauritius 15, 40
Vokšice 14
Vranín (medieval village, later farmstead) 29
Vrcho (farmstead) 29
Vysoká 15
Waldstein see Wallenstein
of Wallenstein / Waldstein / Valdštejn (noble family) 7
of Wallenstein / Waldstein Albrecht 7, 14
of Wallenstein Franz Ernest 14
of Wallenstein Johann Joseph 15
Walzel Josef 49
Wambierzyce 16, 17, 42
Weitra / Vitoraz (region) 30
Wenzel Franz 47
Wien 41
Wittigonen see Vitkovci
Záblatí 29, 34, 37
Zap Karel Vladislav 57, 58
Zinke Otmar 45, 47, 48
Zittau 20
Zlatá stoka (drain) 29, 33, 37
Zvikov 29
Zwettl (monastery) 31
Žimutice 31
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